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Preface
One objective of the CAMASE project (CAMASE:aConcerted Action for the development and
testing of quantitative Methods for research on Agricultural Systemsand the Environment) is
t o stimulate the development of modelsfor cropping systems:crop rotations, crop sequences
(including crop-grassland rotations), relay and intercropping.
The CT. DeWit Graduate Schoolfor Production Ecology (PE)aimsat productive, sustainable
and safe agricultural production systems.
CAMASE and PEorganized together the workshop "Rotation models for ecological farming"
from 15-20April, 1996, inWageningen,The Netherlands.
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Summary
CAMASE (aConcertedAction for the development andtesting of quantitative Methods for
research on Agricultural Systemsand the Environment) and PE(CT. DeWit Graduate School
for Production Ecology) organised together theworkshop "Rotation modelsfor ecological
farming".
During thisworkshop, ecologists and modellers met to seek mutually acceptable starting
points for the useof dynamic simulation models in crop rotations. On one hand, ecologists
pointed out specific questions intheir discipline, relatedto crop rotations. Modellers presented
the current status of their models inthe field of ecological farming systems,especially crop
rotations. Strong issuesand strong processesin models were stressed,while other demanding
issueswere placed on apriority list for further research and attention. Issuesfrom this list may
be assignedto model developing groups for further investigation. Ecologists reviewed the
possibilities for the useof dynamic simulation models in monitoring their field experiments.
This document describes the models,their evaluation and applications.

Introduction
In ecological farming systems,crop rotations arevital to make efficient useof natural resources.The right choice in successivecrops and cropping measures, useof optimal rotation
frequencies may lead to more sustainable land use,minimal pollution, while pests and diseases
are kept at atolerable level.Incrop rotations, crop growth takes place in asituation set by
former crops.Thiswill consequently influence the environment for following crops and their
tillage systems. Especially biological, physical and chemical soil properties are influenced. However,the growth of one crop hasdifferent implications than the growth of another crop.
Several dynamic models simulate processes in eachof the fields described above.The level at
which and the way how these processes aresimulated differ for almost each model. Some
models extensively account for the decomposition of crop residues,while others thoroughly
explore the soilwater balance or crop growth. Not all sub-processes areequally important for
solving all questions in crop rotations, although some might be crucial for the optimisation of
specific crop rotations.
During the CAMASE (aConcerted Action for the development and testing of quantitative
Methods for research on Agricultural Systems andthe Environment) / PE (CT. DeWit Graduate
School for Production Ecology) workshop, ecologists and modellers metto seek mutually acceptable starting points for the useof dynamic simulation models in crop rotations. On one
hand, ecologists pointed out specific questions intheir discipline, related to crop rotations.
Modellers presented the current status of their models inthe field of ecological farmingsystems, especially crop rotations. Strong issuesand strong processes in models were stressed,
while other demanding issueswere placed on a priority listfor further research and attention.
Issuesfrom this list may be assignedto model developing groups for further investigation.
Ecologists reviewed the possibilities for the useof dynamic simulation models in monitoring
their field experiments. Ecologists aswell asmodellers were invited to make available and
bring with them full datasets to run and evaluate their models.

I

Themesfor the workshop

Designing a multifunctional crop rotation and laying it out in an agroecologically appropriate way
P.H. Vereijken
ResearchInstitute for Agrobiology and Soil Fertility (AB-DLO), The Netherlands

2.1

Introduction

A EU-wide network of researchteams hasbeen set up (AIR-concerted action) to develop and
standardise the methodology of prototyping Integrated and Ecological Arable FarmingSystems (l/EAFS).
Building on initial experience with an experimental farm at Nagele (Vereijken, 1992)and the
input of the research leadersfrom the network, prototyping of l/EAFShasbeen elaborated in
a methodical way of 5formal steps (Vereijken, 1994, 1995) (Outline 1).The outcome of these 5
steps isexpressed in parts of an identity cardfor the prototype to facilitate the co-operation
within the team and the exchangewith the other teams in the network.

Outline 1 Methodicalwayof designing,testing,improvinganddisseminatingprototypesof Integrated
andEcological(Arable) FarmingSystems(l/EAFS)
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Hierarchyofobjectives:
makingahierarchy in6generalobjectives,subdivided into20specificobjectivesasabasefora
prototype inwhichthestrategicshortcomingsof currentfarmingsystemsarereplenished(Part
1ofthe identitycardofaprototype).
Parametersandmethods:
transformingthemajor (10)specificobjectives into multi-objective parametersto quantify
them,establishingthe multi-objective methodsneededto achievethequantified objectives
(Part2ofthe identitycard).
Design of theoreticalprototype andmethods:
designingatheoretical prototype bylinking parametersto methods(Part3ofthe identity
card),designing methodsinthiscontext untiltheyarereadyfor initialtesting (Multifunctional
CropRotationasmajor methodandPart4ofthe identitycard).
Layoutofprototype to testandimprove:
layingthe prototypeout onanexperimentalfarmoronpilotfarmsinanagro-ecologicallyappropriateway (Part5ofthe identity card),testingandimprovingthe prototype ingeneraland
the method inparticular until (after repeated layingout)theobjectives,asquantified intheset
of parameters,havebeenachieved(Part6ofthe identitycard).
Dissemination:
disseminatingtheprototype bypilot groups(<15farmers),regional networks(15-50farmers)
andeventually bynationalnetworks(regional networks interlinked)withgradualshift in supervisionfromresearcherstoextensionists.

Inall theoretical prototypes of the l/EAFS-Network,the Multifunctional Crop Rotation (MCR)
plays acentral role asamajor method to achieve desired results in the multi-objective parameters of soil fertility and environment, aswell asin the Quality Production Indices (QPIs
product"1) and the major parameters of economic and energy efficiency. Consequently, MCR
should be designed primarily to provide for awell-balanced 'team' of crops requiring a minimum of inputs that are polluting and/or based on fossil energy (nutrients, pesticides, machinery, fuel) to maintain soilfertility and cropvitality asa basisfor quality production.
Besides, MCRshould be laid out in an agro-ecologically appropriate way to ensure its efficacy
andto compensate for its insufficient control of semi-soilbomeand airborne harmful species.
Inthis paper, design and agro-ecological layout of MCRwill be highlighted, each with 3
examples of EAFSprototypes from the EU-network.

2.2

DesigningaMultifunctional CropRotation(MCR)

The basictask of l/EAFSdesigners,to replace physico-chemical methods by biological methods
andtechniques, requires an appropriate concept:
l/EAFSisan agro-ecological whole consisting of a 'team' of steadily interacting and rotating
crops,plus their accompanying (beneficial or harmful) flora and fauna.
The designer's task canthus bespecified ast o design a rotation with amaximum of positive
interactions and a minimum of negative interactions between the crops.These interactions
strongly influence physical,chemical and biological fertility of the soil and consequently vitality and quality production of the crops.
This leadst o the following brief definition:
MCRisa basicand comprehensive farming method to preserve soil fertility in biological, physicaland chemical terms and to sustain quality production with aminimum of inputs (pesticides,
machine and hand labour, fertilisers and support energy).
Thisdefinition could even besimplified to:
MCRisa farming method with suchalternation of crops (in time and space)that their vitality
and quality production canbe ensured with a minimum of remaining measuresor inputs.
The researchteams of the l/EAFS network have adopted astandard procedure to design MCRs
(outline 2).
The result of this designing procedure of 2stepsshould bethat short-term interests of marketing and profit are optimally blended with long-term interests of preserving soilfertility with
minimum need for external inputs.
The designing procedure isillustrated by 3examples of MCRsfor EAFS(Tables 1.1-1.3).

Outline 2 Procedureof designing a Multifunctional Crop Rotation (MCR)for l/EAFS
1.

Identifying and characterising potential cropsfor your region or farm (format A):
• making a listof crops (set-aside included) in diminishing order of marketability and profitability (>6crops for IAFSand >8crops for EAFS);
• characterising the crops in their potential role inthe MCR in biological, physical and chemical
terms, aslisted informat 1or adapted t o your region.

2.

Drawing up an MCRbased on (1)and simultaneously fulfilling amulti-functional set of demands (format B):
• filling the first rotation block with crop no.1;
• filling subsequent blockswhile preserving biological soilfertility by limiting the share per
crop speciest o ^ 0.25 in IAFSand ^ 0.167 in EAFSandthe share per crop group to ^ 0.50 in
IAFSand £ 0.33 in EAFS;
• filling subsequent blocks,while preserving physical soilfertility by consistently scheduling a
cropwith a high rating of soil cover (erosion-susceptible soils) or effect on soil structure
(compaction susceptible soils)after acropwith a low rating,overallthe MCRresulting in a
soil cover >-1 in IAFSand =0 in EAFSand asoil structure > -1 in IAFSand â0 in EAFS;
• filling subsequent blockswhile conserving chemical soil fertility by consistently scheduling a
cropwith a high rating of Ntransfer before acropwith ahigh rating of Nneed and a crop
with alow Ntransfer before acrop with a low Nneed,overall the MCR resulting in an N
need £ 2 in IAFSand £ 1inEAFS;
• filling single blocks by 2or 3cropswith corresponding characteristics, if needed for reasons
of limited labour capacity or market demand;
• ensuring crop successions arefeasible interms of harvesttime, crop residues and volunteers
from preceding crops.

2.2.1

Mid-Belgium prototype (Table 1.1)

This MCR has been designed f o r a hilly area w i t h clay soils, d o m i n a t e d by cereals and grass f o r
dairy cows or beef cows. Grass can be permanent or rotational.The shares o f single and related crops species can meet t h e demands (< 0.167 and < 0.33). The d e m a n d o f soil cover (= 0)
is n o t met, contrary t o t h e demands t o soil structure (>0) and N need (< 1).

2.2.2

SoutheastandMidwest Irelandprototype (Table 1.2)

This MCR has been designed f o r w e t areas w i t h peaty sand, d o m i n a t e d by cereals and grass f o r
beef cows and sheep. Grass can be permanent or rotational. The shares o f single and related
crops species cannot meet t h e demands (< 0.167 and < 0.33), so t h e MCR has insufficient prev e n t i o n o f pests and diseases. N o t w i t h s t a n d i n g a high share o f perennial crops, soil cover cann o t meet t h e d e m a n d (= 0). The demands t o soil structure (> 0) and N need are met.

2.2.3

Flevoland prototype (Table 1.3)

This MCR has been designed f o r a sandy clay area dominated by lifted crops. The shares o f
single crop species and related crop species are w i t h i n t h e d e m a n d (< 0.167 a n d < 0.33). H o w

8
ever, demands t o soil cover (= 0) and soil structure (> 0) are not met. On t h e o t h e r hand, N
need fulfils t h e d e m a n d (< 1).

2.3

Agro-ecological layout ofMCR

MCR can only come t o an o p t i m a l f u n c t i o n i n g if it is laid o u t in an agro-ecologically a p p r o p r i ate way. The research teams of t h e l/EAFS n e t w o r k have adopted a set of criteria f o r an
agro-ecological layout (outline 3).

Outline 3 Criteria for an agro-ecological layout of l/EAFS.
1.

Field adjacency = 1
All fields of afarming systemshould be adjacent to each other, t o obtain an agro-ecological
whole asaprerequisite for an agro-ecological identity.

2.

Field size £ 1ha
To obtain a prototype farming systemwith sufficient agro-ecological identity, the fieldsas
sub-units havet o beof a minimum size.

3.

Field length/width < 4
Round or square fields contribute optimally to the agro-ecological identity of afarming system.
Therefore, a maximum isto besetto the length/width ratio of fields,to limit the lossin identity.

4.

Crop rotation blocks >4 (IAFS)or >6(EAFS)
Theshorter the crop rotation,the greater the biotic stressonthe crops andthe need for external inputst o control that stress.Therefore, crop rotation isrequired based on 4 (IAFS)or 6
(EAFS) rotation blocks,at least (temporal dimension of crop rotation).

5.

Adjacency of subsequent blocks =0
Harmful semi-soilbornespeciesareto beprevented from following their host crop by a crop
rotation without any adjacency of subsequent blockst o ensure crops are not just moved to an
adjacent field from year to year.

6.

Shareof cereals ^0.5 (IAFS) or <?0.3 (EAFS)
The larger the shareof cereals in rotation,the greater the biotic stressandthe need for external inputs for this,cropgroup the largest in European arablefarming.Therefore,the crop
rotation should havea maximum of 0.5 (IAFS)or 0.3 (EAFS)of cereals.

7.

Ecological Infrastructure 2:5% of l/EAFSarea
To bridgethe gap between 2growing seasons,airborne and semi-soilborne bénéficiais need an
appropriate ecological infrastructure of at least 5 % of the farm area.

The agro-ecological layout according t o these criteria is illustrated by 3 examples of t h e same
EAFS illustrating MCR (Figs. 1.1-1.3).

Table 1.1 Multifunctional Crop Rotation of EAFSprototype in mid-Belgium (B1)
A. Selection of crops by pilot farm 1(crops in order of profitability)
biological

crop
no.
1

physical (ratings)

group 1

cover2

species
grassclover < jrass/leg.

chemical (N ratings)

rooting 3 compaction 4 structure 3 * 4

offtake 5

transfer 6

0

1

2

potato

solan.

-4

-1

2

3

maize

maize

-4

0

2

4

winter wheat

cer.

-2

2

5

triticale

cer.

-2

2

6

oats

oats

-2

2

7

rye

cer.

-2

2

spelt

cer.

-2

2

8

2

9
10
mean of crop selection

-2.3

-1.4

2.6

2.4

1.3

1.5

B.Multifunctional Crop Rotation of pilot farm 1
block

biological

crop

physical (ratings)
cover2 structure 3 ^

no.

no.

species

group'

I

1

grassclover

grass/leg.

0

II

1

grassclover

grass/leg.

III

1

grassclover

grass/leg.

chemical (N ratings)
offtake 5 transfer 6

need 7

1

2

2

0

0

1

1

2

-1

0

1

1

2

-1

IV

2

potato

solan.

-4

-1

3

2

1

V

4

winter wheat

cer.

-2

2

2

1

0

VI

3

maize

maize

-4

0

3

2

2

VII

5/6

triticale/oats

cer./oats

-2

2

2

1

0

VIII

5/6

triticale/oats

cer./oats

-2

2

2

1

1

-1.8

1.0

2.0

1.6

0.3

mean of crop sharespecies"1
rotation

< 0.167

share group 1
<0.25

1. Genetically and phytopathologically related groups,such ascereals,legumes,crucifers and chenopodes,composites, urnbellifers, liliaceae.All subsequent blocks of perennial crops arecounted as1
block.
2. No cover in autumn and winter =-4,no cover in autumn ar winter =-2,all others =0 (green manure
crops included).
3. Cereals,grassesand lucerne =3, root, bulb andtuber crops = 1,all others = 2(green manure crops
included).
4. Compaction by mowing in summer =-1and autumn =-2,lifting in summer =-2and in autumn =-4.
5. Nofftake by harvested crop product from soil reserves: legumes =0.Ail other crops:
25-50 kg ha" 1 = 1,50-100 kg ha" 1 =2, 100-150 kg ha" 1 =3, 150-200 kg ha" 1 =4,etc..
6. Ntransfer isthe expected net contribution of Nto subsequent crop, basedon Nresidues inthe soil
after harvest, Nmineralisation from crop residues and Nlossesby leaching and denitrification. In this
rating, the effect of green manure cropsshould be included. Ntransfer < 50kg ha"^ =1,
50-100 kg ha" 1 =2, 100-150 kg ha' 1 =3.
7. Nneed (block x) = Nofftake (block x) minus Ntransfer (block x-1). Nneed isnet Ninput t o be provided by manure or N fertiliser.
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Table 1.2 Multifunctional Crop Rotation of EAFSprototype in Southeast and Midwest Ireland (IRL1)
A. Selection of crops by pilot farm 8 (crops in order of profitability)
biological

crop
no.

species

physical (ratings)

group

1

cover

2

chemical (N ratings)

rooting 3 compaction 4structure3*4

offtake 5

transfer 6

1

wheat

cer.

-2

3

-1

2

3

1

2

bean

leg.

-2

2

-1

1

0

2

3

grassclover

grass/leg.

0

3

-1

2

2

2

-1.3

2.7

-1

1.7

1.7

1.7

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
mean <i f crop selection

B. Multifunctional Crop Rotation of pilot farm 8
block

biological

crop

physica I (ratings)
1

cover2

chemical (N ratings)

structure3*4 offtake 5 transfer 6

need 7

no.

no.

species

group

I

1

wheat

cer.

-2

2

3

1

1

II

2

bean

leg.

-2

1

0

2

-1

III

3

grassclover

grass/leg.

0

2

2

2

0

IV

3

grassclover

grass/leg.

0

2

2

2

0

V

1

wheat

cer.

-2

2

3

1

1

VI

3

grassclover

grass/leg.

0

2

2

2

1

VII

3

grassclover

grass/leg.

0

2

2

2

0

3

grassclover

grass/leg.

0

2

2

2

0

sharespecies"1

share group 1

<0.40

<0.52

-0.8

1.9

2.4

2.8

0.3

VIII

mean <af crop
rotatio n

1. Genetically and phytopathologically related groups,suchascereals,legumes,crucifersand chenopodes,composites, umbellifers, liliaceae.All subsequent blocks of perennial crops are counted as1
block.
2. No cover in autumn and winter = -4,no cover in autumn or winter =-2,all others =0 (green manure
crops included).
3. Cereals,grassesand lucerne =3, root, bulb andtuber crops = 1,all others =2(green manure crops
included).
4. Compaction by mowing in summer =-1and autumn =-2, lifting in summer =-2and in autumn =-4.
5. Nofftake by harvested crop product from soil reserves: legumes =0.All other crops:
25-50 kg ha - 1 = 1,50-100 kg ha - 1 = 2, 100-150kg ha" 1 =3, 150-200kg ha" 1 =4, etc..
6. Ntransfer isthe expected net contribution of Nt o subsequent crop, basedon Nresidues inthe soil
after harvest, Nmineralisation from crop residues and Nlosses by leaching and denitrification. In this
rating,the effect of green manure crops should be included. Ntransfer <50kg ha" 1 =1,
50-100 kg ha" 1 = 2, 100-150kg ha" 1 =3.
7. Nneed (block x) = Nofftake (block x) minus Ntransfer (block x-1). Nneed isnet Ninput to be provided by manure or N fertiliser.
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Table 1.3 Multifunctional Crop Rotation of EAFSprototype of Flevoland (NL2)
A. Selection of crops by pilot farm 6(crops in order of profitability)
biolog cal

crop

physical (ratings)
1

cover

2

rooting

3

chemical (N ratings)
4

3 4

compaction structure *

offtake 5

transfer 6

species

group

1

carrot

umbel.

-2

-4

-3

3

1

2

potato

solan.

-2

-2

-1

3

2

no.

3

onion

lil.

-4

-2

-1

2

1

4

celeriac

umbel.

-2

-4

-3

2

1

5

sugar beet

chen.

-2

-4

-3

2

1

6

pea, bean

leg.

-2

2

-1

1

0

2

7

wheat

cer.

-2

3

-1

2

3

1

8

oats

oats

-2

3

-1

2

2

1

9

barley

cer.

-2

3

-1

2

2

2

10

grassclover

leg.

0

3

-1

2

2

2

-2.0

1.9

-2.1

-0.2

2.1

1.4

mean of crop selection

B.Multifunctional Crop Rotation of pilot farm 6
block

biological

crop

physical (ratings)
1

cover2 structure3*4

chemical (N ratings)
offtake 5 transfer 6

need 7

no.

no.

species

group

1

1/5

carrot/sugar beet

umbeL/chen.

-2/-2

-3/-3

3/3

1/1

2

II

6

pea, bean

leg.

-2

1

0

2

-1

III

2

potato

solan.

-2

-1

3

2

1

IV

10

grassclover

grass/leg.

0

2

2

2

0

V

3/4

onion/celeriac

liL/umbel.

-4/-2

-1/-3

2/2

1/1

0

VI

7

wheat

cer.

-2

2

3

1

2

-1.8

-0.2

2.2

1.5

0.7

VII
VIII
mean of crop

share species1

rotation

<0.167

share group"1
<0.25

1. Genetically and phytopathologically related groups,such ascereals, legumes,crucifers and chenopodes,composites, umbellifers, liliaceae.All subsequent blocks of perennial crops are counted as1
block.
2. No cover in autumn and winter = -4, no cover in autumn SEwinter =-2,all others =0 (green manure
crops included).
3. Cereals,grassesand lucerne =3, root, bulb andtuber crops = 1,all others =2 (green manure crops
included).
4. Compaction by mowing in summer =-1and autumn = -2, lifting in summer =-2 and in autumn =-4.
5. Nofftake by harvested crop product from soil reserves: legumes =0.All other crops:
25-50 kg ha' 1 = 1,50-100 kg ha - 1 =2,100-150 kg ha' 1 =3, 150-200 kg ha - 1 =4, etc..
6. Ntransfer isthe expected net contribution of Nto subsequent crop, basedon Nresidues inthe soil
after harvest, Nmineralisation from crop residues and Nlossesby leaching and denitrification. In this
rating,the effect of green manure crops should be included.Ntransfer <50 kg ha" 1 =1,
50-100 kg ha' 1 =2,100-150 kg ha" 1 = 3.
7. N need (block x) = Nofftake (block x) minus Ntransfer (block x-1). Nneed isnet Ninput to be provided by manure or N fertiliser.
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2.3.1

Mid-Belgium prototype (Fig.1.1)

This layout holds major risksfor semi-soilbome pestsand diseasesfor t w o reasons. Firstof all
mean field length/width isfar beyond the criterion (<4),sofields have amarginal character
and crops move acrosstoo short distances.Secondly,4out of 8subsequent blocks are adjacent.
For example,this layout may imply that in 1994clover in block Ihardly survived the seedling
stage because of heavy infestation by Sitona beetlesfrom the adjacent blocks IIand III.The
criterion for share of cereals (<0.3) cannot be met by most of the group of 8 pilot farms.Besides, none of the pilot farms hasasufficient share of ecological infrastructure (>0.05).

2.3.2

SoutheastandMidwest Ireland prototype(Fig.1.2)

This layout has not all rotational fields adjacent,though isconsidered asan agro-ecological
whole because fieldswith permanent grassare in between. However, 3out of 8 subsequent
blocks are adjacent. Over the group,somefarms cannot meet the criterion for ecological infrastructure.

2.3.3

Flevoland prototype(Fig.1.3)

This layout can meet all agro-ecological criteria. However, over the group some pilot farms
cannot meet the criterion for subsequent blocks adjacency and ecological infrastructure.
Considering the examples of l/EAFSlayouts,the main obstacleto achieve an agro-ecologically
valid layout isinsufficient field adjacency.Asa result,the prototypes cannot be laid out asan
agro-ecological whole,which isa prerequisite for an agro-ecological identity.
There arevarious options for revising the layout of your prototype variants, depending on
what valueyou attach t o the criterion of field adjacency.The most consistent isto select only
those pilot farms in which all fields are adjacent (permanent grassland included). Another
consistent solution isto lay out the prototype only on the part of the farm with adjacent
fields, soast o exclude non-adjacent fields.A compromise would beto include 1or 2
non-adjacent fields if they can beconnected to the other fields bythe ecological infrastructure. In any case,teams with ongoing projects or projects in preparation are strongly recommended t o lay out their prototypes asan agro-ecological whole, for several reasons.
Only if the farming system isan agro-ecological whole:
•
canthe prototype achieve sufficient agro-ecological identity inthe midst of a turbulent
and distorting environment, dominated by monocultures and short rotations with a
chronic imbalance between beneficial and harmful flora and fauna and chronic use of
pesticidesto compensate for this imbalance;
•
canthe prototype achieve desired results in multi-objective parameters,which directly
depend on an agro-ecological identity, suchasEcological Infrastructure requiring sufficient spatial continuity (for flora,fauna and recreation), and Exposure of Environment to
Pesticides and Quality Production, both requiring sufficient support from beneficial flora
and fauna;
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.

canthe prototype achieve desired results in multi-objective parameters, which indirectly
depend on an agro-ecological whole, insofar asthat whole supports amanagement which
iseffective and efficient in timing and input of labour and energy. In principle, all parameters are involved, including Net Surplusand Energy Efficiency.

2.4

Discussion

Prototyping l/EAFSincluding designing and laying out MCRsisstill in its infancy.Asa result,
the methodology needst o bestrongly improved before it can becalled reliable and appropriate for general use.To improve the methodology, crop rotations and layouts should beevaluated in their regional context, considering their major functions, notably quality production
and maintenance of soil fertility with minimum inputs.The great constraints to do this
on-farm arethe huge costsand the many years ittakes.Could simulation models provide for a
solution,for example by replacing empirical research on specific parameters,or the entire
on-farm research in specific regions?

2.5
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The modeller's perspective
F.W.T. Penning de Vries
ResearchInstitute for Agrobiology and SoilFertility (AB-DLO), The Netherlands

3.1

Introduction

Building models isaway t o integrate knowledge andto make it accessiblefor various purposes. Both processand product are important (Penning deVries & Rabbinge, 1995) because
they:
•
help to define and categorise the state of knowledge of the subject;
•
help to set prioritiesfor research,by helping to locate gaps in knowledge and to link
scientists acrossdisciplines, levels of aggregation and from fundamental and applied
sciences;
•
provide a meansfor disseminating knowledge;
•
provide atool to make integrated knowledge operational for policy making and for resource management.
Modelling in crop science has long been concentrated on crop phenology and growth,soil water and soil nutrient dynamics, and their relations to weather. Models are usedextensively for
all four purposes mentioned, including understanding the behaviour of the crops in specific
environments, and optimisation of planting dates,fertiliser application and crop choice. More
than one hundred of such models arecharacterised inthe CAMASE-Register (Plentinger &
Penning deVries,eds., 1996).Somemodelling studies alsoconsidered explicitly the cropping
systemscontext (e.g.Aggarwai, 1993;Timsina et al., 1993 a, b).Demand isnow increasing t o
use models for studies at even broader scales intime and space,and for more complex issues
(Dent, 1993;Stroosnijder &Van Rheenen, 1993).
One suchademand isto involve models inthe research of cropping systems:to quantify nutrient carry over between crops and lossesto the environment, to optimise crop choice,to establishthe impact of weed population dynamics,etc. Evenmore than in cropscience, cropping
and farming systems research needs models because experimentation has important though
limited opportunities: it takes severalyears,few if any repetitions are possible and cost soon
become prohibitive. Descriptive models,quantifying observed growth and nutrients fluxes in
equations, do agoodjob in reproducing the original data, but have little power of extrapolation t o yearswith different weather pattern,other soiltypes.Dynamic and explanatory simulation models,with much stronger capacitiesto generalise, could not really be used in this
field until recently, becausethere wastoo little knowledge of the key soil and crop processes,
computers may have beentoo slowto handle the complex models, andtoo few observations
were available to get anyfeeling for the (in)accuracy of the model. In recentyearsseveral attempts were made bydifferent simulation groups inthe world t o involve mechanistic models
in understanding the behaviour of crop sequences and crop rotations.ThisCAMASE/PE meeting was calledto bring together many of the modelers involved and the modelst o simulate
crop rotations.
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At the sametime,we want to be careful not to develop rotation models asagoal in itself, but
to listen carefully to scientists who actively investigate cropping systemsand who design improved systems and improved system management. We aimed the meeting at actual and potential contributions of crop rotation modelling to research on ecological crop rotations, since
much attention isgiven nowadays inthe Netherlands to research on ecological farming (i.e.
farming with useof little or no artificial fertiliser and a minimum of chemical inputs for crop
protection; note that ecological farming thus defined isnew inThe Netherlands, but common
practice in Australia!).While there are clearly questions that cannot not yet beanswered with
dynamic models (e.g.on crop quality, comparison of mechanistic and chemical removal of
weeds, development soil structure,accounting for soil heterogeneity), models may provide
answers to questions the ecologists had not thought of (adjusting results of ayear with extreme weather, judging the effects of slow developments in soil organic matter, quantifying
short-term effects of high rainfall on N03-Ieaching; pre-testing designs and experiments).
With crop rotation models,we may be roughly in astage between 'preliminary' and
'comprehensive' modelling (Penning deVries & Rabbinge, 1995). Main benefits of such models
are in research,and moderately in prediction.With aconcerted effort, we can reach in the
next 5-10years dynamic, deterministic summary models,whose value isin application in particular. With complex models assome of those on crop rotations, however, the distinction in
three development stagesfor the entire model may not befully adequate, but applicable to
each of itssubmodels instead.Someof the models presented at this meeting clearly had parts
that were well developed,tested and simplified ('summary models'),while other components
arestill in an early stage.Overviews are presented inthe lastchapters.
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APSIM, and its use in cropping systems
analysis
H.Meinke, P.S. Carberry, B.A.Keating, D.M. Freebairn, J. Turpin &J. Dimes
DPI/CSIRO, Agricultural Production SystemsResearch Unit, Australia

4.1

Abstract

This paper givesan outline of the current systemssimulation capabilitieswithin the Agricultural Production Systems Research Unit (APSRU).Against a background of high rainfall variability, high potential for soil erosion, increasing salinity, increasing awareness regarding off-farm
effects of agriculture and considerable fertility decline in some regions,the development,
functionality and useof the Agricultural Production SystemsSimulator (APSIM) are described.
Emphasis ison the presentation of past and current usesof this systems modelling capability.

4.2

Introduction

Cropping inAustralia poses many challenges.With European settlement of Australia about
200years ago,farmers of the "new" continent were exposed to an environment that differed
fundamentally from their experience.They had no means of assessingthe land's suitability to
cropping other than bytrial and error. Their hard-won experiences, often featured in Australian contemporary art and folklore, were passed on and ledto today's manifestation of diverse, regional cropping systems.
Analysing and improving these systems requires sound understanding of physical, chemical
and physiological processes and tools to evaluate their interactions. Effects of management
strategies needto be assessedand quantified interms of productivity andtheir impact on the
resource base.Additionally, the high rainfall variability throughout Australia often means that
even one lifetime of cropping experience can be insufficient to samplethe underlying variability adequately (Meinke & Hammer, 1995).Cropping systems models are one obvious choice of
possible tools t o addresssuch issues.They have many potential applications ranging from environmental issuesand policy matters to farm optimization and variety adaptation (e.g.Littleboy et al., 1992;Netherlands Scientific Council for Government Policy, 1992;Penning de Vries
et al., 1993;Goldsworthy &Penning deVries, 1994;Hammer et al., 1996a).
Care needst o betaken,however, that the methodology used isappropriate for the task.
Modelling should not beseen asthe panacea for all agricultural problems but rather asa convenient way of aggregating environmental interactions thus providing higher level data upon
which decisions can be based.Thetechnology integrates our knowledge of agricultural systems, allows generation of mostly probabilistic information useful to systems managers (e.g.
What if?When? How often?) and highlights gaps in current understanding of the system.It is
a means of making agricultural research more relevant t o practice andthus addsvalue t o existing knowledge and our research efforts. Bysimulating the production system,the state of the
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system at any point intime isknown, and alternative management options and their
long-term impact on sustainability and productivity can beevaluated.
Models can be usedto answer questions at various levels of aggregation. Irrespective of scale,
processes of equal importance should be represented at the same level of resolution throughout a model.This isoften constrained by scientists' specifically-focused expertise and hence
limited knowledge of processesthat, although not directly part of their field of research, need
to be included inthe model. Particularly when moving from single cropsto cropping systems
models,this becomes increasingly difficult asmore and more disciplines are expectedt o contribute to the model.Additionally, only few agricultural scientists have had anyformal training in software development that enables them to structure and write computer code efficiently and with the necessary precision and flexibility. Thesame rigour that isapplied to vetting the science underlying the model needsto be applied to its implementation andto its
maintenance (McCown et al., 1996).These issues have been addressed and are reflected in the
design structure and the development of the Agricultural Production Systems sIMulator
(APSIM).

4.3

Methods

APSIM provides aversatile and flexible infrastructure for model development, testing and
application (McCown et al., 1996). Itsmain features aresummarized inTable 1.

Table 1 SummaryinformationfortheAgricultural ProductionSystemsSIMulator(APSIM)
Nameof model
Developed by
Reference

Principleaim
Target use/ usergroups

Typeof model

TheAgricultural ProductionSystemsSIMulator(APSIM)
Agricultural ProductionSystemsResearchUnit(APSRU)
McCown,R.L,G.L.Hammer,J.N.G.Hargreaves,D.P.Holzworth&
D.M.Freebaim,1996. APSIM:Anovelsoftwaresystemfor model
development, modeltesting,andsimulation inagriculturalsystems
research.Agricultural Systems50:255-271.
Thesimulationof agricultural productionsystemsat the
point/paddockscale.
Other researchers
Regionalplanners&policymakers
Agriculturaladvisors(extensionofficers,agribusinessadvisors)
Farmers
Adailytime-step modelbasedonphysiological,physicalandchemicalknowledgeof systemprocesses.
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Brief description

APSIM isaflexible software environment for simulating systems
rather than a model of aparticular cropping system.Within APSIM
there isalibrary of modules, eachdescribing specific processes, that
can be combined in meaningful waysto represent agricultural systems. Modules can beeither biological (e.g.crop, pasture, surface
residue), environmental (e.g.water balance, Nbalance,soil erosion),
managerial (e.g.tillage, irrigation,fertilization) or economic (e.g.
event log) andthey communicate with eachother via the APSIM
"engine". The "engine" passesinformation between modules accordingt o astandard protocol which allows modulest o be plugged
in or pulled out of the "engine" depending on the specifications for
the simulation task. Inthisway,the simulation capacity of APSIM is
limited only bythe availability of modules t o simulate aspects of the
systemof interest.

General or region specific
Data requirements

General
Climate (mostly daily data of temperature, solar radiation and rainfall)
Site characterisation
Crop model parameters
Soilwater balance parameters
Soil nitrogen fertility parameters
Surface residue parameters
Soil erodability parameters

Model assumptions

System performance can besimulated through the linked simulation
of individual processes.

Model testing/validation

APSIM hasadopted many of the existing modelsthat simulate crop,
pasture,or soil processes inAustralia and elsewhere.The accuracy of
APSIMtherefore derives from the validation accuracy of each original module plusthe degreeto which suchvalidations are affected
bythe module combination linked into APSIMfor a particular application. Testing of APSIM isan on-goingtask within APSRU.

Known good points

Ability t o simulate agricultural systems (crop rotations, inter-species
competition).

Known limitations

Fewskilled operators/trainers

Commercial details

APSIM isregarded asthe intellectual property of APSRUand strict
control ismaintained over itsdistribution.Asarule,APSIM is not
madeavailablet o others outsideAPSRU,except by negotiation.
Generally, negotiation for the useof APSIM involves either close
collaboration with APSRU,e.g.through collaborative projects, exchange of modules or datasets,or bysomefunding arrangement.

Contact for further informa-

APSRUManagement Committee,APSRU,P.O.Box 102,Toowoomba,

tion

Q.4350, Australia.
Phone:+61-76.314 394
Fax: +61.76.332 678
E-mail: lisettea@apsrusg.sth.dpi.qld.gov.au

APSIM results f r o m a convergence of t w o previous efforts t o achieve t h e c o m b i n a t i o n o f w e l l
p e r f o r m i n g crop models, t h e ability t o simulate configurations of crops, sequences and m a n agement practices and software t h a t is designed and tested. The first, PERFECT (Littleboy e t al..
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1992)was mainly designedto assesseffects of erosion on productivity inthe Australian subtropics and for climatic risk analysis (Hammer et al., 1987).The second,AUSIM (McCown & Williams, 1989)developed acrop model template that ensuresflexibility andefficiency when developing modules that interact to simulate systems and helps with the implementation of high
programming standards.
The efforts of the PERFECTand AUSIM teams were combined to produce APSIM,which goes
beyond its predecessors in itsfunctionality and structure.APSIM'scentral engine,written by
professional software developers,facilitates communication between modules, based on a
plug-in, pull-out principle.Thisallows scientistst o concentrate on developing individual modules intheir area of expertise without being divorced from development activities in other
areas. It also enhances communication among those scientists and supports model development activities through a range of tools suchasgraphic routines to analyse output or changing variable namesthroughout the module atthe pressof a button. It allows afast and
thorough evaluation of alternative modelling approaches (Meinke &Stapper, 1995).
Simulation of cropping systems requires representation of relevant management actions realisticallytaken in responseto conditions.This isaccomplished bythe Manager module.This key
feature of APSIM allows the userto mimic an unlimited number of management operations as
they occur. Actions such ascrop choice, planting, application of fertilizer, tillage or irrigation
can becontrolled using rules.The language for expressing rules is'lf?.condition(s) satisfied
then ?action(s)'.Thisform allows great flexibility and enables ready construction of complex
rules.The 'System Log' records interventions of the Manager.
Within APSIM each major soil or crop process isrepresented by aseparate module.Thus,soil
dynamics (i.e.water, nitrogen and carbon fluxes, residue decomposition,surface condition and
erosion) provide the common basisfor analysis of cropping systems.Thecore concept has
changed from that of acrop responding to resource supplies in existing crop models to that of
asoil responding to weather, management and crops.All modules are independent and communication between modules ishandled by acentral 'engine' which usesaunique message
passing system.A standard interface design enables easy removal, replacement or exchange of
modules without disrupting operation of the system.The shell allows rapid evaluation and further development of new modules.Thisstructure facilitates the collaborative effort required in
the development of asystemssimulation model,where different processes are understood and
developed by different people, andwhere alternative representations of asingle process are
sometimes needed.TheWINDOWS based platform allows easy integration of existing models
or modules.A sophisticated communication protocol and a modular structure assist users to
combine desired modules atthe click of abutton.Thisconfiguration of modules canthen be
usedto simulate the impact of land useon resources for arange of management scenariosassociated with crop sequence,fertilization, andtillage.The necessary management rules for
these scenarios can easily beconstructed without recompiling. Information thus generated enables analysis of economic and resource risks inthe variable climatic and marketing environments faced by most agricultural production systems in Australia.
Although APSIM isbeing developed aspart of asystems and operational research approach t o
problems in production systemsof north-eastern Australia, it isasuitable tool for similar applications elsewhere. Its main objectives areto combine crop and pasture models to simulate
various production systems using soil and crop processes at levelsthat are balanced and appropriate to proposed applications.
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Modules are grouped into crop,crop management, soilwater, soil nutrient, surface management, economic and climatic modules.At present, crop modules are operational in APSIM for
wheat, barley, sorghum,sunflower, maize,sugar cane,cotton, peanuts,chickpea and pastures.
They are mostly based on existing models with varying degree of adaptation. Modules for soybean, mungbean and cowpea are under development. Adaptation of existing modules continues, because each of the modules reflects the purpose and environment for which it was originally developed.
APSIM can be used at different levels of aggregation,that is,crop,cropping system,farm and
region. Added complexity isonly sought if it clearly improves predictive capability acrossspatial and temporal scales.Often models aretoo complex, with complexity often poorly balanced,for the level of application (Goudriaan et al., 1994;Meinke, 1996).APSIMfacilitates a
better match between specific applications andthe appropriate level of complexity.

4.4

Applications of APSIM-someexamples

Inthe following section,we present abstracts of some selected past and current projects that
relate to the topic of this workshop.Table 2summarizes APSRU's project activities inthe area
of systems analysis and improvement.

Table2 ListofAPSIMprojectsintheareaof systemsanalysisand improvement
Analysisof croppingstrategies(e.g.opportunityversusfixedfallows)
Assessmentofdrainage lossesbelowalternativecroppingstrategies
Impactof fertiliser andresiduemanagement onsoilfertility decline
Nitrate leachingfrom highinputsugarcaneproductionsystems
Production andeconomicsof cereal-legume rotations
Analysisof intercroppingsystems
Agroclimatic analyses-potentialfor existingornewcropping enterprises
Analysisof planting opportunitiesandcropchoice("Plantnowor later')
Assessingthevalueof nitratedeepinthe profileandadjusting N fertilisation regimes
Economicsof investinginsupplementary irrigationfor sugarcanefarms
Assessmentofthevalueof aclimateforecast incrop production
Impactofwindbreaksoncrop productivity
Fateof endosulphan incotton productionsystems
Assessmentofthe impactofsoilstructural degradation undercropping
Designof sustainablesystemsof effluent irrigation of eucalyptforests
Treesandnative pasturesinnorthernAustralia
Productivity of grazedpasture-crop rotations
Erosionfrom Leucaena/ Maizealleycroppingsystemsinthe Philippines
Evaluationoffarmingsystemsinthesemi-aridtropicsof IndiaandAfrica (incollaboration with
ICRISAT)
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4.4.1

Modelling water, nitrogen and crop yield for a
long-term fallow management experiment

Two models, CENTURY (monthly time step) andAPSIM (dailytime step),that differ markedly in
how they represent the crop-soil system have been usedto simulate soil processes and crop
production in a long-term (25years) experiment in Queensland (Probert et al., 1995).The experiment was designedt o examine effects of tillage,stubble management and nitrogen fertilizer on the productivity of awinter cereal -summer fallow cropping system (Marley & Littler,
1989;Thompson, 1990).Both models predicted, in agreement with the observed data,that for
this continuous cereal cropping system there hasbeen adecline in soil organic matter for all
treatments and a reduction through time inthe capacity of the soilto mineralise and accumulate nitrate during the fallows.Although models differed in detail,they reproduced the observations well enough to indicate their suitability for providing useful insights into the behaviour of cropping systemswhere the focus ison depletion of soil fertility.

4.4.2

Intercropping

APSIMwasspecified for two mixed-crop systems:amaize-cowpea intercrop system and a
crop-undersown pasture system (Carberry et al., 1996a). Inthe former case,APSIMwas able to
simulate the growth, development and yield of both maize and cowpea grown under a range
of soilwater andfertility conditions. Measured data were collated from experiments and from
the literature where cropswere arranged assolecrops, intercrops andwhere the relative time
of sowing of each crop alsochanged. Inthe latter case,amixture of pasture legume under a
maize crop wassimulated;growth of the mixture was predicted under conditions where the
maize and pasture competed for light, water, and nitrogen during the cropping season.Predicted grain yield of maize and biomassyield of pasture legumewere similart o observed
yields for both intercrop and sole crop and pasture treatments.
Inafurther study (Carberry et al., 1996b),APSIMwas ableto reproduce the measured yields
from sorghum, maize and verano grown either assole crops,asintercrops or in rotations of
severalyears. Likewise,asimulation analysis of several cropping options for Katherine, NT,resulted in the preferred outcome reflecting current farming practices inthe region.This issuperior in terms of both gross margin returns and long-term soilfertility status.

4.4.3

Pasture ley -cropping rotations

Two experiments used afield bio-assay approach to investigate the nitrogen benefit from pasture leys of Stylosanthes hamata to subsequent maize crops (Joneset al., 1996). Nitrogen uptake and yields of maize cropswere higher after the verano leysthan after grass ley,the effect
persisting into the second crop.The main features of the experimental results,through both
the ley and cropping phases,could be simulated adequately using APSIM,despite the fact that
currently the model does not have acapability to grow perennial leys.The model provides opportunity to explore the fate of nitrogen inthe system,thereby giving insights into system
performance that cannot be addressed from experimental data.
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4.4.4

Cropping rotations, fallow management and solute
movement

Profile distributions of nitrate and chloride measured on a black earth in Queensland indicated
that over 20years of continuous winter cropping, nitrate losses by leaching represented up to
30% of applied fertilizer and were greatest where annual summer fallows were zero tilled
(Turpin et al., 1996).APSIMwas usedto simulate the observed chloride movement patterns
and investigate the influence of alternative cropping rotations with both conventionally tilled
and zero tilled fallows. Simulation results demonstrated that within the period 1969to 1992,
there were only three periods of rapid leaching.
SWIM Version 2(Rosset al., 1992) isasoilwater and nutrient balance model based on anumerical solution of the Richards' and Convection-Dispersion equations. It has recently been incorporated into the APSIMframework to combine the benefits of both and to provide analternative to the currently available cascading soilwater balance module (Huth et al., 1996).
APSIM-SWIMcan now be usedto calculate all flows of water and nutrients into,through and
out of soils under awide range of conditions. Furtherwork examines how APSIM-SWIM can be
usedt o devise management strategies that might limit nitrate leaching under sugar cane crops
(Keating et al., 1996b;Verburg et al., 1996).

4.4.5

Drought assessment

Climatic variability isa natural part of farming inAustralia and current Government policysees
drought more asa normal part of the production environment, than an unpredictable disaster
requiring relief (Keating et al., 1996a). Despite this philosophy, the notion remains that
drought policy should provide assistanceto producers inthose calamitous circumstances where
government action isrequired asa measure of last resort. Government support to farmers suffering inthe 1994drought was provided becausethe circumstances were viewed ascalamitous, although this view was not shared by all commentators.Thisstudy examines approaches
and criteria for assessingthe severity of a prolonged drought.

4.4.6

Participatory research with farmers andtheir advisors

Information generated by simulation models isperceived ashaving low credibility by farmers
and their advisors.There has been little evidence that such information,when presented
through traditional extension methods and decision support products, hasbenefited farmers.
Therefore, important questions for industry, being askedto fund the further development of
simulation models, are (i)can models really be usedto benefit management of farming systems? and (ii) how canthis proposed benefit be implemented? McCown (1995) and Foale et al.
(1996) report on a participatory research approach which isattempting to addressthese questions. Asfarmers themselves are often experimenting with rotations and crop management, it
has beenfeasible to join them in exploring farming systems issueson farm.With collaborating
farmers and consultants, soilwater and nutrient data are collected prior to planting from paddocks which differ intheir cropping history.Thesedata coupled with APSIM andthe long-term
climatic record are usedto suggest production strategies that better meet grower objectives.
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Showing that APSIMcan reproduce on-farm results isimportant in order to provide credibility
in model predictions.

4.4.7

Effect of cropping frequency ondeep drainage

Keating et al. (1995) have usedAPSIMconfigured with wheat andsorghum modulesto examinethe impacts of cropping strategies on the deep drainage term inthe water balance in the
Liverpool Plains.Thiswork highlights the tradeoffs between production risk and deep drainage risk for long-fallow wheat / sorghum systemscompared to opportunity cropping systems.

4.4.8

Seasonal climateforecasting andtactical management

Recent advances in long-range rainfall andfrost forecasting allow a pre-season evaluation of
likely growing conditions in EasternAustralia (Stone et al., 1996).Inthis region of high climatic
variability (Nicholls &Wong, 1991), askilful seasonal forecast provides an opportunity for farm
managers to better tailor crop management decisions to the season(Hammer et al., 1996b).
Meinke et al. (1996) have shown in acasestudy for peanuts how sucha probabilistic climatic
forecasting system can be combined with adynamic simulation model to forward estimate
production levels and risk. However, implications of aseasonal forecast system go beyond
single crop issues.Their impact on key cropping systems decisions,suchascrop choice and
cropping sequence, needsto be assessed.Other issues,suchasthe residual value of applied
nitrogen to the following crop require agronomic and economic quantification. Inclosecollaboration with farmers,the seasonalforecast techniques and modelling capabilities isused t o
gain improved insight in the longer-term consequences of possible decision options.

4.4.9

Tactical cropchoice

Generally the choice of croptype isnot difficult for farmers if planting rains occur inthe 'main'
season.Thischoice becomes problematic when rains are early or late,and there is uncertainty
asto when the next opportunity will occur, acommon problem in semi-aridtropics (Muchow
et al., 1994; Meinke et al., 1996).Asacasestudy,the outcomes of three scenarios (a) late
wheat, with afallow to the next winter wheat; (b) delay planting andwait for aearly summer
planting opportunity for sorghum or (c) late wheat with the possibility of a late summer crop
(an opportunistic "double crop") were compared.After analysis of crop yield distributions and
consideration of commodity prices,adviceto farmers wasto avoid late wheat if possible asf u ture planting opportunities and rising levelsof soil water storagefor the coming summer crop
indicated better financial returns. Resultswere disseminated using mass media (radio, farm
journal), and officers' summary notest o district extension officers (Dimes et al., 1993).Timely
analysis of such issues has been effective infacilitating dialogue between scientists and land
managers,and we believe leadto better informed decisions.While all output is probabilistic,
the analysis of climatic data through the cropping system model has been instructive to scientists and farmers alike.
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5.1

Introduction

CropSyst (Cropping SystemsSimulation Model) isa multi-year, multi-crop, daily time step crop
growth simulation model,developed with emphasis on afriendly user interface, andwith a
link to GISsoftware and aweather generator (Stockle, 1996). Link to economic and risk analysismodels isunder development. The model's objective isto serveasananalytical tool t o study
the effect of cropping systems management on crop productivity andthe environment. For
this purpose, CropSyst simulatesthe soilwater budget, soil-plant nitrogen budget, crop phenology, crop canopy and root growth, biomass production, crop yield, residue production and
decomposition, soil erosion bywater, and pesticide fate.Theseare affected byweather, soil
characteristics, crop characteristics, and cropping system management options including crop
rotation, cultivar selection, irrigation, nitrogen fertilisation, pesticide applications, soil and irrigation water salinity, tillage operations, and residue management.
The model code iswritten in Pascal (DOSversion) and C++(Windows and Windows 95 versions).An advanced user-friendly interface allows usersto easily manipulate input files, verify
input parameters for range errors and crosscompatibility, create simulations, execute single
and batch run simulations, customise outputs, producetext and graphical reports, link to
spreadsheet programmes, and evenselect a preferred language for the interface text. Simulations can becustomised to invoke only those modules of interest for a particular application
(e.g., erosion and nitrogen simulation can bedisabled if not desired), producing more efficient
runs and simplifying model parameterisation.The model isfully documented (Stockle & Nelson, 1994;Stockle & Nelson, 1996),and the manual isalso available asa help utility from the
CropSyst interface. CropSyst executable programme, manual, and tutorials can be retrieved
directly overthe Internet (http://www.cahe.wsu.edu/-bsyse/faculty/stockle/cropsyst/cropsyst.
html).

5.2

Brief modeldescription

The model isintended for crop growth simulation over aunit field area (m 2 ). Growth isdescribed atthe level of whole plant and organs. Integration isperformed with dailytime steps
using the Euler's method.A complete description of the model isgiven inthe user's manual
(Stockle & Nelson, 1994),which iscurrently being updated (Stockle & Nelson, 1996).The nitrogen and water submodels in CropSyst, and ageneral description of growth simulation have
been presented elsewhere (Stockle et al., 1994).A new approach to determine crop nitrogen
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demand has been recently developed (Stockte &Debaeke, 1996).A finite difference solution of
Richards equation to simulate water transport (asan alternative to existing cascading approach), and crop responseto salinity hasbeen also recently added (Ferrer-Alegre, 1995). A
general description of the model follows.
Thewater budget in the model includes precipitation, irrigation, runoff, interception, water
infiltration, water redistribution inthe soil profile,croptranspiration, and evaporation. Users
mayselect different methods to calculate water redistribution inthe soil profile and reference
évapotranspiration.Water redistribution inthe soil ishandled by asimple cascading approach
or by afinite difference approach to determine soilwater fluxes.The latter allows accounting
for upward flow (and chemical transport) from awater table,whose depth from the soil surface needsto be specified over time. CropSyst offers three options to calculate grass reference
ET.Indecreasing order of required weather data input, these options are:the Penman- Monteith model,the Priestley-Taylor model,and asimpler implementation of the Priestley-Taylor
model which only requires airtemperature. Crop ETisdetermined from acropcoefficient at
full canopy and ground coverage determined bycanopy leaf area index.
The nitrogen budget in CropSyst includes Ntransformations, ammonium sorption,symbiotic N
fixation, crop Ndemand andcrop Nuptake. Nitrogen transformations of net mineralisation,
nitrification and denitrification aresimulated.Thewater and nitrogen budgets interact t o
produce asimulation of Ntransport within the soil.Chemical budgets (pesticides,salinity), including pesticide decay and absorption, are also kept and interact with the water balance. All
balances within the model are checked at eachtime step and errors are reported in caseof departures within setthreshold values.
Crop development issimulated basedon thermal time required to reach specific growth
stages.The accumulation of thermal time may beaccelerated bywater stress.Thermal time
may be also modulated by photoperiod and vernalisation requirements whenever pertinent.
Daily crop growth isexpressed asbiomassincrease per unit ground area.The model accounts
for four limiting factors to crop growth:water, nitrogen, light, andtemperature. Given the
common pathway for carbon and vapor exchange of leaves,there isaconservative relationship between croptranspiration and biomass production. Following Tanner &Sinclair (1983),
daily biomass accumulation iscalculated as:
BT=KBTT/VPD

[Eq.1]

where By isthe transpiration-dependent biomass production (kg nr 2 day"1),Tisactual transpiration (kg nrr2 day"1), andVPD isthe mean daily vapor pressure deficit of the air (kPa).The
Tanner-Sinclair relationship hasthe advantage of capturing the effect of site atmospheric
humidity on transpiration-use efficiency. However, this relationship becomes unstable at low
VPD; indeed it would predict infinite growth at near zero VPD.To overcome this problem,a
second estimate of biomass production iscalculated following Monteith (1977):
BL = e l P A R
where BListhe light-dependent biomass production (kg m"2day"1),e isthe light-use efficiency
(kg MJ"1) and l P A R isthe daily amount of crop-intercepted photosynthetically active radiation
(MJ"1 nr 2 day"1). Eachsimulation day,the minimum of BTand BListaken asthe biomass production for the day.

[Eq.2]
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Although the parameter e(Eq.2) includes the effect of the temperature regime prevailing
during its experimental determination, temperature limitations during early growth are not
captured and asingle value isdetermined for the vegetative period or, more usually,for the
entire growing season.However, more detailed measurements will show adecrease of e during early growth due to low temperature. Not accounting for this temperature effect may result in overprediction of biomass production during early growth, particularly in the case of
winter crops.A temperature limitation factor isincluded in CropSyst to correct the value of e
during this period,which isassumedto increase linearly from zero to one asair temperature
fluctuates from the basetemperature for development to an optimum temperature for early
growth.
To account for nitrogen effects on biomass production,the minimum of BTand BLisusedas
baset o determine the nitrogen-dependent biomass production (BN):
BN = Min {B T , BL}[1- (N p c r i t -Np)/ (N p c r i t -N pmin )]

[Eq.3]

where BNisin kg nrr2 day 1 , Np isplant nitrogen concentration (kg kg -1 ), N p c r i t isthe critical
plant Nconcentration (kg kg"1) below which growth is limited,and N p m j n isthe minimum
plant nitrogen concentration (kg kg"1) at which growth stops.Thevalues of N p c r i t and N p m j n
(and also of maximum plant nitrogen concentration, needed to establish crop nitrogen demand) fluctuate asafunction of accumulated biomass,following the concept of growth dilution. More detail on this isgiven by Stockle & Debaeke (1996).
The increase of leaf area during the vegetative period, expressed asleaf area per unit soil area
(leaf area index, LAI),iscalculated asafunction of biomass accumulation, specific leaf area,
and a partitioning coefficient. Leaf area duration, specified interms of thermal time and
modulated by water stress,determines canopy senescence.Root growth issynchronized with
canopy growth, and root density bysoil layer isafunction of root depth penetration. The
prediction of yield isbasedon the determination of a harvest index (grain yield/aboveground
biomass).Although an approach based on the prediction of yield components could be used,
the harvest index seemsmore conservative and reliable for ageneric crop simulator. The harvest index isdetermined using asbasethe unstressed harvest index, a required crop input parameter, modified according to crop stress (water and nitrogen) intensity and sensitivity during
flowering and grain filling.

5.3

Modelinputs

Four input data files are required to run CropSyst: Location, Soil,Crop,and Management files.
Separation of files allows for an easier link of CropSyst simulations with GISsoftware. A Simulation Control file combinesthe input files asdesired to produce specific simulation runs. In
addition, the Control file determines the start and ending dayfor the simulation, define the
crop rotations to besimulated,and setthe values of all parameters requiring initialisation.
Definitions, usage,and range of variation of all parameters required by CropSyst are given in
the User's Manual (Stockle & Nelson, 1994, 1996),andthey are alsoavailable inthe Help facility of the model interface.
The Location file includes information such aslatitude,weather file code name and directories,
rainfall intensity parameters (for erosion prediction),freezing climate parameters (for locations
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where soil might freeze), and local parameters to generate daily solar radiation and vapour
pressure deficit values.
The Soil file includes surface soil Cation Exchange Capacity and pH,required for ammonia
volatilization, parameters for the curve number approach (runoff calculation), surface soil texture (for erosion calculation), and five parameters specified by soil layer: Layerthickness, Field
Capacity, Permanent Wilting Point, Bulk Density, and BypassCoefficient. The latter isan empirical parameter to add dispersion to solutetransport, particularly when usingthe cascading
approach for soil water redistribution.
The Management file includes automatic and scheduled management events. Automatic
events (irrigation and nitrogen fertilisation) are generally specifiedto provide optimum management for maximum growth, although irrigation canalso beset for deficit irrigation. Management events can be scheduled using actual date, relative date (relative to year of planting),
or using synchronisation with phenological events (e.g., number of days after flowering).
Scheduled events include irrigation (application date, amount, chemical or salinity content),
nitrogen fertilisation (application date, amount, source-organic and inorganic-, and application mode- broadcast, incorporated, injected),tillage operations (primary and secondary tillage operations, which are basically related to residue fate), and residue management (grazing,
burning, chopping, etc.).
The Crop file allows usersto select parameters to represent different crops and crop cultivars
using acommon set of parameters.Thisfile isstructured inthe following sections: Phenology
(thermal time requirements t o reachspecific growth stages,modulated by photoperiod and
vernalisation requirements if needed). Morphology (Maximum LAI,root depth,specific leaf
area and other parameters defining canopy and root characteristics), Growth (transpirationuseefficiency normalised byVPD,light-use efficiency, stress response parameters, etc.). Residue
(decomposition and shading parameters for crop residues), Nitrogen Parameters (defining crop
N demand and root uptake). Harvest Index (unstressed harvest index and stresssensitivity parameters), and Salinity Tolerance.

5.4

Validation performed

CropSyst has been applied to simulate several crops (corn,wheat, barley, soybean,sorghum,
and lupins) and regions (Western US,Southern France,Northern and Southern Italy, Northern
Syria, Northern Spain,andWestern Australia), generally with good resultsand alsowith a few
problems (e.g.Donatelli et al., 1996a), particularly for applicationst o conditions not simulated
bythe model (for example,water balance of cracking vertisols).The quality and/or level of detail of the available data isoften aconstraint for more thorough model evaluation. For more
information on CropSystvalidation the reader isreferred to Stockle et al. (1994), Palaet al.
(1996), Stockle et al.(1996),Stockle & Debaeke (1996), Donatelli et al.(1996a), Donatelli et al.
(1996b), and Ferrer-Alegre (1995).A few examples are given here.
Table 1summarises validation work performed using data from USlocations (Stockle et al.,
1994) and from Tel Hadya (headquarters of ICARDA) in Northern Syria (Pala et al., 1996).Statistical analyses have indicated asatisfactory performance of CropSyst inthese evaluations.Although not shown here,good agreement with observed seasonal evolution of ET,LAI,and
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biomass wasfound for Northern Syria data,which isfundamental to provide agood base for
adequate simulation of biomass andyield at harvest time.
Table 1 Summaryofstatisticalresultsforcomparisonsofsimulatedandobservedyields(fromPala
etal.,1996,andStockleet al.,1994)
Obs.

Sim.

RMSE

Mean

Mean

RMSE

Crop

Location

1)

2)

n

(kg/ha)

(kg/ha)

(kg/ha)

Wheat

Northern Syria

G

W/N

16

2180

2410

Wheat

Northern Syria

B

W/N

16

7310

Wheat

Northern Syria

G

W/N

16

Wheat

Northern Syria

B

W/N

Corn

Davis, CA; Ft

G

/Obs.
Mean

d 3)

550

0.25

0.92

7090

870

0.12

0.96

1750

2080

560

0.32

0.90

16

7190

7140

1030

0.14

0.92

W

28

9831

9026

724

0.081

0.95

B

W

28

16460

16808

1246

0.076

0.954

Logan, UT

G

W

18

4100

4261

443

0.108

0.979

Logan, UT

B

W

18

8033

8460

1121

0.14

0.961

Logan, UT

G

W/N

30

4946

4963

383

0.077

0.975

Logan, UT

B

W/N

30

10293

10339

786

0.076

0.996

Collins,CO
Davis, CA;Ft
Collins,CO
Wheat

Wheat

1)B =Biomass,G =GrainYield
2)W=Watertreatmentswereimposed,N =Nitrogentreatmentswereimposed
3)d=Willmott IndexofAgreement (Willmott, 1982),rangingfrom0to 1, 1 beingperfect agreement
Recent validation work was performed using data collected bythe Institut National de laRechercheAgronomique (INRA)at Auzeville (near Toulouse), France (Stockle et al., 1996).These
data are from long-term cropping system experiments conducted from 1983to 1992t o evaluate crop rotations atthree input levels. Input level Iwas not irrigated and received a minimum
amount of fertilisation; level IIreceived limited irrigation, restricted to the most sensitive
growth phases,and amoderate amount of fertilisation;and level IIIreceived full irrigation and
a large amount of fertilisation.The objective wasto evaluate the ability of CropSystto predict
ET,biomass,andyield of maize,sorghum,and soybean in responseto weather (three dry
years: 1986, 1989,and 1990) and soilwater availability. In addition, simulations were performed using four combinations of two ETandtwo infiltration/redistribution submodels. The
ETsubmodels corresponded to the Penman-Monteith (P-M) and Priestley-Taylor (P-T) equations, the latter applied with aVPD-dependent P-Tcoefficient. Infiltration/redistribution submodels corresponded to the cascading [C] method andthe finite difference (FD) method.
CropSystwasfound able to simulate well the observed ET,biomass,and grain yield for the
three crops,three years,and three irrigation input levels asgiven byWilmott index of agreement consistently over 0.95. Results inTable 2,which include only crop yield simulations, show
that the best simulations tended to be associatedwith the useof the P-M ETandthe FD water
transport submodels. However, results usingthe simpler methods are not too different, which
isencouraging for applications where data input or computer CPUtime constraints may be an
issue.
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The capability of CropSyst to simulate different cropping systems using 6years of data collected from rotation experiments at two locations, representative of the t w o largest plain areasof Italy, wastested by Donatelli et al. (1996a).Simulations were performed by initialising
state variables at the beginning of 6-year rotations without further reinitialisation,thusconstituting aseveretest of the model's medium-term predictive capabilities. Data available did not
allow for detailed corroboration of model components and limited further analysisfor correction of situations where model performance was poor.
Model estimates of yield of maize,soybean,and barley at Modena, and sorghum and sunflower at Foggia,appeared reasonably accurate. CropSystwas not ableto simulate soybean
growth when the cropwassown asasecond crop after durum wheat at Foggia. However,
poor simulation of winter cerealyields provedto bethe most critical limitation of the model,
particularly at Foggia, and the variability observed in durum wheat yields at this location in
different rotations could not beexplained satisfactorily. The model was able to simulate correctly water useby crops in different years, but the rewetting of soil profile during the second
part of the year was often overestimated for surface soil layersand underestimated for deeper
soil layers, presumably asthe consequence of aseasonal preferential water flow dueto soil
cracking.Asan example. Figure 1showssimulated and measured soilwater content fluctuations for the two-years rotation sunflower-durum wheat at Foggia.

sunflower-durum wheat, Foggia,Italy

simulated
S 0.10 -

O measured

0.00
01/04/88

Figure 1

19/02/89

09/01/90

29/11/90

19/10/91

Simulatedandmeasuredsoilwater contentforthe rotationsunflower-durumwheatat
Foggia,Italy.Averagevaluesofthesoil layer0.05-0.5m depth.

Work under progress isapplying CropSystto study the economic risk of selected crop rotations
inthe Palouse region of the Pacific Northwest, USA.This isadryland region characterised by
steep gradients of precipitation fluctuating from 200to 500 mm,with weather conditions
ranging from excellent to marginal for small grain production.Crop rotations evaluated include Winter Wheat/Spring Barley/Spring Peas,Winter Wheat/Spring Peas,Winter Wheat/
Spring Barley/Fallow, Winter Wheat/Fallow, and continuous Spring Barley.Thirty-year average
yield of the different cropswithin typical rotations have been comparedwith long-term farmlevelyield averages. Both the simulated average and the coefficient of variation for the three
cropscompared well with observed values.Comparisons for winter wheat and spring barley
are shown acrossthe rainfall gradient (Figure 2).

07/09/92
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Table 2

Summary of statistical resultsfor comparisons of simulated and observed grain yield at
Auzeville, France using different ETandwater transport submodels (PM = Penman-Monteith
ETsubmodel; PT= Priestley-Taylor submodel;C=cascading infiltration; FD=finite difference
infiltration)
PM/FD

PM/C

PT/FD

PT/C

Sorghum
Number of data points

8

8

8

8

Observed average (Oavg) (kg/ha)

7601

7601

7601

7601

Predicted average (kg/ha)

8060

7852

8822

8679

935

860

1531

1339

RMSE(kg/ha)
RMSE/ Oavg

0.123

0.113

0.201

0.176

Wilmott index of agreement

0.963

0.968

0.911

0.931

9

9

9

9

Observed average (Oavg) (kg/ha)

2828

2828

2828

2828

Predicted average (kg/ha)

2738

2819

2984

3093

Soybean
Number of data points

RMSE(kg/ha)

356

398

395

473

RMSE/ Oavg

0.126

0.141

0.140

0.167

Wilmott index of agreement

0.975

0.965

0.972

0.955

Maize

9

9

9

9

Observed average (Oavg) (kg/ha)

8026

8026

8026

8026

Predicted average (kg/ha)

7494

7503

8029

8064

RMSE(kg/ha)

1858

2043

2001

2108

RMSE/ Oavg

0.231

0.255

0.249

0.263

Wilmott index of agreement

0.958

0.946

0.952

0.943

Number of data points

Table 3

Statistical indicest o evaluate simulation results at Modena and Foggia,Italy. Key:n, number
of observations; O, average measured yield; P, averagesimulated yield; RMSE, root mean
squareerrort; EF, modelling efficiency"!";CRM,residual masscoefficient"*";slope, intercept and
r2 of the regression predicted vs.measured yield

n

0

P

RMSE

(tha"1)

(tha"1)

(%)

6.01

5.91

7.42

9.35

9.44

2.90

CRM

Slope

Int.

r2

0.59

0.0163

0.53

2.74

0.62

4.84

0.64

-0.0103

0.81

1.90

0.68

2.85

13.73

0.85

0.0164

1.06

-0.21

0.89

2.58

2.50

15.59

-0.38

0.0303

0.06

2.34

0.01

6.53

6.67

19.93

0.57

-0.0217

0.90

0.79

0.67

EF

Modena

48
39
50

barley
maize
soybean
Foggia
durumwheat
sorghum
1 sow)

soybean^"" sunflower

70
29
30
20

t seeLoague & Green, 1991

1.99

1.78

18.84

-0.62

0.1074

0.00

1.76

0.00

3.23

3.24

20.66

0.63

-0.0020

0.69

0.99

0.63
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5.5

Plansfor development

CropSyst improvement isan ongoing and challenging process.Ingeneral,the introduction of
new management capabilities or new simulation modules isnot very likely inthe near future,
but rather improvement of process simulation will begiven priority. The capability of accounting for tillage effects on both infiltration and evaporation will be implemented inthe model,
andthe evaporation processwill be re-evaluated to more accurately simulate evaporation under fallow conditions.
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Simulatedandobservedlong-termyieldsforwinter wheatandspringbarleyintypical rotationsatthe Palouseregionofthe PacificNorthwest, USA(S =Simulated,O=Observed)

Validation with data setsfrom all overthe world isof great interest to ensure robustness of
the model.Test of the model with new crops suchaspotato (in progress),sugar beet, alfalfa,
canola, and others will be attempted asproper data setsbecome available. Co-operation with
agronomists and agricultural scientists around the world isdesirable for further progress.
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The soil-plant-atmosphere model
DAISY
H.Svendsen &N.E. Nielsen
TheRoyal Veterinary &Agricultural University, Dept. Agricultural Sciences,Denmark

6.1

Objective

The objective of the DAISY model isto simulate how climate,soiltype, soilfertility and various
agricultural management strategies and practices affect crop production, nutrient (nitrogen)
and water useefficiencies and lossesat the field scale.

6.2

DAISY

The one-dimensional and deterministic soil-plant-atmosphere model DAISY(Hansen et al.,
1990, 1991)comprises anumber of main modules,viz. a hydrological model including asubmodel for water dynamics, asoiltemperature model, asoil nitrogen model including asubmodel for soil organic matter dynamics,acrop model including asubmodel for nitrogen uptake and amanagement module allowing different agricultural practices and strategies for soil
tillage, irrigation,fertilization and crop management.
The soil part of the DAISY model hasaone-dimensional vertical structure and the soil profile is
divided into homogeneous layers according to the physical,chemical and biological characteristics. Model calculations in soil are performed on the basisof user-defined node points.The
DAISY model in its present form isadapted to the wet temperate climate of North-Westem
Europe.
The hydrological processesconsidered inthe model include snow accumulation and melting,
interception of precipitation by the crop canopy, evaporation from crop and surfaces, infiltration, water uptake by plant roots,transpiration, and vertical movement of water inthe soil
profile. Snow melting isassumedto be influenced by incident radiation, and soil and air temperatures. Interception isdetermined either by precipitation or bythe crop canopy. Description of évapotranspiration isbasedon aclimatic determined potential évapotranspiration and
the availability of water. Modelling of water uptake by plant roots isbased on aquasi steady
state solution of the differential equation for radial water flow to the root surfaces, and the
plant root density inthe soil profile.The vertical movement of water inthe soil profile is
modelled by means of a numerical solution of the Richards' equation.
Soiltemperature ismodelled by solving the heat flow equation taking into account heat transfer by conduction and convection, and changes in heat content byfreezing and melting
processes.Thefreezing process induceswater flow inthe soil asiceformation isassumed t o
take place inthe large soil pores extracting water from small soil pores resulting inwater flows
towards the freezing zone.
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The DAISY modelling of soil organic matter turnover includesthe three measurable main pools
of soil organic matter: Added organic matter (AOM), soil microbial biomass (SMB) and native
soil organic matter (SOM) aswell assoil mineral Nand soil respiration (C0 2 -C)(Figure 1).

Figure 1

Poolsandsubplotsof organicmatterandrelated partitioning inDAISY
AOM:Addedorganic matter, SMB:Soilmicrobial biomass,SOM:Soilorganic matter

The pools:AOM,SMBand SOM are consideredto be acontinuum having a range of turnover
rates.Asseenfrom figure 1,it isassumedthat those continua can besimulated if each pool is
subdivided into two subplots:AOM1, AOM2, SMB1, SMB2,SOM1and SOM2,onewith a slow
turnover rate (e.g.SOM1)and one with a high turnover rate (e.g.SOM2). It isassumed that
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the turnover of each pool follows 1storder kinetics.Thus each subpool ischaracterised by its
size, C/N-ratio, turnover rate coefficient and partitioning coefficient of C-flow between pools.
Furthermore inthe caseof SOM1, SOM2and SMB1the turnover rate coefficients are assumed
to be influenced by soiltemperature, soil water content and clay content of the soil whereas
the turnover rate coefficients of AOM1, AOM2 and SMB2are influenced by soil temperature
and soil water content only.
The SMB1 +SMB2 utilises organic matter assubstrate. Eachof these subplots is characterised
byasubstrate utilization efficiency, amaintenance respiration coefficient, and an apparent
death rate coefficient. The maintenance respiration andthe death rate are assumedto be influenced bysoiltemperature and soilwater content, and inthe caseof SMB1bythe clay content of the soil,too. Carbon islost ascarbon dioxide dueto the respiration processes, whereas
excessesof Ninthe soil microbial biomass isreleasedt o the soilsolution asurea.The overall
result of allthe organic matter turnover may be net mineralisation and thereby release of
ammonium or net immobilisation bywhich ammonium or nitrate is immobilised.
Nitrification issimulated by applying Michaelis-Menten kinetics assumingthe rate coefficient
to be influenced by soiltemperature and soilwater content.
Denitrification issimulated by defining a potential denitrification rate assumedto be related
to the carbon dioxide evolution rate in the soil.The potential denitrification rate is reduced
according to the oxygen status of the soil expressed asafunction of soilwater content. Hence
the actual denitrification issimulated either asafunction of the reduced potential denitrification rate or asafunction of the rate bywhich soil nitrate isavailable for denitrification.
Soil mineral nitrogen submodel of DAISY includes alsoNuptake by plant roots andvertical N
movement in the soil profile.The nitrogen uptake model isbased on the concept of a potential nitrogen demand simulated bythe crop model,andthe plant availability of soil nitrogen,
i.e. the rate bywhich nitrogen can be made available at the root surfaces.Thetransport of
nitrogen from the bulk soilt o the root surfaces isbasedon the assumptions that each root
exploit an average effective volume of soilwhich isacylinder around each root. The radius of
this cylinder correspondsto the average half distance between the roots.The nitrogen transfer
to the root surface takes place by massflow and diffusion. It isassumedthat the concentration-distance profile develops intime in astepwise manner, and at eachtime step approximates t o asteady state profile. Inthe present model it isassumedthat nitrogen uptake equals
the nitrogen flux towards the root surface. If the uptake islimited bythe availability of nitrogen the concentration at root surface isassumed equal to zero and hencethe root actsasa
zero sink. Inthis casetotal uptake of nitrogen iscalculated by integrating the flux over the
entire root system. Inthe caseof ample nitrogen supplythe total nitrogen uptake is determined bythe potential nitrogen demand.Thentotal uptake isdistributed over the entire root
zone by assuming acommon concentration to exist along the root surfaces of the entire root
system. Soil layers inwhich the concentration islessthan the common concentration areassumed not to contribute to the nitrogen uptake.Thecalculations are performed for both ammonium and nitrate. It isassumedthat ammonium istaken up bythe plant roots in preference
to nitrate.The mobility of the ammonium in soil isconsidered lessthan that of nitrate due to
adsorption of ammonium to soil colloids which isdescribed by an adsorption-desorption isotherm.Thevertical movement of nitrogen ismodelled by means of a numerical solution of the
convection-dispersion equation for ammonium aswell for nitrate.The source sinkterm in the
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convection dispersion equation integrates the transformation processes inthe caseof ammonium aswell asinthe caseof nitrate.
The crop growth model isbased on the concept of production levels classified bythe occurrence of growth-limiting factors.At production level 1,potential production, the growth rate
of the crop only depends on the plant genotype, current state of the crop, radiation and temperature.Thusthe crop hasample supply of water and nutrients.At production level 2, the
availability of water limits crop production,the growth rate of the crops are limited for at least
part of the growing seasondue to shortage of water. At production level 3, nitrogen availability inthe soil limits crop production,the growth rate of the crops also may be limited due t o
shortage of water. Hence DAISY may account for moderate deficiencies of water and/or nitrogen only.
A crop isconsidered to consist of two or three partsviz.shoot, root and insomecasesalso
storage organs.The shoot ischaracterised by dry matter and nitrogen content, leaf area index
of photosynthetically active leaves,and total leaf area index.The root system ischaracterised
by dry matter and nitrogen content, rooting depth and root density. Storage organs are characterised by dry matter and nitrogen content. Thecrop model isbasedon the thermal unit
concept which imply that crop development from emergence to harvest can bedescribed asa
function of the temperature sum. Plant emergence and leaf area index at the early stage of
crop canopy development are simulated solely asfunctions of temperature sumwhile leaf area
index at later stages of crop canopy development issimulated asafunction of both temperature sum and accumulated amounts of shoot dry matter. Simulation of crop dry matter production isbased on calculation of daily grosscanopy photosynthesis, partitioning of assimilates
between crop parts, and respiration of eachcrop part, respectively.The calculation of gross
canopy photosynthesis isbasedon the assumptions that gross leaf photosynthesis can be described by asingle light response curve andthat the light distribution within the crop canopy
can be described by Beer's law.The assimilate partitioning between considered crop parts is
simulated asafunction of temperature sum.It isnotedthat internal pools of assimilate are not
taken into account inthe model.This approximation isassumedto befairly good asthe time
stepfor the crop model isone day. Respiration isassumedto include growth respiration as
well asatemperature-dependent maintenance respiration.

6.3

Drivingvariablesand initialisation

Required meteorological variablest o runthe model aredailyvalues of global radiation, air
temperature and precipitation. If afluctuating groundwater table constitutes the lower
boundary condition for the simulation of soilwater dynamicsthen groundwater table data
also actsasadriving variable.
The model requires a number of parameters and initial values in order to define and characterisethe considered soil-plant-atmosphere system (Hansen et al., 1990,1991).
Ingeneral,crop parameters only hasto beassessedonce.Thetask of including a new crop in
DAISY isnormally equivalent to assessinga new set of parameters.At present crop parameters
for spring barley,winter wheat, winter barley, spring rape,winter rape,fodder beet, potato
and grass have been developed.
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6.4

Modelvalidations

Validation of the model isperformed in numerous casesfor various crops,soil types and climatic conditions.Thesevalidations are reported inthe papers listed inthe list of publications.

6.5

Outlook

Under the Danish Environmental Research Programme 1992-1996, Danish Centre for Root Zone
Processes,numerous subprojects concerning short-term carbon and nitrogen transformation
and the effect of abiotic factors andsoiltexture are being performed together with asubproject concerning macropore flow. The resultsfrom these projects will be usedfor further validation of the DAISY model and when necessaryalsoto modify and improve the DAISY model.
A main focus of our future activity will be studies on:
•
strategies for nursery of soil microbial biomass in relation to plant nutrition and crop production,
•
how to simulate biological nitrogen fixation in cropping systems,
•
macropore flows of water and solutes having considerable environmental impacts.
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Simulation of crop rotations using the
DSSAT3 crop models
W.T.Bowen, P.K.Thornton & P.W. Wilkens
International Fertilizer Development Center (IFDC), United States
G. Hoogenboom
The University of Georgia, Dept. of Biological and Agricultural Engineering, United States

7.1

Introduction andobjectives

Agricultural sciencetoday isexpected to help achievesustainable growth in food production
while being askedto conduct research with dwindling resources. However this isdone, much
greater emphasiswill needto be placed on the efficient organisation of research and the
knowledge that it generates. One approach to improving efficiency isthrough the integration
of research activities with the construction and application of dynamic simulation models.
In demonstrating the value of an integrated experimental and modelling effort, teams of researchers invarious parts of the world have produced comprehensive models capable of providing quantitative estimates of crop production under awide range of soil,weather, and
management conditions. Constructed primarily for predicting cropyield during asingle growing season,these models usually describe plant growth on adaily basisat the process level
(carbon assimilation, partitioning, phenology, and water and nitrogen uptake). Attention to
this level of detail has resulted incrop growth modelsthat realistically simulate the sensitivity
of growth and development to changes in solar radiation,temperature, photoperiod, and water and Navailability. These models have helped to improve our understanding of crop, soil,
weather, and management interactions, albeit during the course of asingle growing season.
Asquestions continue to be raised about the sustainability of cropping systems,scientists must
acquire a better understanding of how crop production isaffected beyond one growing season by changes inthe soil resource with time, and how these changes are related to weather,
management, andthe carry-over effects of cropsgrown in sequence.Long-term experiments
and monitoring are of course needed,but so isamodelling approach that seekst o integrate
this understanding into a logical and useful structure.
Two basic approaches are discernible: models that are ableto mimic the sensitivity of plant
growth and development during asingle season,without the capability of simulating crops
grown in sequence,and other models capable of simulating long term cropping sequences but
with lesssensitive and robust plant growth components.Theobjective of the DSSAT rotation
models isreallyt o seeif more reliabletools for simulatingthe long-term consequences of crop
management might not be obtained from linking more sensitive plant growth simulators with
more realistic simulators of how the soil resource changeswith time.
Consequently, the crop growth models distributed with the DSSATversion 3software have
been linked to enablethem to simulate cropsgrown inarotation or acontinuous sequence.
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Cropping sequences can be simulated for any number of years using either measured or generated weather. Thissequencing capability isa new feature of the DSSAT,which also includes
an analysis programme for studying long-term trends in simulated output using a combination
of graphical and statistical tools.

7.2

The DSSATcrop models

The DSSATcontains five separate models for simulating the growth of 11different crops:
CERES-Generic,for maize,wheat, barley, millet, sorghum;
CERES-Rice,for upland and flooded rice;
CROPGRO,for soybean, peanut, dry bean;
SUBSTOR-Potato; and
CROPSIM-Cassava.
Although these models have been developed bydifferent groups of researchers and institutions, there has been aco-ordinated effort to standardise input and output data formats
(Joneset al., 1994) andto implement the samesoilwater and nitrogen balance in each model
(Hoogenboom et al., 1994). Eachmodel contains similar subroutines for reading and writing
data and for simulating soil-related processes, usingthe samevariable names.The models currently remain separate entities becausecrop growth and development processescontinue t o
bedescribed differently in each model.Standardised inputs aresummarised inTable 1and described in detail in Tsuji et al. (1993).
Table 1 Principaldata inputs requiredto runtheDSSATversion3models
Dailyweather
maximumtemperature, minimumtemperature,rainfall,solar radiation
Site
latitude,runoff anddrainage,soil color/albedo
Soilproperty (bylayer)
sand,siltandclaycontent
bulkdensity (moist)
organiccarboncontent
pH(water)
optional: lower limit,drainedupper limit,saturatedwater content, rooting preferenceindex,
totalN
Soilinitial condition (bylayer)
soilwater content
soil nitrateandammonium content
Genotypedata
emergence,anthesis,maturitydates
yieldcomponents under non-limiting conditions
Management
planting date,plant population,rowspacing
irrigationscheduling(amount,date)
fertiliserscheduling(amount,date,type,method)
The DSSATcrop models were originally developed for simulating the growth of annual crops
during asingle season.Their common structure, however, hasfacilitated the useof these same
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models for the long-term simulation of cropping sequenceswith minimal modification to the
code.To get the models to run in sequence, new subroutines were added to each model that
permit the passing of relevant variables from one model to the next in atemporary file. When
the cropping sequence option isspecified,this temporary file iswritten to at the end of one
model run and read from atthe beginning of the next model run.A separate model driver
programme was also developed to control the order inwhich the crop models are run.The
driver programme readsthe order of the cropping sequence from an experimental details file
at the beginning of the simulation,then continues running the models for the number of
years specified.A schematic diagram of the how cropping sequences aresimulated isshown in
Figure 1.

INPUTFILES

t
INPUTS PROGRAM

f
CARRY-OVER FILE

INTERMEDIATE FILE

TMP.DAT

A

t
MODEL EXECUTABLE

OUTPUTFILES
Figure 1

Cropsequencing inDSSAT-3
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Since t h e simulation o f a cropping sequence requires t h e continuous simulation of soil processes o n a daily basis, including t h e days w h e n no crop is g r o w i n g (fallow periods), most of t h e
variables passed in t h e t e m p o r a r y file are those needed f o r t h e continuous simulation o f soil
water, carbon, and n i t r o g e n processes (Table 2). A n illustration o f t h e way t h e models are
linked t o continuously simulate soil process is provided in Figure 2.

Table 2

Principal variables passed inthe temporary file usedt o link DSSATversion 3 models

YRSIM

Date at the end of the previous model run

NREP

Model run number

STOVRL

Aboveground plant residue (kg dry matter ha"1)

APTNPL

Amount of Ninthe aboveground plant residue (kg N ha"1)

RTWTL

Root weight inthe soil profile (kg dry matter ha"1)

RTWTNL

Amount of Ninthe roots (kg N ha"1)

DEPMAX

Maximum soil depth where soil water content changes (mm)

NLAYR

Number of soil layers

ESW(L)

Extractable soilwater content for soil layer L(mm)

SUMES1

Accumulative soil evaporation in state 1(mm)

SUMES2

Accumulative soil evaporation in state 2 (mm)

TLL

Total soilwater inthe soil profile atthe lower limit (cm)

PESW

Potentially extractable soil water inthe profile, equal to total soil water
minustotal water atthe lower limit (cm)

T5W

Total soil water inthe profile (cm)

CUMDEP

Cumulative depth of the soil profile (cm)

TSAT

Total soil water in profile at filed saturation (cm)

SWDEF

Soilwater deficit (cm)

ATHETA

Available water in irrigation management soil zone (%)

DMINR

Humic fraction decay rate (day"1)

FPOOL(L,J)

Freshorganic matter in layer Lkg/O.M./ha. Pool comprises carbohydrates
(J=1);cellulose (J=2); lignin (J=3)

WFY(L)

Yesterday's water factor for nitrification in layer L

TFY(L)

Yesterday'stemperature factor, nitrification in layerL

PHN(L)

Zerot o unity factor describingthe effect of soil pHor nitrification rate in soil
layer L

FOM(L)

Fresh organic matter (residue) in soil layer L(kg ha"1)

FON(L)

Nin fresh organic matter in soil layer L(kg N ha"1)

HUM(L)

Stable humic fraction material in soil layer L(kg ha"1)

NHUM(L)

Nassociated with the stable humic fraction material in soil layer L(kg N ha"1)

TMA(K)

5Day moving average soil surfacetemperature for day K(°C)

ATOT

Accumulator usedto calculate moving averagesoil surface temperatures

RSEED

Random number seedsfor weather generation
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DSSAT-3 Crop sequencing: soil w a t e r carry-over

This example shows how extractable water varied on adaily basisfor the first three crops of a
simulated soybean-winter wheat rotation. Note that by linking the models in thisway, it is
possible to obtain aseamless long-term simulation while preserving the internal structure of
each model. Initial conditions, suchasvolumetric soilwater content, organic C,and inorganic
N in each layer of the soil profile, still needto bespecified for the first model in asequence,
but subsequent models start with the simulated valuescalculated for the last day of the previous model run.

7.3

Analysisof cropping sequence simulations

When simulating acropping sequence,a userwill not necessarily be interested in examining
daily differences in soilwater, inorganic N, biomass accumulation, or anyother output generated on adaily basis,though suchan analysis ispossible. Usually of more interest will be the
determination of anytrends in end-of-season output suchasyield, soil organic Clevels, or
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amount of N lost by leaching.Thetendency for suchvariables to change with time in aconsistent direction will define the trend,and it isthistrend that can be usedto estimate the potential sustainability of adefined cropping sequence and management system.For example,a
30-year simulation might show yields decreasing with time,thus indicating the defined system
isnot likely to be sustainable.
To facilitate the analysis of long-term trends, asoftware programme was developed to read
simulated output, provide summary statistics, and present the data in both tabular and graphicalforms (Thornton et al., 1994;Thornton et al., 1995).This programme also performs an
analysis of net monetary returns or gross margins on the simulated output using product prices
and production costsset bythe user. Sincefuture costsand pricesare not known with certainty, the user canalsochooseto specify their variability.
The analysis programme isparticularly usefulwhen acropping sequence issimulated using
more than one series of synthetic weather. Unlessacropping sequence isbeing simulated to
compare resultsagainst observed data, inwhich casethere existsa unique seriesof measured
weather, there isnoway of knowing the exactweather pattern during the course of asimulated sequence.To account for expected variability inweather, the DSSAT-3sequencing option
also allows the userto specify the number of synthetic weather patterns to usefor eachyear
of the defined sequence.Forexample, a user could run acropping sequence for 50years, and
specify 20different synthetic weather patterns for eachyear of the sequence,which are generated by astatistical weather generator coded into eachcrop model (Hoogenboom et al.,
1994).The analysis programme then provides statistics on the simulated output assuming there
were 20 replications for eachyear of the sequence.
An example of possible trends in maizeyields for amaize-fallow rotation with no Nfertiliser
applied isshown for a60-year sequence in Figure 3a.This examplewas simulated using different sequences of generated weather for asite incentral Brazil.
Figure 3bshowsthe corresponding probability of the maize enterprise failing to generate any
positive income for the sametime period, using constant costsand prices.Suchfigures (these
are from Thornton et al., 1995) can be readily generated usingthe sequence analysis programme.Two relevant questions are,dothe crop models do agood job of long-term simulations, and if not,what can be done about this situation?

7.4

Modelvalidationandfuture developments

The soil resource isacritical component of productive cropping systems. If not managed properly, itscapacity to supply water and nutrients can become limited,thus decreasing yield potential. A decrease inyield potential, however, may not bediscernible for many years,particularly if weather variability ismasking the effect of agradual decline in soil productivity. Sucha
decline may be dueto any number of reasons,including the lossof soil by erosion,adecrease
in soil organic matter or the supply of an essential nutrient, or the build up of atoxic element.
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Continuous maize grown at asite in Central Brazil
a Mean maize yields
b Probability of negative maize gross margins
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It isin the examination of long-term trends due to changes in soil productivity that simulation
models offer particular value, but only if the models have been shown to provide realistic estimates of the effects of both management and time on important soil processes.Whereas
field experiments often needto be conducted for many years before trends become measurable, sound models offer ascreening tool which can provide a rapid first approximation of the
effect of alternative management systems on long-term productivity; the effect of weather can
be isolated from the effect of soil management by running the simulation for a number of
years using replicated weather sequences.The more promising management options can then
be evaluated through selective field experimentation.
Although the DSSATmodels have been linked to simulate cropping sequences,their reliability
in simulating long-term soil processes hasyet to be demonstrated.This ismainly because the
sequencing capability was added only recently, but also becausethere isascarcity of complete
data setsfrom long-term experiments for conducting appropriate tests of model assumptions.
At some point, however, the DSSATmodels must undergo more rigoroustesting,and they
needto be improved upon by adding new components such astillage effects to expand the
number of plausible scenariosthey can be usedto examine.
Very limited testing has beencarried out to date.We are doing sometesting of the models for
crop sequences from experiments carried out inAlabama and Georgia; nothing iswritten up
on this asyet. Somevery general testing was reported by Bowen et al. (1993)for continuous
maize production at asite incentral Brazil,although thistesting was not rigorous.Timsina et
al. (1995) report testing of the CERES-Wheat and CERES-Ricemodel run in sequence over t w o
growing seasonsat sites in Bangladesh,and they compared model outputswith measurements
obtained from the field.
Sincethe DSSATmodels were originally developed to simulate soil processes (water, C,and N
dynamics) during asingle season,it isunderstandable that many of the components known t o
affect only long-term soil processeswere not included.The more notable components presently lacking, but which probably needto be added, include soil erosion,tillage, and processes
that affect the development of soil acidity or salinity with time.Thesimulation of other nutrient cyclesalso needst o beadded,ashas been done recently with atestversion of the models
that simulates P dynamics.
There isa need to address not only the inclusion of new components, but alsoto evaluate present assumptions in the models regarding soil processes.Forexample,the models assume that
soil organic Ciscomprised of only one pool, with aconstant C:N ratio of 10:1 (Godwin &Jones,
1992).This assumption may provide valid estimates of C and Ndynamics during one growing
cycle, but it may be completely invalid when usedto estimate the size of Cand Npools following a20-year sequence of crops.
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8

The EPIC-basedmodels for simulating
cropping systems

Ph. Debaeke & M. Cabelguenne
INRA, Station d'Agronomie, France

8.1

Modelobjectives

EPICfor Erosion Productivity Impact Calculator was initially developed bythe USDA-ARS
(Temple,TX)to determine the relationship between soil erosion and soil productivity in an attempt to evaluate soil andwater conservation strategies inthe United States (Williams etal.,
1984).Then,in 1988,the model wascompleted to investigate more specificallythe relationships between crop production and environment (sustainability of cropping systems, water
quality, irrigation requirements, global change).
In France,the model wasfirst used in 1984to simulate the relationships between crop rotations and soilfertility (water and nitrogen budgets).Then, in 1989,the model development
was oriented towards the management of limited water resources in cropping systems (tactical
choices, irrigation strategies,water management at crop rotation level).

8.2

Brief modeldescription

8.2.1

Processmodelling

EPICiscomposed of physically basedcomponents for simulating wind and water erosion, plant
growth, and related processes (e.g.water and nutrients dynamics).Sinceerosion can bea relatively slow process, EPICwas designed to simulate long-term series (> 100years).The model is
composed of 9 major components for weather, hydrology, erosion and sedimentation, nitrogen and phosphorous cycling,crop growth,tillage operations, soiltemperature, economics,
and crop management control.Sincesoil productivity isexpressed interms of crop yield, crop
growth isone of the most important processes simulated by EPIC(Williams et al., 1989).
The weather characterised by daily inputs of precipitation, maximum and minimum air temperature, global radiation,wind speed,and relative humidity isthe driving force of the model.
Weather can either be inputted and/or generated stochastically.
The hydrology model simulatesthe volume of surface runoff water and peak discharge rate
given daily rainfall amounts.Other hydrology components include évapotranspiration (4optional methods), percolation, and lateral subsurface flow. Thewater balance components are
the most important dynamic variables of the model.They determine the transport processes
essential for plant growth and nitrate leaching.Thewater transport of the model iscalculated
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with a linear storage routing technique.Thewater storage held against gravity coincides with
the field capacity of the soil.Thewater surplus increasing field capacity can be percolated. If
the soil isdivided in different layers (max. 10),the percolation processtakes place asacascade.
The percolated water from one layer isadded to the following layer. Percolation velocity is
proportional to the available water (linear storage).The used algorithm iscalculatedsuccessivelyfor all soil layers.It isquicker thanthe often usedtransport equation and useseasily
available parameters.
Sheet and rill erosion/sedimentation caused by runoff (from rainfall and irrigation) and wind
erosion are estimated by different methods (seeWilliams et al., 1984).
The Nprocessesthat are simulated include runoff of nitrate, organic Ntransport by sediment,
nitrate leaching, upward nitrate movement by soilwater evaporation, denitrification, immobilisation, mineralisation, crop uptake, rainfall contribution, andsymbiotic fixation by legumes.
The Nsubmodel isa modification of PAPRAN(Seligman &Van Keulen, 1981).The model considers 2sourcesof mineralised N:fresh organic Nassociatedwith crop residues and microbial
biomass and organic Nassociatedwith the soil humus pool. Nimmobilisation isclosely linked
with residue decomposition and plant uptake from the successivesoil layers. EPICdescribes the
dynamic processes asfluxes between different pools and beyond the borders of the ecosystem
by phenomenological equations.These equations do not describe physical, microbiological,
and physiological processes but compute values available from experiments.The Pprocesses
that are simulated include runoff of soluble P,sediment transport of mineral and organic P,
immobilisation, mineralisation,sorption-desorption, andcrop uptake. Nutrients can be applied
asmineral fertilisers, in irrigation water, or asanimal manures.
Soil temperature issimulated to servethe nutrient cycling and root growth components of
EPIC.It ispredicted at the center of eachsoil layer asafunction of the previous day'ssoil temperature and the current air temperature, crop residue,soilwater content, bulk density, and
snow cover.
The EPICtillage model simulated ridge height, surface roughness, nutrient and crop residue
mixing, change in bulk density, and conversion of residue from standing to flat.
EPICsimulates all cropswith one single crop growth model using crop-specific parameters.
Both annual and perennial plants (alfalfa, grasses) can besimulated in rotations.The plant
growth processes include:
•
Crop interception of solar radiation.
•
Conversion of intercepted light into biomass.
•
Division of biomass into roots, above-ground biomass, and economic yield (harvest index
procedure for grain,fiber or tuber production).
•
Root growth in depth.
•
Water use.
•
Nutrient uptake.
Potential plant growth issimulated daily and constrained bythe minimum of 5stress factors
(water, nitrogen, phosphorous,temperature, and aeration). Root growth isconstrained by soil
strength and soiltemperature. Crop-specific parameters are available for morethan 25 different crops.Most of the validation tests have been performed on maize,wheat, sunflower, soybean, and sorghum.The model can also simulate crops grown in complex rotations (full-season
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crops, doublecropping or catch crops) and in mixtures (with the ALMANAC version: undersowing, intercropping). As many as3crops may be grown during one calendar year.
The crop management control component provides options for automatic irrigation and N
fertilisation according to a limited number of decision rules (annual amount, stress level, time
between applications, upper and lower application limits ...).EPICsimulates avariety of crop
management practices, including different crop cultivars, plant population, dates of planting
and harvest, NPfertilisation, sprinkler irrigation,artificial drainage systems,tillage, runoff control with furrow dikes and other methods, liming and pestcontrol.Crops may be harvested for
grain or fodder, and they can be grazed or burned. Grain lossand stubble amount at harvest
can be manipulated.
The economics component of EPICusesacrop budget to calculate crop production costs.Income isdetermined from simulated annual cropyields.

8.2.2

Softwarestructure

EPICiscomposed of a main programme (210 K)written in FORTRAN(compiled with Microsoft
Fortran 5.1) which reads data, initialises variables, and callssubprogrammes (about 85) to do
the daily simulation andto summarise and output data. Nine peripheric files are used insimulations and are opened to users:basic user-supplied data set,weather data,crop parameters,
tillage parameters, pesticide parameters, experimental parameters and economic data, graphicscontrol, multi-runs, output variables.
Easilymanipulated user interfaces (UTIL,Universal Text Integration Language) and graphical
output utilities have been developed to aid in building data sets (general variables,soil and
management files),t o checkthe input values,to give accesst o the usermanual on line,and t o
help interpreting the results (summary files,selection of output files including outputs for
spreadsheets, output increment, output variables).
The model can be run with awide variety of mainframes and PC's.With current computers,
the calculation time isno more a limiting factor (for instance,about 1.5 sper simulated year
with a PC486-100 Mhz).
A simulation data base isavailable for the United States including 134climatic locations, parameters for 22crops, input data for 50types of farm equipment, and soilsdata for 737soils,
in order to facilitate national evaluations. In Europe,no suchconcerted effort hasbeen done
to build asimilar data basefor EPICsimulation but numerous data setshave been elaborated
for EECcontracts (Polen recently).

8.3

Successive versions

The EPICmodel has been modified,expanded, and tested extensively since 1982. Additional
processes have been added bythe USteam:
•
Interspecific plant competition for intercropping and weed-crop interaction (ALMANAC
model).
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•

Salt addition in irrigation water and movement inthe soil.
Application, decomposition, and movement of agricultural pesticides in solution and attached to sediment: modification of GLEAMS model (Leonard et al., 1987).
•
Linkage t o ROTOmodel (Arnold, 1990), acontinuous water and sediment routing model,
to simulate movement of water and sediment from manyfieldsthrough streams and reservoirs.
•
Refinement of nitrogen dynamics: introduction of nitrification/ammonification and ammonia volatilisation.
In France,we developed the EPIC-Phase(real-time) version of the model for water management and tactical choices including a phasedcrop responseto water and nitrogen stresses and
interactive user interfaces for real-time management (Cabelguenne et al., 1994).As EPICwas
more asoil-oriented model,the crop growth model was not sensitive enough to simulate dryland conditions and low-input management. The EPIC-Phase model ismore dedicated to climatic risk analysis.A specific version of the model wasdeveloped by CETIOM and INRA for
sunflower management (HEOL),with an effort to introduce crop lossby Phomopsis helianthi
and adata basefor simulating various combinations of soil,climate, genotypes, and management.Today, acollection of models derived from the EPICconcept are available.

8.4

Major inputrequirementsandoutputvariables
for evaluation(summary)

8.4.1

Formodelrunning

Daily weather data
Seeabove.
Soil data (layer by layer)
Soiltexture, moisture at field capacity andwilting point, percentage of gravels, bulk density,
initial mineral and organic nitrogen,carbon percentage, initial soil moisture.
Crop management
Sowing date, growing degree, daysfor maturity, dates and amounts of nitrogen fertilisation,
dates and amounts of irrigation,tillage operations (for erosion), dates and amounts of pesticide applications (active compounds), crop and weed densities (for ALMANAC).
Crop parameters
A standard file issuggested for eachcrop, resulting from previousvalidation studies, but
time-course of leaf area index and harvest index (EPIC),sensitivity of harvest indexto water
stressand phase duration (EPIC-Phase) are genotypic parameters that should becalibrated by
each user.
The input parameters are easyto determine or are readily available;the model was designed
to run on minimum data setswhen some inputs were missing.Internal modules help to calculate available soilwater asafunction of physical soil properties (range of 'pedotransfer functions').A function computes S curves given 2 (x,y) points for adjusting leaf area index, density
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effect on maximal LAI,frost sensitivity ...A statistical module (WXPARM) createsthe standard
data file for weather generation (including probability of rain occurrence and distribution of
climatic variables) using daily records over 25-50years.Almost any combination of inputting
and generating weather variables ispossible.The sameweather sequence may be repeated for
any number of simulations at the samesite or a new weather sequence may be generated for
each simulation. So EPICprovides someflexibility in input requirements.

8.4.2

For model evaluation

State variables (daily, every 5-10 days,monthly): leaf area index, above-ground biomass, water
use,volumetric water profile, Nuptake, soil mineral N profile.
Final output variables (at harvest): biomass,grain yield, water use,N uptake.

8.5

Model evaluation

Numerous attempts t o evaluate the EPICmodel have been made inthe United States and
Europe (especially Franceand Italy). Evaluation on crop yield and biomass gave reasonable results in conditions of non-limiting water. Better performance was observed with the improved
EPIC-Phasemodel (Quinones, 1989;Debaeke et al., 1996)for wheat, maize,and sunflower in
water-limited environments. Fewstudies had insight into LAI,water dynamics, N uptake
throughout the crop cycle, probably becausethe major interest wasfor long-term yield predictions. Good results were obtained with water and Npercolation in lysimeters, because of
the comprehensive description of major hydrological processes (Engelke & Fabrewitz, 1991;
Debaeke et al., 1996). Nutrient dynamics (especially residue decomposition) and pesticide
evolution were not evaluated in asufficient range of weather, soil, and crop management
conditions.The intercropping model gave rather good resultsfor weed-oats mixtures
(Debaeke et al., 1993).

8.6

Suggestedfurther development

Predictive quality of the model should beevaluated;the different type of errors
(parameters, model structure, input data) should beseparated in spite of the model complexity.
Additional processes could be introduced: asdecision rules in away to build crop management schemes,effect of heat stresson harvest index, dilution curvefor nutrients.
Interfaces with supplemental information sources (soil and weather databases, field
measurements, other agronomic and economic models,GIS)to improve the interest for
decision-making.
Definition of the role of the model in adecision-making scheme:functional link with
management models at field or farm level or generation of data for such models.
Include risk analysis (weather, technical efficiency, soilvariability ...) in adeterministic and
local (quadrat, plot) prediction.
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8.7

Simulation studies

Although EPICwas designed primarily to assessthe effect of erosion on soil productivity, it has
several other potential uses.EPICiscapable of assistingwith decisions involving drainage, irrigation, water yield, erosion control (wind and water),weather, fertilisation, pest control,
planting dates,crop varieties,tillage, and crop residue management. Different usesfor decision-making were done with the EPICfamily's models.

8.7.1

Evaluation of agronomic strategies

The inherent ability of the model t o simulate multiple management options under contrasting
climatic conditions (with or without weather and management generation) over long periods
was used here.
Recent applications:
•
Long-term effects of soil and water conservation strategies on soil and crop productivity
(USDA applications).
•
Simulation of nitrate leaching asrelated to soiltype,climate, crop management, and crop
rotation (Cosserat, 1991;Williams & Kissel,1991).
Optimal strategy for water use under limited resource availability: wheat (Debaeke, 1995)
and maize (Cabelguenne et al., 1995).
•
Potential for a new crop or genotype in acropping system (ex.soybean, Blanchet et al.,
1988).
•
Risksof water pollution through pesticides.
•
Effects of aelevation of C0 2 on crop production (Stockle et al., 1992).
Connection with linear programming models for economical purposes (POLEN):the model
plays asagenerator of production functions.

8.7.2

Diagnosisof limiting factorsfor crop production

The model was usedfor its ability to produce a "stress index" per phase in an attempt to diagnose limiting factors a posteriori.
The simulation of potential growth conditions, the discrepancy between "simulated" and
"measured" values permit to quantify the occurrence of non simulated limiting factors (pests
and diseases for instance). Inaddition,the simulation of alternative climatic series isaway to
discussthe generality of asingle experimental result.
Application: hierarchy of limiting factors in long-term experiments, especially water stress
(Texier et al., 1990;Debaeke, 1995a).
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8.7.3

Tactical choices incrop management

The model wasused:
To simulate soil-crop variables that arecommonly useful for decision-making and difficult
to measure routinely.
To integrate continuously revised data from field observations.
To predict short-term evolutions of selected variables.
Applications:
Soil water deficit onthe root depth to schedule irrigation (Cabelguenne & Debaeke,

1996).
Above-ground dry matter of winter wheat atthe beginning of stem elongation t o predict
potential ear number per m 2 .
Nitrogen plant content: when referredto biomass(dilution curve)could reveal
N-deficiency or excess.
Leaf area index: key-indicator for irrigation management insunflower crop (Texier et al.,
1990).
Prediction of crop lossasa result of weed infestation; definition of integrated damage
thresholds for weed control (Debaeke, 1995b).
Inconclusion, major interests of EPICfamily's models for cropping systemsstudies (research
and decision-making) were:
•
A rather comprehensive simulation of soil-climate-plant-crop management interactions
for a range of soils,climates, and majors crops.
•
A pluri-annual simulation.
•
An option (though limited) to include "decision rules" for irrigation and N-fertilisation
management.
•
A weather generation.
•
The estimation of variables difficult to measure routinely.
•
An accessto intermediate soil and crop variables.
•
The possibilityt o include short-term weather forecasting.
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NDICEA: Modelling nitrogen dynamics
in crop rotations in ecological agriculture
A.S.J.Habets & G.J.M. Oomen
Wageningen Agricultural University, Department of Ecological Agriculture, The Netherlands

9.1

Introduction

In ecological agriculture no artificial Nfertilisers are used.The availability of nitrogen to the
crop and at acertain moment isdetermined byfarmer's decisionstaken long before that moment: many processes and factors determine how much nitrogen isreleased and which part
can actually betaken up or islost.Although many of these are largely understood, in a real
cropping history it turned out to be difficult to distinguish the influence of crops and crop
residues,manuring,tillage and soil properties on release, uptake and lossof nitrogen. We
were not able to explain the yields on experimental fields of the Department of Ecological
Agriculture in aconsistent way. Experiences gained in aspecific year and on aspecific place
could not simply be usedto explain results under other conditions.A review of literature,
some time ago,did not bring an instrument to analysecrop rotations, but it furnished several
fragments that could be used.We started to integrate most important factors into a calculating model.We tried to keep it simple, but it hasgradually become more complex.

9.2

Objectivesof the model

The model reconstructsthe release and availability of nitrogen,the leaching of nitrogen, the
fluctuations of soil suction,and accumulation/depletion of organic matter in crop rotations.
Our initial,first, objective wasto construct an instrument to analysethe nitrogen dynamics in a
cropping history retrospectively, basedon weather data,soil properties, historic yields and
farming practices.
Our current, second,objective isto find out how it can be used asatool in re-designing farm
organisation and manuring strategy.We assumethat the model can be usedfor that purpose
if calculated release and lossof nitrogen correspond with an observed crop performance. It
should at leastfunction asan eye-opener or hypothesis generator.
Our future, third, objective isto usethe model asatool in short-term soilfertility management, especially to avoid situations that speed upthe development of pestsand diseases.
Inthis paper we presentthe result of our effort to construct sucha retrospective model. It is
more extensively explained and discussed in reports by Habets & Oomen (1993, 1994).
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9.3

Brief description of contents,processesand level
of detail

9.3.1

Approach

The empirical description of the whole processof organic matter dynamics in acrop rotation
by Kortleven (1963) isthe starting point for our calculations.The partial influences of the underlying processeson the release, lossand uptake of nitrogen areestimated, basedon literature and practical experience.We have preferred to reachfor the whole process andto accept
sometemporary inaccuracies in our estimations.The improvement of the chosen approach isa
continuing story, until now without undermining the initial assumptions.

9.3.2
•

•

Processesconsidered inthe model

The accumulation and mineralisation of organic matter and nitrogen, based on the influence of the initial composition of every application,temperature, soil moisture, pH and
soil texture and soiltillage operations.
The uptake of nitrogen from top and subsoil basedon historical total or expected uptake,
rooting pattern,calculated availability of nitrogen and calculated pFintop- andsubsoil.
The leaching of nitrogen basedon nitrate content of soilwater, precipitation, évapotranspiration, rooting depth,soiltexture and soil structure andwater table (pFcurve, capillary
rise, bypass flow).

9.3.3

Levelof detail

A simple two-layer-model of soilwas chosen.Inthe top layertillage, application and mineralisation of organic matter take place.The second layer isimportant for storage of water and
nutrients. It reachesto where cropscantake upwater and nutrients.Thetimestep in the
model isone week and the maximal length of acrop rotation istwelve years.To get an idea of
the long-term effects the rotation can be repeated starting with the final results of apreceding rotation.

9.3.4

Overview of the calculations

9.3.4.1 Water balance
The actual évapotranspiration iscalculated using:
tLl act — III

ET act
ETp 0 t
fcrop
fpP

pot J crop J pF

= actual évapotranspiration
= potential évapotranspiration
= correction factor for crop development stage
=correction factor for soil pF

T C Q 11
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The potential évapotranspiration calculated according to Penman'sformula istaken from the
nearest weather station and the crop factor istaken from Hooghart (1987).
A reduction factor for soil pF isbasedon the pFof the second layer: the évapotranspiration is
reduced assoon asthe pFof the second layer exceeds2.7.The cropstake water from both layers, 75% of the maximal amount (ET pot *f crop ) from the top layer aslong its pF< 2.7. Extraction
of water from the top layer decreases linearly between pF2.7 and 4.2 from 100% to 0% of
0.75 * ET p o t *f c r o p (Van Huet, 1983).That of the second layerfrom 100%to 0% of
(ET p o t *f c r o p -the extraction from the top layer).
Precipitation isadded to the top layer.After eachtime stepthe moisture content and pFare
calculated for both layers using (Driessen, 1988):
V

y
9
SMO
GAM

~

e

[Eq.2]

= matric suction (cm)
=soil moisture content (m3/m3)
=saturated soil moisture content (m3/m3)
=texture specific constant

Water above field capacity present at the end of atime step ismovedto the deeper layer. Water moved from the second layer isconsidered lost.
For every layer capillary rise iscalculated.First potential capillary rise iscalculated asfollows:
CRpot = EXP((CRc-GWT)/CRx)
with

CRpot
CRc
CRx
GWT

=
=
=
=

Capillary Risebasedon Soiltype and GWT [mm/day]
Distance to GWTwhere CR= 1mm [cm]
Distance over which CRdecreasesafactor e [cm]
Ground Water Table [cm]

Thecoefficients CRcand CRxwere determined from tables of CRat different distancesto GWT
at different pF(Driessen,The QLE-primer, 1988).A fixed pFof 2.4was chosen because below
this pFcapillary rise isnot important for plant growth and higher pFdo not give much more
increase of CR.Actual CRisthen assumedt o depend linearly on soil pFwith a maximum of 5
mm/day:
CR= MAX(MIN((pF-pFGWT)/0.4,1),0) * MIN(CRpot,5)
with

pF
Fi
pFGWT

= Log(Fi) of a layer [-]
= Soil matric suction [cm]
= Log(Distance to GWT)of a layer

9.3.4.2 Decomposition of organic matter
Theformula of Janssen (1984) isbasedon empirical data of Kortleven (1963).
To get an impression of the mineralisation within the yearwe have chosen atime step of 7
days and have added correction factors for temperature and soil moisture content.
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C0
Cf
a
fT
f8
ftext
fpH

[En 31

= amount of added organic carbon [kg]
= remaining amount of organic carbon at time t [kg]
= apparent initial age [years]
=temperature correction factor [-]
= moisture correction factor [-]
=texture correction factor [-]
= pH correction factor [-]

Temperature correction factor
We assumethat mineralisation ismainly a biological process and decreasesto nil at 0°C.Therefore,we correct for temperature by useof amodified Arrhenius approach (Eq.7).Using the
soiltemperature data at 10cm depth obtained from the weather station we matched the Arrhenius approach,to the decomposition on an annual basis in a bare (continuously moist) soil
according t o Kortleven, by changing the reference temperature and adding an extra constant.

fT=e9000t<Tlk>-0.349
fT
T

[Eq.4]

=temperature correction factor [-]
=temperature [K]

Moisture correction factor
The moisture correction factor for the mineralisation rate according to Rijtema (1980) is equal
to 1 up t o pF2.7 and then decreases linearly to 0at pF4.2.
Cultivation effect
Quantification of the effect of cultivation on mineralisation isdifficult because it seemsto depend on so many complex factors liketexture, saturation of the capacityto protect organic
matter and soil condition during and after the cultivation, influenced bythe weather, depth
andtype of cultivation. Inthe model effects of ploughing and seed bed preparation are included bytaking afixed fraction of the initial organic matter (450 kg in caseof claysoils and
45 in casesandy soils) and adding it again with a lower apparent initial age (2.45versus24)
eachtime the soil iscultivated.Thetentative fixed amount isbasedon experiments with and
without tillage in clay soils (Titulaer & Boone, 1984; Bakermans & DeWit, 1970).The effect of
freezing and drought can be included in asimilar way.

9.3.4.3 Calculationof N mineralisation
Janssen'sformula describesthe rate of net dissimilation of the organic matter. As mineralisation proceeds the remaining carbon will contain lesscarbon in original organic matter and
more inthe form of decomposition and conversion products and biomass.
The relation between the net dissimilation of carbon DCand of nitrogen DN (Eq.5)shows that
depending on initial C/Nof the substrate (CQ/N 0 ) and C/N and A/D (assimilation/dissimilation) of
the microorganisms (CN m / c r o and AD m / c r o ), initially net mineralisation or immobilisation of
nitrogen can occur.
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DN =[—

(ADnucro+l W —

CN micro

*—)*(—r*"]*Dc

CN micro Co ' No

[Eq. 5]

Co

9.3.4.4 Nitrogen balance
A nitrogen balance for the mineral nitrogen wasmade usingthe calculated mineralisation
(initial organic matter, crop residues, manure), addition of fertiliser and deposition as inputs.
Plant uptake from the soil and lossesare outputs.
Potential crop Nuptake iscalculated from historical or expected/intended yield, dry matter
and Ndistribution over roots, residues and harvested part, crop évapotranspiration and crop
development stage. Nitrogen uptake from top andsecond layer isbasedon equal proportionality for both layersto water uptake and mineral nitrogen concentration.
NTIPT

NUPTi =MINIMUM(-—£^-^-—-,Navaiu)
j | UPT2 *N2*Mi

[Eq. 6]

UPTi Ni M2
Fromthe second layer:
NUPT2= MINIMUM(NUPTpo,-NUPTi,Navaii,2)
NUPT1(2)
NUPT pot
UPT1(2)
N
1(2)
^1(2)
N avaj | 1(2)

[Eq. 7]

= N uptake from layer 1(2) [kg ha"1]
= potential Nuptake [kg ha"1]
=water uptake layer 1(2) [mm]
=
mineral Nstock layer 1(2) [kg ha-1]
=tota water
'
amount layer 1(2) [mm]
= available mineral nitrogen layer 1(2) [kg ha"1]

9.3.4.5 Nitrogen fixation
Nitrogen fixation isnot amineral input to the soil.The nitrogen uptake from the soil iscalculated asthe nitrogen inthe crop minusthe nitrogen fixed.Thefixation by legumes isfound by
trial and error inthe following way:the legumes fix somuch nitrogen that at the end of their
growing season 10 kg Nisleft in the top soil.
9.3.4.6 Losses by leaching
Losses by leaching are proportionate to the water outflow and the mineral nitrogen concentration inthe layer.The Nconcentration iscalculated after eachtime step by mixing the residual and added water. Water transport isnot homogeneous through the soil, a larger part of
the water will follow larger pores and cracks,while mineral nitrogen isalso present in smaller
pores.Therefore, a leaching factor and a bypassflow factor are introduced for every layer. This
phenomenon isstill under research and literature values are difficult to find. Denitrification is
not included inthe model cannot be included asfar asit isnot proportional t o the water outflow.

9.4

Required input

For a rough reconstruction most input data can bederived from farm administration and
taken from the nearestweather station.Soil parameters haveto beestimated.All timedependent information hasto begiven per week.
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The cropping system:yield,time of the main tillage operations, of planting, of reaching full
cover, of starting ripening,of harvest and of manuring. Further data haveto be givenfor the
nitrogen fixation and amount and type of manure.
The weather: with the average temperature at 10cm depth, precipitation, nitrogen deposition
and potential évapotranspiration.
Theso/7:organic matter content of the topsoil at the beginning of the rotation,texture in topsoil and subsoil, rooting depth,water table andthe fraction of the rainfall that isassumed to
be drained via bypass flow.
For a more exact reconstruction of the nitrogen dynamicsthe input can be improved by measuring composition of manure and distribution of dry matter and nitrogen over harvested part,
straw, stubble and roots.
Thewater balance can be improved by measuring the water retention curve.

9.5

Validation performed

The model wasapplied on 11-year data from arotation on clayon 6experimental fields of the
Department of Ecological Agriculture of Wageningen (Habets &Oomen, 1995)The results did
not lead to a rejection of the calculating procedure:
•
Neither the model nor the measurements indicated achange of the mean organic matter
content of the 6fields.Therefore the total release of nitrogen during the 11years
equalled the total input of organic N.
•
According to the model the crops could nearly always find the nitrogen they actually
found.
•
The measured mineral nitrogen (0-25 cm) in 1992corresponded well with model results in
6 of 7fields.
Furthermore, the model was usedto analysethe nitrogen dynamics in severalcrop rotations.
The available data did not allow avalidation in strict sense.But in all casesthe results helped
to reach a better understanding of which processeswere relevant (Bokhorst, 1996; Ponzio,
1996; Pluimers &Van der Marel, 1994).

9.6

Plansfor development

Recently, the model has been provided with amenu,which makes it easierto handle. NDICEA
will be more extensively tested on arable farms.We want to develop an acceptable procedure
to match model with reality, if not all coefficients arewell known.The model will also be used
for scenario studies,at leastaseye-opener. The possibilities to useit asatool in short-term
management will bestudied.
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10

ROTASK 1.0

R.E.E. Jongschaap
ResearchInstitute for Agrobiology and Soil Fertility (AB-DLO),Dept. of Agrosystems Research,
The Netherlands

10.1

Objective

ROTASK 1.0 ismeant to quantitatively evaluate rotation cropping strategies on farms for
European tillage systems,regarding diverse management practicesfor the growth and tillage
of various crops. Dry matter production, soil organic matter dynamics, and nitrogen flows are
simulated,taking into account the development of pestsand diseases.Basedon simulation
results, rotation cropping schemes can bevalued,adjusted or adapted.

10.2

Description

10.2.1

ROTASK 1.0 basis

ROTASK 1.0 isadynamic simulation model with acontinuously running water, carbon and nitrogen cycle asmain structure (Jongschaap, 1996).Crop growth modules can beattached separately, resulting in nutrient and water absorbance from the concurrent pools. ROTASK 1.0
simulates water and nutrient balances and crop growth of asinglefield during acrop rotation.
Crop growth and management practices influence these balances in amechanistic sense. In
fallow periods (e.g.in between crop growth) the soilsystem isonly affected by weather
(temperatures, precipitation), tillage practices (ploughing, organic matter applications), soil
organic matter dynamics and water fluxes.

10.2.2

Cropgrowth and rotation effects

Crop growth
Associated crop growth models include modelsfor potato (based on Kooman, 1995), wheat
(based on Luyten, 1995),grass (based on Stol &Schapendonk, unpublished) and sugar beet
(basedon Bouman et al., 1996).Thesecrop growth models are LINTUL-models(for Light INTerception and Utilization), with exception of the sugar beet model which isa SUCROS-type
model. ROTASK 1.0 can handle all crop growth modelswith simulation steps of one day.
In LINTUL-models,the direct conversion of intercepted incoming radiation into dry matter is
done with the useof one single parameter for Light UseEfficiency (LUE;kg dry matter J"1). Dry
matter ispartitioned to plant organs like leaves,stems,roots andstorage organs.
Crop growth isreduced bywater and nitrogen stress.Water stress isexperienced if required
transpiration rates are not available inthe root zone or if root densities aretoo low to realize
demanded water uptake. Nitrogen stressisexperienced if nitrogen concentrations in the crop
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(or in special organs) get below optimal nitrogen concentrations. Mechanistic relations between water or nitrogen demand and growth reduction factors determine actual crop growth
rates.
Rotation effects
The influence of previous crops on the growth of succeeding crops hasvarious components.
One component isto what extent nutrients are absorbed by previous crop growth.This aspect
isdealt with separately asthe nutrient balance issimulated dynamically.
Another rotation effect isthe build-up of soil-borne pestsspecificto acrop species during
continuous cropping. Suchan effect can diminish crop growth significantly by increasing pressureof pestsanddiseasesasa result of degradation of the growth environment. Effects can be
observed for years,asisindicated inTable 1.For potatoes and sugar beet, a nematode effect is
included aswell. If no measures aretaken against it,the nematodeyield reduction factor will
also betaken into account.
If, e.g., potatoes are grown inthe first and third year of a rotation (1:2 rotation frequency),
and measures are taken against nematodes, light useefficiency isreduced by 15% (correction
factor 0.85).

Table 1 Rotationfrequencyofseveralcropswith correctionfactor onlight useefficiency asreciprocal
ofself-toleranceandresponsiblefactorforyielddegradation (Source:Habekotté,1994)
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Year

1:

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Rotation frequency

Crop

Main factors

Grass

0.85

0.95

0.99

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

unknown

Maize

0.87

0.87

0.92

0.95

0.97

1.00

1.00

Pythium spp.

Pea

0.62

0.70

0.77

0.85

0.92

1.00

1.00

various

Potato

0.75

0.85*

0.85

0.87

0.91

0.96

1.00

Verticillium dahliae
Streptomyces spp.
Rhizoctonia solani

(nematodes:

0.40

0.68

0.82

0.95

0.99

1.00

1.00

Globera spp.)

Wheat

0.85

0.95

0.99

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

unknown

Sugar beet

0.72

0.83

0.94

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

unknown

(nematodes:

0.52

0.63

0.74

0.90

0.95

1.00

1.00

unknown)

* examplegivenintext
Thethird rotation component that affects actual cropgrowth isnot self-tolerance, but tolerancefor previous crop growth other than the samecrop.To obtain reliable correction factors
for this effect, complex and long-term experiments haveto be analysedthoroughly. Some effects are given inTable 2.Correction factor 1isused in placeswhere question marks appear
(no effect determined yet).Theseeffects arevalid for cropsfollowing the previous crop.
Long-term effects for succeedingyears are not yet included.
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Table2 Environment androtation effectsfor severalcropsinROTASK1.0,expressedincorrectionfactorsonlight useefficiency (Source:Habekotté,1994)
Crop

Previous crop
Maize

Pea

Potato

Sugar beet

Wheat

Grass

Grass
*

?

?

0.980

Maize

?

*

?

?

0.980
?

0.850
?

Pea

?

?

*

?

?

?

Potato

?

?

?

?

0.910
*

?

Sugar beet

0.930
?

*

0.850

?

?

0.980

*

Wheat

0.975
0.980

?

*) Seetable 1 for self-tolerance effects
The growth correction factors for self-tolerance and rotation effects are directly applied to the
light use efficiency parameter (LUE). Each interaction factor could be represented by asubmodel and attached t o ROTASK 1.0 to predict its influence on crop growth. However, growth
correction for interaction and self-tolerance effects isdealt with statically here.

10.3

Inputs data files

To execute ROTASK 1.0,various data files are necessary. Inthe following paragraphs it is indicated what kind of data isneeded in eachfile.

10.3.1

Timer file

Start year and start dayof simulation (-); number of daysto simulate (-);time step (delt).

10.3.2

Weather file

For everysimulation daydaily data are required on:total global irradiation (kJm"2 d"1); early
morning vapour pressure (kPa);average wind speed at 2m height (m s_1);minimum and
maximum air temperature (degrees Celsius) and precipitation (mm d"1).

10.3.3

Soil file

The soil file requires data on single soil variables,variables per soil horizon and information on
mechanistic relations between environment andsoilcharacteristics.Variables most likely t o
change in new soil descriptions are printed in italics.
Single soil variables
So/7type or moisture characteristics (pFcharacteristics); evaporation extinction coefficient
(rrr 1 ); number of soil layers (-); nitrogen concentration in precipitation (kg Ncm -3 H20); inorganic nitrogen in profile (kg ha -1 );plant residuesin profile at start of simulation (kg ha -1 );
fraction carbon in decomposable, resistant and structural plant material pool (-); initial stable
carbon fraction in shallow and deeper horizons (-); C/Nquotient for decomposable, structural
and resistant plant material pool (-); C/Nquotient for labile organic matter pool (-); relative
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decomposition rates for plant material pools, labile and stable organic matter pools (d"1); decomposition efficiency factors per plant material pool (-).
Soil variables per soil horizon
Soil type; carbon (weight %);nitrogen (weight %);bulk density (gcm"3).
Mechanistic relations
Soil moisture depletion table for water availability (-); soil moisture reduction table for decomposition rates (-); assignment table for organic applications to decomposable, resistant and
structural plant material pool (-).

10.3.4

Management file

Thefour columns inthe management file MANAGE.DATcomposethe management tasks that
will be performed during simulation.The description of three lines inthis data file are given in
Table 3.All actions applied to the field are specified in MANAGE.DAT.The lower part of this data
file consists of technical specifications for the management tasksthat can be performed.

Table 3

Columns in file MANAGE.DATt o specify management tasks in ROTASK 1.0
MCODE

MSPEC

120.

100

25.

25 cmdeep ploughing at day 120in 1996

1996.

130.

210

15.

15cmdeep planting of potato at day 130 in 1996

1996.

135.

410

125.

125 kg KNO,ha"1fertilisation at day 135 in 1996

YEAR

DATE

1996.

Meaning

Thefirst and secondcolumn indicate year and date of the management task to be performed.
Date isgiven asJulian day number (DOY; DayOf Year).Thethird column (MCODE) refers to
the management codesfor the management tasksto be executed inthe givenyear at the
specified date.Table 4 resumesthe possible management tasks inthe model.Thefourth column (MSPEC) enablesthe usert o specify management tasksgiven inthe third column
(MCODE).
Ploughing, planting and sowing
For ploughing the ploughing depth (cm) hasto bespecified.Ploughing means complete mixing of water, carbon and nitrogen pools. For planting or sowing,one hast o indicate planting
or sowing depth (cm).Sowing or planting depth isimportant to calculate rooting depth, root
densities and concurrent transpiration rates (mm ha 1 d_1).
Emergence
Emergence date can be given either asinput (fixed) or calculated inthe crop growth model.
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Table4 CodesinROTASK1.0 management fileMANAGE.DAT
CODE

Meaning

Available types

Specification

Units

100

Ploughing

-

ploughing depth

cm
cm

200

Planting or

210

Potato

planting depth

sowing

220

Wheat

sowing depth

230

Grass

sowing depth

240

Sugar beet

sowing depth

300

Emergence

300

400

Inorganic N

410

code (0,1,2,3)

-

rate

kg ha' 1 d" 1

500

Organic N

rate

kg ha"1cM

600

Harvest

code (0,1,2,3)

-

700

Soil fumigation

800

Irrigation

700

-

-

800

rate

mm ha"1 d"1

KN0 3

(Examples intable 5)
(See below)

Inorganic and organic applications
Usemanagement codes (MCODE)for fertilisation type and management specifications
(MSPEC)for fertilisation ratesto apply inorganic and organic fertiliser to the system.Codes
running inthe 400 range are inorganic nitrogen applications (e.g.410for KN0 3 fertilisation),
while codes running inthe 500 range are intended for organic nitrogen applications.

Table5 Someexamplefor manurecodes(animalexcrements),technicalcoefficients andnitrogen contents(kgton-1) usedasorganicapplicationsinROTASK1.0(Source:Habekotté,1994)
Code

Animal excretion

Carbon

C/N

fraction

quotient

(kg t o n 1 )

(-)

Total N

N-NH3

N-organic

(kgton" 1 )

(kg ton" 1 )

(kg ton- 1 )

Slurry
510

Cattle slurry

40.0

9.10

4.40

2.20

2.20

511

Pig slurry

90.0

13.90

6.50

3.25

3.25

62.0

11.20

5.50

1.10

4.40

4.00

4.00

0.00

5.00

3.00

0.00

Farmyard manure
520

Cattle manure

Liquid manure(urine)
530
Cattle liquidmanure
531
Calveliquid manure

In addition, specific organic applications can bedefined aswell.The application type hast o be
specified bytechnical coefficients inthe section below the management dates and tasks.The
self-defined code isgiven inthe third column (MCODE).Thiscode must be unique.Theselfdefined code must beadded to the listwith organic fertilisers.Valuesfor technical coefficients
must bespecified in the succeeding columns asisdemonstrated inTable 5.Application rate
(kg ha-1)can be given inthe fourth column (MSPEC)at the top of the file.
Harvest
At harvest it ispossible to indicate the destination of crop residues.Asdefault all aboveground dry matter andyield will be removed from the field. Living roots, however, will die
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andtreated like organic application inthe soil horizons inwhich they occur. Other possibilities
include the removal of storage organs only, or leave all produced biomass in the field.
Irrigation
Irrigation (mm ha-1 d 1 ) isadded to precipitation rates. Upto asum of 10mm h a 1 d' 1 infiltrates
directly, while 15% of higher intensities isnotified asrun off.

10.4

Calibration and validation

A 50-year (!) rotation experiment at DeLovinkhoeve inThe Netherlands will serveascalibration experiment for various crop growth and rotation modules.
Novalidation experiments have been performed until now.

10.5

Further developments

More calibration and validation testswill beconducted.
•
A reference manual will be published (Jongschaap, 1996)with results of parameterisation
andvalidation tests performed inThe Netherlands.
•
More crop growth models (carrot, onion, leguminosae)will bewritten inthe right format
or ROTASK1.0t o extend rotation scenarios.
•
Possibilities are examined to useROTASK 1.0in ecological farming trials executed by the
DLOResearch Institute for Agrobiology and Soil Fertility (AB-DLO),for choices in rotation
schedules and fertilisation strategies.
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11

Simulation of nitrogen turnover in crop
rotations:Application of the SUNDIAL
model

J.U.Smith, N.J.Bradbury, M.J. Glendining &P.E. Smith
IACRRothamsted, SoilScience Department, United Kingdom

11.1

Introduction

Much of the researchto improve knowledge about factors controlling nitrate leaching has
concentrated on developing principles on asingle crop or in asingleyear. In practice farmers
operate within more complex systems involving rotations of crops and planning timescales of
severalyears.The results of systemsstudies aswell assimpler experiments have been used t o
develop process-based models of nitrogen (N)turnover inthe soil/crop system.One such
model, SUNDIAL (Bradbury et al., 1993;Smith et al., 1996a) isa dynamic model with a weekly
description of the effects on Nturnover of different weather patterns, methods and timing of
cultivation and soil and croptypes.SUNDIAL isdesignedto be used in a "carry-forward" mode
with one years run providing the inputs for the next.Thisallows it to be usedt o investigate
more complex systems involving rotations of crops and planningtimescales of severalyears.
A decision support system (DSS) iscurrently being constructed around SUNDIALthat will allow
farmers or policy makersto explore how arable rotations respond to practical strategies for
reducing nitrate leaching.SUNDIALcalculates the quantity of Nlost eachweek by leaching as
nitrate, denitrification and ammonia lossand cansimulate the effects of:
Changes in sowing and harvest dates.
Amount and timing of fertilizer applications.
Straw incorporation.
Set-aside.
Useof cover crops.
Organic manures.
Different cropping sequences.
An automated systematic method or scenario generator derives all rotations of crops allowed
within an imposed set of farming rules. Rulesare initially defined by constraints on cropping
and management practices for example, dueto diseaseor ECregulations. New rules may be
entered in response to changes in farming systemsand regulations.The Ndynamics of all permutations are automatically simulated and optimum management strategies selected and presented.
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11.2

Modeidescription

11.2.1

Objectivesof model

SUNDIAL isafunctional model originally developed to help scientists interpret Nmeasurements in field experiments. It isnow becoming one of anew generation of management tools,
designed to provide dynamic simulations of allthe major processes of Nturnover in the
soil/crop system,whilst requiring only minimal input data that would be readily available to a
farmer or advisor. Decision support systemsare being constructed that useSUNDIALto provide
fertiliser recommendations, explore practical strategiesfor reducing nitrate leaching in rotations, and simulate nitrate leaching in catchments.Thesystemswill becompatible with each
other, and with other decision support systemsthat provide advice on useof herbicides and
fungicides.

11.2.2

Processes

SUNDIAL isadynamic model, incorporating descriptions of all the major processes of N turnover inthe soil/crop system on aweekly basis (Fig.1).

Atmosphere

Fertilizer

Organic manure

i

Biomass

k^L;:
Humus

SLt

Cropdebris

Stubble&straw
Crop

ZEZ
Denitrification

Figure 1

Leaching

Harvest

Volatilisation

StructureoftheSUNDIALmodelshowingthe nitrogen poolsandtheir interactions

Unlike many other Nmodels, Ndynamics in SUNDIALare driven bythe carbon (C)cycle. Nitrogen may be added to the soil/crop system asinorganic fertiliser, organic manure or by atmospheric deposition. Nitrate and ammonium aretaken up bythe crop in proportion to the expected yield of the crop andthe cumulative temperature sincesowing. Nitrogen and Care
then returned to the soil, not only at harvest asstubble and straw, but alsothroughout the
growing season asroot exudates, dead leavesand fragments of roots.Decomposition of the
crop debris is represented by partitioning the C and Ninto biomass and humus according to
the soiltype.The C:N ratios of these organic matter pools are assumedt o remain constant. If
the C:N ratio rises,dueto a higher ON composition of the crop debris, Nisimmobilised first
from ammonium andthen from nitrate inthe soil. Ifthe C:N ratio falls, Nismineralised to
ammonium. Ammonium maythen be nitrified to nitrate, and nitrate may be lost by denitrifi-
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cation or leaching. A more detailed description o f t h e model structure is given by Bradbury et
al. (1993).

11.2.3

Input requirements

Each o f t h e processes described above is represented in t h e model by an empirical expression,
driven by input variables and fixed parameters. Input variables describe t h e details o f t h e specific m a n a g e m e n t scenario t o be simulated. Fixed parameters are specific t o t h e soil, organic
waste o r crop t y p e , and only change w h e n t h e model is developed f o r a n e w soil, organic
waste or crop t y p e . The requirement f o r input variables is minimal. M a n a g e m e n t scenarios are
described using only simple measurements t h a t are typically available t o t h e f a r m e r or advisor.
I n p u t variables provide five types o f data: soil, weather, crops, fertilisers and organic manures.
If a d d i t i o n a l i n f o r m a t i o n is also available, this may be entered t o improve t h e parameters used
in t h e m o d e l . The i n p u t requirements of SUNDIAL are summarised in table 1.
Table 1

SUNDIAL input data

Data type

Required input variables

Useful additional data

Soil

- Type:sand, loam,clay ortexture class

- Total C(kg Cha 1 )

(Halletal., 1977)
- Previous crop type
- Previous cropyield (t ha 1 )
- Period under grassinthe previous 10

- Minimum amount of mineral Nin soil
(kg N ha' 1 5cm"1)
- Available water at field capacity
((mmwater) (150cm soil) 1 )

years
Weather

- Mineral Non specified datet o a
specified depth (kg Nha"1cm-1)

- Depth (cm)

Total rainfall (mm week"1)
Total évapotranspirationover grass
1

(mm week" )
Average air temperature (°Cweek 1 )

- Soiltemperature on specified date t o
specifieddepth (°C)
- Soilwater content on specified date
to specified depth (mm)

Crops and fertil-

- Type

N in crop at harvest (kg Nha"1)

isers

- Sowing date (week)

N in crop on specified date (kg N ha 1 )

- Harvest date (week)

N in straw or haulms (kg N ha 1 )

- Yield
- Number of fertiliser applications
For each
- Application date (week)
- Amount (kg N ha 1 )
- Type(% NCy; % urea;
% non-urea NH4+)
Organic manures

- Type

- Dry matter content (t ha"1)

- Application date (week)

- Water content (t ha 1 )

- Amount (t manure ha 1 )

- Total Nin manure (kg N ha 1 )
- Navailable in first year (kg N ha 1 )
- Total Cin manure (kg Cha"1)
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11.2.4

Simulating rotations

A scenario generator, attached to the SUNDIAL model, may be usedto derive all rotations of
crops allowed within an imposed set of farming rules.The user entersthe number of years included in the rotation,setsthe proportion of land allocated to a particular crop,specifies constraints imposed on the cropping and management practices and enters criteria of good management practice. Examplesof constraints are given intable 2.Criteria of good management
practice might include reducing nitrate leachingt o below the EClimit whilst maintaining
maximum crop yield.

Table2 Examplesof imposedconstraintsoncroppingandmanagement practicesinanarable rotation
dueto pestsanddisease
Crop
Brassicacrops
(e.g.oilseedrape,mustard)

Constraint
At leasta4yearbreakbetween
brassicacrops

Reason
Avoidbuildupof persistentsoil
diseases

Sugar beet,other beetsand
brassicacrops

At leasta4year breakbetween
beetor brassicacrops

Controlof beetcystnematode
(Heterodera schachtii)

Peasandbeans

At leasta4year break between
peaandbeancrops

Avoidbuild upof soil-borne
fungiandnematodes

Linseed

At leasta4yearbreak between
linseedcrops

ControlofAlternariaspp.

The systemthen calculates all possible combinations of cropsthat result inthe requested
cropping ratio, and removes any rotations not allowed within the entered constraints.
SUNDIAL isrun to simulate the Ndynamics of all remaining permutations. All rotations that
meet the criteria for optimum management aresaved andthe Ndynamics associated with
each rotation are presented.Thissystem allows the userto explore the influence on the Ncycle
of the whole rotation,and isdesignedt o beof uset o farmers and policy makers alike.

11.3

Model evaluation

Methods usedto evaluate the performance of SUNDIALare discussed in detail elsewhere
(Addiscott et al., 1996;Smith et al., 1996c;Smith et al., 1996d). Eachquantitative method used
provides information on adistinct aspectof the accuracy of the simulation.The methodselectedt o assessthe goodness-of-fit between simulated and measured valuesdepends on the
type of measurements available.
The model was originally developed and parameterised for winter wheat using data from field
experiments at Rothamsted,Woburn and Saxmundham, UK (Bradbury et al., 1993). Initial
testing used 15 N data from different plots atthe samesitesand partitioned the observed errors between those due to error inthe experimental data andthose dueto lack of fit between
the model and measurement (after the method described byWhitmore, 1991).The root mean
square of the difference between the modelled and the measured values of labelled Nin soils
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wasc. 7.5 kg labelled N/ha. Suchanevaluation against labelled-N measurements provides a
strict test of the performance of the model, but becausethe model was developed and tested
at the samesites, it gives no indication of model transferability between sites.The small errors
observed inthe simulations were attributed to variable uptake of Nbythe crop. Model developments are underway to incorporate adescription of variable N uptake.
The sensitivity of the model to allfitted parameters was analysedwith respect to labelled N
remaining inthe soil after 4years andthe cumulative recoveryof residual labelled Nby the
crop in succeeding years.The results of the analysissuggest areasonable sensitivity to the parameters tested (Bradbury et al., 1993).A quantitative comparison to measured data iscurrently underway.
SUNDIAL has been extended to include all major arable crops grown in the UK (Smith & Leech,
1995). Evaluations of model performance indicate comparable accuracy in simulations of nitrogen turnover under winter wheat, oilseed rape,potatoes, beansandsugar beet.The model
iscurrently being tested against awider range of independent data (Smith et al., 1996b).

11.4

Futuredevelopments

SUNDIAL isalsocurrently being built into a DSSfor fertiliser recommendation andfor catchment nitrate policy support. Future work iscurrently focused on achieving these goals.The
most important tasks are to:
•
Incorporate compatibility with farm recording packages and datalogging weather stations.
Devise methods of estimating localweather and expected yield.
Develop afacility to expressthe fertiliser recommendation asgrowth stages of the crop.
Develop the model for perennial crops,crops managed in rows,intercropping and unharvested crops.
Include a more sophisticated description of the soil.
Describethe effects of cultivation,compaction,drainage and irrigation.
Develop amanure submodel driven by data on animal management, manure storage and
spreading practice.
Develop a ley-arable submodel.
Attach adatabase of mean national, regional andsub-regional data on crop management.
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12

The modified WAVE model

H.W.G.Booltink, P.Droogers &J. Verhagen
Wageningen Agricultural University, Department of SoilScience and Geology, The Netherlands

12.1

Backgroundandorigin

Expansion of human activities causes dispersion of pollutants in the subsurface environment.
Today, acid rain, hazardous chemical wastes,fertilizers, pesticides,sewagesludge are among
the serious threats to soil and groundwater quality. Forthe development of adequate and durable measures,the systemsanalysis approach offers many interesting features.A system approach, encompassing the development andvalidation of simulation models,can give decision
makers and scientists better insight in the complexity andthe interaction of different processes
affecting the fate of chemicals inthe dynamic soil-crop environment. Mathematical modelling
isan important part of many current environmental studies and it isbelievedthat there isstill
a lot of scopefor model development aslong asnew insights in processeswill emerge and
computing facilities improve.
TheWAVE model (Water and Agrochemicals in soil,crop and VadoseEnvironment), isan example of such a mathematical tool. The model describesthe transport and transformation of
matter and energy inthe soil, crop and vadose environment (Vadose: non-saturated soil) The
model ismainly process-based,since physical,chemical and biological lawswere considered
when developing the model.The model isdeterministic, which meansthat one set of input
data alwaysyieldsthe same model output values.Themodel isnumerical,sincefinite differencetechniques were usedfor the solution of the differential equations describing matter and
energy transport inthe soil-crop continuum.The model isholistic, which meansthat an attempt was made to integrate the different subprocesses (and hencesubmodels) ruling the
transfer andfate of different state variables inthe complex soil-crop environment. The model
isone-dimensional, because it isassumedthat governingtransport processes of matter and
energy in the soil sub-system occur essentially inthe vertical direction.The model isan explanatory model because it helpsto understand the different processesand process interactions governing e.g. pollutants inthe soil. However, resultsfrom these explanatory studies can
always be used in extrapolation or prediction studiesfor decision making.

12.2

Modeldescription

TheWave Model isasoftware package developed bythe Institute for LandandWater Management of the K.U. Leuven, Belgium.The present version of the model integrates earlier
models and packages developed bythe institute or developed and published by other scientific institutes.The model isa revisedversion of the SWATNIT-model(Vereecken et al., 1990,
1991),which integrates the SWATRER-model (Feddeset al., 1978;Belmans et al., 1983; Dierckx
et al., 1986),a nitrogen model based on SOILN-model (Bergström et al., 1991),a heat and solute transport model based on the LEACHN-model (Wagenet & Hutson, 1989)and the universal
crop growth model SUCROS(Van Keulen et al., 1982;Spitters et al., 1988).
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TheWAVE model isstructured in amodular way, enabling the usert o useonlythose modules
required to analysethe problem.This also allows the extension of the present model with
other modules without the needto adapt the model structure or existing input files of the
model. It offers the possibility to exchange moduleswhen new concepts and insights of certain
processes become available. Figure 1presentsthe different modules andthe arrows indicate
the 'uses-relationships' between them. Forexample,the solution flow equation needsto be
proceeded bythe solution of the water flow equation. Hencethe solute model 'uses'the water flow module,which isindicated bythe direction of the arrow.

1

Figure 1

CROP j

Schematicpresentation ofthemodulesinWAVE(release2.0).Fulllinearrowsrepresent
obligatory 'usesrelations',dashedarrowsareoptional relations

Inthe vertical direction,the model considersthe existence of heterogeneity inthe form of soil
layerswithin asoil profile (Figure 2).Thesoil layers aresubdivided into compartments. Halfway
eachcompartment a node isdefined,for which state variables are calculated.All soilcompartments havethe samethickness,which the usercan specify.
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TheWAVE-model usesatime stepsmaller than aday to calculate the different state variables.
Thetime step isvariable and ischosen asto limit massbalance errors induced by solving the
water flow equation. Forcrop growth adaily time step isused.
State variables are integrated after each dayto yield daily output. The simulation period
should not exceed 366days.

12.3

Modifications

12.3.1

Water uptake

Inthe original WAVE model water ispreferentially extracted nearthe soilsurface.The plant
roots start taking up at the first compartment and work their way down until the water demand isfulfilled or when the maximum rooting depth isreached.
We abandoned this approach and adapted the method aswasoriginally used by SWATRER, in
which water uptake isintegrated over the rooting zone.The unclear crop-specific preferential
uptake at the surface isthus avoided.

12.3.2

Nitrogen uptake

Nitrogen uptake was driven bythe Nconcentration inthe leavesassuming aconstant Ndistribution over the leaves,stem,roots and storage organ.Via this relation the nitrogen demand
could then be quantified; no distinction between cropswas made.
The N leaf driven module was abandoned and replaced by abiomassdriven model.The Ndistribution wastaken out because not enough information isavailable to dynamically model N
distribution over the individual plant parts.
The biomass driven model was after Greenwood et al. (1990). Figures 3and 4 show the relation used between Nconcentration and plant massfor C3and C4plants respectively.
The equation for C3crops is:
iV c =5.7W"°- 5
and for C4crop
Nc=4.1W-°-5
isused.
Biomass production iscalculated daily;this increase in biomass results in a new Nconcentration which ischecked against the desired Nconcentration (Greenwood). Fromthe difference a
N demand iscalculated.The Nuptake processeswere not changed:the division in convective
and diffuse Nuptake was maintained. Reduction asaresult of Ndeficit isdefined asthe ratio
of Ndemand over Nuptake.
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Hydraulicconductivity

The original WAVE model offers abroad range of soil hydraulic functions based on parameter
estimation techniques. However, it isclear that for some soilsthe description of the soil hydraulic conductivity bythese parameter estimation techniques isnot valid (e.g.Leummens et
al., 1995).The model was extended with an option to enter soil hydraulic conductivity data in
atabular form. During simulations thistable was usedto extract the hydraulic conductivity
data and,if necessary, interpolate values not given inthe table.
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12.3.4

Macroporeflow

The mobile/immobile concept offered bythe original WAVE package isonly usedfor the flow
of solutes and hasno effect on water transport. However, bypassflow, also denoted as preferential flow, can have alarge impact on the total water balance,especially in structured soils
with macropores (e.g.Booltink et al., 1993).A relatively simple module was added to simulate
this bypassflow basedon the concept of Booltink et al. (1993), but dueto some generalisations a lower amount of input data were required.Calculationswere made on adaily basis t o
ensure linkage with the other WAVE modules. Rainfall intensities were usedasdriving forces
for preferential flow. Because rainfall intensities are not regularly available,afunction between rainfall on adaily basisand global radiation was derived.Speed of water through
macropores wasassumedto be equal to rainfall intensity.The infiltration of water into macroporeswas limited bythe volume of the macropores andthe absorption of water into the soil
matrix. The latter isdefined asafunction of the conductivity of the matrix, the pressure head
of the matrix, andthe contact areas between macropores and matrix.

12.4

Input requirements

Input variables arethosevariables bywhich the environment affectsthe delineated system,as
represented bythe model. Model parameters areconstants inthe mathematical relations present inthe model.They determine the behaviour of the system and are specific for a location.
Inthe input files no distinction ismade between model parameters or model input variables,
asboth should be specified bythe user.
The programme reads its input from external ASCII-files,which can be prepared with a conventional text editor. The input files havethe extension .INand can besummarised asfollowing:
Filename
GENDATA.IN
WATDATA.IN
SOLDATA.IN
TEMPDATA.IN
CLIMDATA.IN
NITDATA.IN
CROPDATA.IN

12.5

Description
General information (simulation period, number of compartments
etc.)
Hydraulic characteristics of the various soil layers
Variables/characteristicsfor nitrogen transport
Heattransport parameters
Daily precipitation, radiation, potential évapotranspiration
(irrigation)
Variables/characteristics for nitrogen transformations/distribution
Crop characteristics

Modelvalidation

TheWAVE model consists of various existing simulation modules suchasSWATRE,SUCROS,
and SOILN,which have beentested and applied widely by many researchers.WAVE and the
previous version,SWATNIT,have beenvalidated invarious studies throughout its development
from individual components.A thorough modelvalidation of the WAVE model has been carried out by Diels (1994). Inthis studythe water, nitrogen transport, and nitrogen transforma-
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tion modules were tested for various soil types in Belgium.Thevalidation procedure used field
aswell aslysimeter data.
Direct model outputs such asthe simulated actual évapotranspiration and drainage atthe bottom of the soil profile,together with derived properties suchasthe number of workable days
and a reduction factor for mineralisation were included in adeterministic (changing one parameter at atime) and stochastic simulation procedure inwhich a Monte Carlo procedure was
usedto draw input parameter setsfrom parameter distributions. Diels (1990) concluded that
the soil physical properties such asconductivity and retention characteristics of the soil types
considered were the most influential model inputs.
A test of the WAVE model including all modules isdescribed byVanclooster (1995).This study
also included atest on the effects on nitrogen leachingwhen using mobile/immobile and solute transport under cropped soils.In hisstudyVanclooster used a holistic modelling approach
to simulate field aswell aslysimeter data on water and nitrogen transport to judge model performance.
Someother relevant publications with respectto WAVE are described byVereecken etai.,
(1990) andVanclooster et al., (1993).

12.6
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Needs, development and experiences
with an interactive tool for planning of
manure allocation and feed supply on
organic dairy farms

J.P.Hansen &I. SiIIebak Kristensen
Danish Institute of Animal Science, Department for Agricultural Engineering and Production
Systems,ResearchCentre Foulum, Denmark

13.1

Summary

A programme with the purpose of operationalising the interdependencies between crop and
livestock production at farm specific level in organic dairy farming hasbeen developed. The
programme isseenasa meansof communication to be used by advisorstogether with the
farmer, asthe planning process isvalued more important than the resulting plan itself. The
programme has proven to be avaluable tool asfacilitator of discussion of alternatives based
on ongoing information of agronomical and environmental consequences.

13.2

Introduction

Organic dairy farming in Denmark ismoving away from afarming method of afew idealistic
farmers t o an option considered andchosen byagrowing number of conventional dairy farmers.At present about 3% of the dairy farms iscertified asorganic producers. Society demands
and supports this evolution and asaresult of this,aunit for research in Production Systems
(PSu)at the Danish Institute of Animal Science (DIAS) hassince 1987 been involved insystematic research in organic farming.The research isbasedon studies in 23 private owned mixed
organic farms,with milk production asmain activity.
These organic farms had aconsiderable Nsurplus of 124(88-158) kg Nha"1year 1 (Halberg et
al., 1995).The overall goal of the research project isto reduce the nutrient surplus on organic
farms, primarily by altering the crop rotation,feed ration and useof manure.

13.3

The problem

Normally, agricultural production systems are managed effectively and efficiently using heuristics.Thefarmers' rule setsare developing through long experience and learning bycustomisation to technological components, locations andfarming systems (Coxet al., 1995).
When former conventional farmerstransform to organic farming, asubstantial amount of
their explicit and tacit knowledge can no longer be used-their heuristic models become useless. Inaddition, an organic dairy farm asasystem hasfewer options than a conventional
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farming system. E.g., useof supplementary fertiliser isnot allowed andthere are restrictions
on buying feed (Text box 1),which results in nitrogen being the primary delimiting factor in
crop production (Magid & Kolster, 1995).Therefore, interdependencies between crop and livestock production isstronger inthe organic than in the conventional system.
Apremiumpricefor organicmilk inDenmarkmakeshigh milkproductionpercowmostprofitable. The
highmilkproduction isachievedbyfeedingaration with 45%easilydegradable feeds-cereals, beets
andconcentrates(Kristensenetal.,1994). E.g., 17organicmixeddairyfarmsin Denmarkgrew47%of
thecroprotation area with smallgraincrops(mainlycerealsandpeas) (Halberg &Kristensen, 1995). Besidesthecroprotation area,11 %of thearea wasunderpermanentlow-productivegrassland.Atypical
croprotation is:
•
•
•
•
•

barley+pea+undersowngrass/clover
grass/cloveror lucerne (onlyonclaysoil)
grass/cloverorlucerne (onlyonclaysoil)
wintercereal
potatoes/fodder beetsorspringcereal

Ontheabove17farms, thepurecerealswerefertilized with 30tonsanimalmanureha'1, corresponding
to36kgmineralNha'1 (Kristensen &Halberg,1995), soit isobviousthatsoil-Nfrompreviouscropsis
veryimportant whenN-demandingcropsaregrown onorganicfarmsinDenmark. Theaverageyields
were3900kggrain ha'1.Halberg&Kristensen (1995) found a21-37% lowergrainyield onorganicthan
onconventionalfarms.
When afarmhasto bemainlyselfsupportingwith feed, thestockingrateperarea hasamajorinfluence
onthecroprotation. ThemaximumallowedstockingrateinDenmarkis1.4livestockunit (LSU)ha'1; the
variationbetween theinvestigatedorganicdairyfarmsisfrom0.8to2.0LSUha'1. Thefarmswith high
stockingratesareusingalargeproportion of thearea for grass/cloverandthefarmswith lowstocking
ratesareusingalargeproportion of thearea for cash crops.
Theorganicfarmsonsandysoils(<10 %clay) eitherhaveahighstockingrateorthefarmersareimporting animalmanurefromconventionalfarms(max. covering25% ofneedfor N),mainlybecauseit isdifficult tomaintain NandKin theshallowroot zonefromyeartoyear.
Textbox 1 OrganicdairyfarminginDenmark

13.4

Thesolution

A programme with the purpose of operationalising the interdependencies between crop and
livestock production systems and the environment have been developed.The programme is
seenasa means of communication to be used by advisors practising computer-aided advising
(Hansen, 1992), realizing that the processof creating environmentally and profitable sound
plans in agreement with the farmers' goals isasimportant asthe resulting plan itself.By
bringing together farmer, advisor and computer it ispossibleto substitute learning in a simulated world for learning inthe realworld (Chatelin et al., 1992;Joyce &Showers, 1980) leading
to a rebuilding of heuristic models.
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13.4.1

Programme functionality

The f u n c t i o n a l i t y of t h e p r o g r a m m e covers user-directed creation of operational a n d tactical
f e e d i n g plans and creation o f operational plans f o r land use and n u t r i t i o n m a n a g e m e n t o n a
per f i e l d basis (Figure 1).There are no optimisation or " g u i d i n g " restrictions in t h e p r o g r a m m e . Instead, t h e consequences of ideas or alternatives p u t into t h e p r o g r a m m e w i l l o n an
o n g o i n g basis be presented t o t h e user. In this way, t h e advisor and t h e f a r m e r can w o r k t h e i r
w a y t o w a r d s t h e best solution by combining t h e scientifically based results f r o m t h e p r o g r a m m e w i t h t h e farmer's k n o w l e d g e of f a r m specific conditions and o w n preferences.
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Tacticalfeeding plans

Operationalfeedingplans

1
(

Freshgrass

]

Feeds
/

Storedfeeds

]

Manure resources

Manure

Currentfields
crops, history

(

Choiceof manurehandlingequipment
Manureresourceallocation
Field planning

autumn
Planning time
•Resources/knowledge:
: at planning time

winter
spring
summer
Timefordirecteffectofplanningactivies

Planningtasks

f SimulatedresultsJ

autumn

one-way/two-wayrelations

Figure1 Relationsbetween planningtaskscoveredbythe programmeandthetimeforfulfilment of
plans

Creation of feeding plans issupported by pop-upwindows showing accordance with standards
and expected milk production. Manure resources arecalculated on the basisof feeding plans,
and volumes and concentrations can beverified and modified.Creation of field plans and allocation of manure to specific fields in different months issupported by ongoing information
concerning manure resources in different storages,amount of leftover Nper field, calculated
effect of applied manure and resulting crop yields.Sourcesof Nlossescanbe shown and nutrient balances can beanalysed at field, crop, herd and farm level in accordance with Halberg
et al. (1995).The programme allows easyshifts between working with feed planning and with
crop planning, including manure allocation.
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13.4.2

Processes

Thefunctionality of the programme isbased on synthesis of anumber of models each describing important processes inthe farm system.
Expected milk yield inthe first part of lactation iscalculated by usinga production function
(Thysen, 1983)which simultaneously includes energy, protein andfat. The result isadjusted for
amount of AAT (amino acidsabsorbed from the small intestine) and PBV(protein balance in
rumen) in the ration in accordance with the new Nordic protein evaluation system (Aaeset al.,
1991), and for amount of ad libitum feed (Hansen & Kristensen, 1994). Estimating milk yield in
the second part of lactation isbased on standard feeding adjusted for feed efficiency accordingt o ©stergaard et al. (1994).
Body weight gain isexpressed using standards according to Kristensen et al. (1994).
Manure production isestimated asafunction of animal,feeding,production level,and housing system.Nitrogen intake iscalculated from the ration's protein content and apparent digestibility according to Thomsen (1979).The quantity and form of N,the volume of urine/
slurry and the faecal dry matter production, adding of straw and excesswater and lossesof N
are calculated according to assumptions of Laursen (1994) in hiswork with estimating standard
values for animal manure.
Ammonia lossesfrom stored manure iscalculated in asimpleway according to Laursen (1994).
Ammonia lossesduring application and from applied manure iscalculated by useof a model
developed by Hansen et al. (1990). Determining variables are application and cultivation
methods andtime between these,soiltype,temperature,weather conditions and pH,and dry
matter content of the manure.
Turnover of N in soil isat present handled by asimple model operating at dailytime steps and
including nitrogen inthree forms, different root zone capacities,weather data, evaporation
and resulting N leaching and N-min in soilfor plant uptake.
Influence of previous crops on aspecific field isat present limited to effect of leftover N. Net
mineralised Nisestimated by using lumped functions with croptype, soiltype andtime as
variables. For example 70 kg Nh a 1 ismineralised inthe first year after t w o yearswith grass/
clover. On sandy soilthe net mineralisation would be lower than 20 kg Nha -1 after 2years, on
clay soil after 5years.
Expected crop yields asafunction of Nfrom animal manure and Nfrom previous crops areestimated using soil specific quadratic production functions according t o Nielsen & Kristensen
(1991).

13.5

The development environment

Development of the programme took place in an interdisciplinary research project with the
purpose to study nutrient management in amanner similar to Lanyon & Beegie (1989).Activi-
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ties have involved systematic data and knowledge collection from 24farms certified as organic
producers through locally placed technicians. Inthe cooperation with the farmers,the researchersfrom PSuequipped with the programme have playedthe role of farmer's advisors. It
has been avery fruitful and stimulating development environment with direct communication
between scientists, usersand system developer.

13.5.1

The methods andtoolsused

Object-oriented methods influenced bythe conceptual framework underlying the BETA language (Lehrmann et al., 1993)were used.The BETAframework states that analysis,design and
implementation are all programming or modelling activities, but at different abstraction levels,and defines that a programme execution should be regarded asa physical model simulatingthe behaviour of either a real or imaginary part of the world.Programming of the first
character-based prototype taken out in real use byfellow researchers were done in Borland
Pascal.Nowthis prototype isbeing reprogrammedfor Windows usingthe Delphi environment
to improve the easeof useof the programme.

13.5.2

User participation

Evolutionary prototyping has been the name of the game. Prototyping provides a communication basisfor discussions among people involved inthe development process,especially between usersand developers. In addition, prototyping enables usto adopt an approach t o
software construction based on experiment and experience (Budde &Züllighoven, 1992).
Our development environment hasmade it possibleto go through an evolutionary development process basedon an almost paperless communication between developer and users.Responsetimes have beenvery short -from a new version to critic and following enhancements.
This helps keeping everybody engaged inthe process.

13.6

Experiences

A character-based prototype was developed and usedasatool by researchers in advisingsessions (autumn) on 12organic dairy farms involved in a research project. The purpose of these
visitswasto discuss and create feeding plansfor the comingwinter seasonand field plus fertilizer plansfor the coming growing season.The purpose of using the programme wasto clarify
the appropriateness of the programme regarding functionality and scope.
The programme showed itsstrength asafacilitator of discussionsof alternatives based on
ongoing information of agronomical and environmental consequences.Thesefindings were
expected asthe principle of its useissimilarto asuccessfulfeeding planningtool (Kristensen &
Hansen, 1989).
Needsconcerning usability were revealed for optional levels of focus. Inthe development of
the prototype focus had been on actions related to the single field. This isa common
"scientific approach" mistake caused byconcerns about getting all the details right (Coxet al.,
1995).When moving out in real life the usersof the programme were faced with farms with
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upto 40-50fields.The programme handles this number, but the users loosethe overview
when trying to allocate manure resourcesto sucha large number of individual fields.
Needswere also revealed for support of analysis at strategic levels of alternative cropping systems. Somefarmers would have liked to evaluate the effect of alternative cropping and feeding systems on recycling of nutrients when looked upon in static balancewithout considering
the present system.Suchanalysiscould givethem information regarding directions for future
changes intheir overall system.

13.6.1

Futurework

Our work aims at developing auseful medium of communication to be used byfarmer and
advisor inthe process of creating feeding and field plans. Useful encompasses userfriendliness,
addressingthe problems of the user, and dealing with these problems in a realistic manner.
The latter meansthat we will on an ongoing basis update the programme with the most suitable elements from scientific models.
Hutchings et al. (1996) have recently developed adynamic model to predict ammonia volatilization from livestock farms under grazing. Elements from this model describing ammonia
lossesfrom animal housesto lossesfrom applied slurry and urine patcheswill be included in
the programme.
Olesen (pers.communication) isat presenttesting asimplified version of the DAISYsoil-N
model.This model will replacethe current rather simple representation of soilwater and nitrogen dynamics.
The P soil contents are typically low on organic clayfarms due to low Psurplus during many
years.Onsandy soil leaching of Kisoften causing alow Ksoilcontent.To represent these circumstances, simplefunctions for yield responsesto P and Kwill be implemented inthe model.
Wewould liket o include major effects of the rotation system (N leftover, weed and disease
pressure, long-term effect on soilfertility) inthe model.Our aim isnot to calculate precise
quantitative information, but to assurethat the model will show directions for how major
biological, economical and environmental variableswill beaffected,sot o givethe decision
maker a basisfor making achoice.

13.7
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14

Lovinkhoeve: a researchfacility for
organic farming

J.J.Schröder
ResearchInstitute for Agrobiology and SoilFertility (AB-DLO),The Netherlands

14.1

Introduction

Most researchers are aware that afarming system ismorethan the sumof individual crops.
The performance of any crop results from the combination of the various measures taken in
that crop, and residual effects of (the measurestaken in) preceding crops.This concept is
probably even more valid in organic farming systemswhere preventive instead of curative
measures arethe rule rather than the exception and measures may have acumulative nature
which only becomesvisible after repeated applications. Organic farming systemsclaimt o contribute to the development of a more sustainable agriculture.Thisalonejustifies to study effects for more than just afew seasons.
These considerations made AB-DLO decide to convert the Lovinkhoeve farm from integrated
farming to organic farming. FromAugust 1995 agro-chemicals asdefined by EC-regulation
Nr. 2092/91will no longer be used.The Lovinkhoeve isan arable farm of 38 ha located on a
loamy claysoil inthe Noord-Oost Polder. It isheld byAB-DLO since 1954.Thefarm management team isalready familiar with multidisciplinary approaches and concepts of system analysis,asresearch during the last 10years hasbeen directed atthe development of integrated
farming systems(Lebbink et al., 1994;Van Faassen & Lebbink, 1994).

14.2

Goalson awhole farm level

Future research on the Lovinkhoeve, starting this year,will focus onthe optimisation of cropping techniques of individual crops in an organic setting.This impliesthat there isno room for
asimultaneous comparison of different farming systemsor rotations. Hence,decisions had to
be made,at leastfor the near future, about the crop rotation.Thisemphasis on crops rather
than rotations, does not mean, however, that no goalswere defined on awhole farm level.
These goals can besummarised asfollows:
1. Annual nutrient lossesto be limited to 80kg Nand 0 kg P per ha.
2. Maintenance of the chemical, physical and biological soil fertility (i.e.preclusion of a
gradual increase of yield-reducing agents (weeds, pests, pathogens), accumulation of nutrients, heavy metals and organic matter, depletion of nutrient reserves and organic matter).
3. Development of an ecosystem both within fields and onthe bordersof fields, upt o a level
needed to support the farm management (stability, self-regulation) or desired from e.g.a
landscaping point of view.
4. Balance between the nutrient outputs to other compartments of the society andthe inputs through 'wastes' returning from these compartments (compost, sewage, excrements)
whilst accounting for inevitable 'losses'.
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Sofar it isnot clear how large the difference between nutrient inputs and outputs should be
to maintain the soil fertility at present levels on the one hand and to keep losses below environmentally acceptable levels on the other hand (Van Eck, 1995;Oenema &Van Dijk, 1995).
Goal 1maythus require concessions to goal 2.
Nutrient balance sheetswill be established annually and pool changes (nutrients, organic matter, etc.) will be monitored in the various crops. Resultsfrom individual cropswill be aggregated to awhole farm level.Serious attempts will be madeto allocatethe calculated Nloss to
various terms (temporal storage, denitrification, leaching, ammonia volatilization).
It isextremely difficult to quantify goal 3, not at least becausethere isstill much confusion
about the net result of border strips, hedges,etc. Support from colleagues from other disciplines iswelcomed.
Goal4 implies that there isa kind of upper and lower boundary for the amounts and nature of
the wastesthat can be used.Many commercial organic farms tend to select only those crops
and wastesthat fit them bestfrom an economic point of view. Sucha policy doesn't work,
however, when larger regions would decideto convert to organic farming.

14.3

How to define a rotation?

Having setthe goals, different crops and nutrient inputs haveto beselected and put into a
time sequence.To our present knowledge, notools are asyet available that can perform this
task in an automated manner. Therefore,we couldn't do anything but rely on common sense
and semi-quantitative rules,someof which were proposed byVereijken (1992; 1995):
•
Alternate cropswith negative and positive effects on the physical soilfertility as affected
bythe duration of crop cover, rooting characteristics, position of harvested plant parts
(mowing vs.lifting), harvest date.
•
Alternate cropswith large andsmall nutrient demands.
•
Alternate cropswith large and small nutrient transfers to the nextseason.
•
Alternate cropswith large and small moisture demands (not relevant inthe Noord-Oost
Polder).
•
Consider to insert perennial mown crops (e.g.leys)for the suppression of weeds.
Link the choice of crop speciesto the choice of wastes (e.g.vegetables x urban compost;
forage cropsx animal wastes).
•
Consider crops with an early harvest date allowing tillage operations under dry conditions, weed control and asuccessful establishment of cover crops.
•
Select cropswith large recoveries and nutrient harvest-indices for an effective conversion
of wastes into produce.
•
Avoid cropsto be assigned to afield adjacent to the field where the crop was grown in
the previous year.
•
Grow asmany legumes asneeded for the supplementation of Nin addition to the Nderived from wastes (when Ndemands arefully met with wastes only, this will inevitably
lead to P and K accumulation).
•
Check feasibility of crop sequences interms of labour and growing degree days.
Limit the frequency of acrop speciesto < 16.7%.
•
Limit the frequency of acrop group (i.e.genetically and/or phytopathologically related
crops) to <33%.
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Especiallythe latter t w o rules have an intuitive and arbitrary character.They may be prudent
from a soil fertility point of view (growing aspecies only once per century would be even better, probably), but may not yield rotations producing goods in agreement with society's needs
for fats, starch, protein and fibre.

14.4

General setup of the Lovinkhoeve

We usedthe aforementioned rulesto construct a rotation for the Lovinkhoeve consisting of 7
cropsthat will all be present at equal frequencies in 7so-called crop blocks (Table 1). Organic
wastes will be predominantly applied on cereal stubbles (combined with green manure) and t o
a lesser extent on cerealsthemselves.The anticipated balance sheet of nutrient inputs and
outputs isgiven in Table 2.The ratio of Noutputs and inputs amounts to 64% indicating that
the utilization target isambitious.Thiswill probably mean that techniques such aspring application and or row application of manure, both uncommon on clay soils,haveto be seriously
considered. In addition to that, we are expecting more from green manures than what they
have proved to be able of, sofar. We hope to augment the contribution of green manures by
concessions to preceding crops (especially their harvest dates) and by an improvement of their
management (manipulation of C-N ratios, incorporation methods and timing).
Table 1 Croprotation ofthe Lovinkhoeve
Year

Crop

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

lucerne-grass mixture
lucerne-grass mixture(lastcutto beincorporated)
sugarbeetsor vegetables
cerealwith non-leguminous greenmanure
ware potatoes
winter cerealwith undersownredclover
onions,tulips,chicoryorcarrots

Table2 Anticipated nutrient inputs,outputsandsurplusonthe Lovinkhoeve(kgha"1 yr."1)

Input

fertilizer

fixation

Surplus

54

pig slurry
urban compost
lucerne

76

clover

13

10

56

20

5

17

16

3

9

49

1

4

seeds

3

<1

2

Total

230

19

90

deposition

Output

cattle slurry

products

147

20

100

83

<J

-11
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Eachof the seven crop blocks will be split into two parts:25% of the area will be dedicated to
the production of crops according to 'best ecological practice' and 75% of the area will beassigned t o experimentation. Inthe latter part onewill still find 'classical' experiments in terms
of their design (i.e.replicated, randomized,factorial) to overcome problems of confounding as
frequently encountered in on-farm research (e.g.Schröder et al., 1996). For 1996we have
planned research on cover crop management in one of the cereal blocks, research on organic
matter sourcesxtillage inthe onion block, and research on plant densities inthe potatoes
block.
Goals on awhole farm level can be achieved in different ways.Selecting crops and adjusting
their cropping frequencies isonly one method.Goals may, however, be achievedjust aswell
through adjustments within crops.We expect the nutrient availability to beone of the major
instruments within crops.Therefore iswas decided to superimpose three nutrient input levels
on all 7 crop blocks.The source and amount of nutrients within each nutrient input level may
vary with the crop types grown on aspecific block. Qualitatively, however, the nutrient levels
will have fixed positions on each blockt o account for their cumulative effects. Consequently,
experimental treatments (e.g.weed control,cover cropping, plant densities) can always be
executed at 3 levels of soil fertility (i.e.in split plot manner). Inthis way we hope to collect
data with a broader range of validity which may help modellers to construct alternative rotations.The Lovinkhoeve's setup issummarised infigure 1.

14.5

Concludingremarks

From an ecologist's point of view, Iwould saythat acrop rotation model should be able to link
crop species into atemporal sequence and explore the short- (one season) and long-term
(decades) consequences for input needs (labour, nutrients,water, energy, capital) and outputs
(marketable products,fate of nutrients, fate of water, CO2,impact on pool sizes (weeds,pests,
pathogenic inocula, nematodes,water, nutrients, heavy metals,organic matter)), impact on
the physical soil status (compaction, erodability).
There isno suchthing asaunique cropping technique for aspecific crop,asacrop can be
grown in numerous ways and an input-output matrix isneeded for each of these crop variants.
Therefore, it isnot justthe choice of crop speciesthat determines whether arotation issustainable or not, but just asmuch the cropping technique within one species (e.g.fertilizer input, planting and harvesting date,destruction date of green manure, preceding crop(s), control measures). Last but not least, acrop rotation model should beable to checkwhether crop
sequences arefeasible interms of calendar daysor growing degreedays.
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Experimental setup of the Lovinkhoeve farm
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An approach to a place for models in
designing alternative cropping systems

T.Doré &J.M. Meynard
Institut National de la RechercheAgronomique, Laboratoire d'Agronomie, Paris-Grignon,
France

15.1

Introduction

The economic changes affecting agriculture (e.g.the decrease of some product prices), the
growth of new regulations (e.g.those concerning the environment), the enlargement of the
markets for agricultural products (e.g.the development of cropsfor fuel production), have
profoundly modified the context inwhich farmers produce in northern Franceduring the past
ten years.As partners of farmers andtheir advisors, researchworkers are requested to propose
new cropping systems.We present the approach we useto achieve this,with emphasis on the
needs and the usesof models.

15.2

Thegeneral framework

Dueto the changes mentioned above,farmers must be ableto manage cropping systems with
different aims: it isclear for instancethat high-yielding crop production and environmentfriendly crop production arevery likelyto bedifferent (Meynard & Girardin, 1991).The many
other examples which justify changes in cropping system management due to new and various
constraints include: increasing farm sizeforces somefarmers to adopt time-cheap cropping
systems,andset-aside modifies the constraints concerning crop protection.Aschanges are
numerous and frequent, farmers cannot usetheir own experience to adapt their practices, and
they need tools for helping them in decision-making; policy makers are also interested in such
tools soasto be able to anticipate the changes in regulations.
Our purpose isto build and validate such decision tools for crop management and two-crop
succession management at astrategic level.Three stages are usually usedfor this type of tool.

15.2.1

A diagnosisstage

The main aim of this stage isto assessand understand the variability of the conditions under
which farmers produce, by identifying the main factors affecting production and the environmental impact of the cropping systems.Thisallows identification of the range of validity necessaryto include inthe construction of decision support tools.Thisstagetakes entirely place in
farmers' fields,and hasalready been largely described elsewhere (for example Meynard &
David, 1992; Meynard & Doré, 1992;Doré et al,1996).
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15.2.2

A design stage

Quite often the design of new strategies by experiment hasbeen abandoned. However, this
approach may still be usedwhen the diagnosis stageshowedthat few changes are sufficient to
attain the objectives of the new strategies, and that the decision ruleswill be simple enough
not to require heavy modelling.Thiswasthe casefor example when designing new crop management strategies for malting barley in northern France (Le Bail, 1994). More often the design of new strategies isbased on models, using either simulation or optimisations.The models
used in this stage are chosen according to the diagnosis stage results.They must allow simulation of the effects of the main limiting factors on yield, andthe effects of the cropping systems
on the environmental variables.We believe that on-farm validation of very simple models (for
example: nitrogen balance-sheet method; models of soil structure changes ...) under farmers'
conditions isimportant. Thesemodels are sometimes included in decision support systems (see
above).

15.2.3

A validation stage

Thisstage includesvarioussteps:
1. Testing the global models (how dothe observed measurements differ from the outputs of
the model?)
2. Testingthe cropping system management strategies obtained by usingthe model (are the
aims achieved with such strategies?)
3. Testingthe decision support system (isthe decision maker really helped bythe system?)
Much of thisvalidation stagetakes place infarmers' fields,and analysis of the disagreement
between observed and simulated data can make a large contribution to model improvement
feedback.

15.3

An exampleof adecisionsupport system for
wheat management:DECIBLE

Thesoftware DECIBLE(Figure 1)isthe result of collaboration between agronomists, economists, and specialists working on farmers' decision making.
It allows to simulate the effects of crop management on wheat yield, gross margin, protein
content, soil mineral nitrogen at harvest, at afield scale.Each plot isdefined by cropping history andsoiltype;simulation ispossible for a range of 20years climatic data. Sucha simulation
enables to compare different crop management systems,andto identify which isthe most
relevant for agiven set of objectives and constraints (for example extensivewheat production
with low input and time required,orwheat for bioethanol production,which requires a definite quality and which price isvery low). DECIBLEdoes not addresstactical decision making
(such aschoosing afungicide application date) but strategic decision making (suchasintensification level,or coherence between sowing date and density, fertilisation, and crop protection).
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Simplified diagramme of the decision support systemfor wheat management DECIBLE
(Aubryetal., 1992)

Crop m a n a g e m e n t is described by a set o f decision rules ( « if c o n d i t i o n then action » ) ,
translated f o r a particular crop and a particular year assowing and fertiliser application dates,
s o w i n g density, variety choice, fertiliser rate and so o n , using a « decision simulator » . The
simulated crop management which ist h e o u t p u t of t h e decision simulator is also t h e i n p u t o f a
crop simulator including various submodels (including yield components, p r o t e i n content, n i t r o g e n accumulation, w a t e r balance, soil structure changes, and lodging and disease risks).
These modules are q u i t e simple, using f e w parameters, so ast o be easily tested a n d a d a p t e d t o
n e w varieties and d i f f e r e n t areas in France. The DECIBLE software is a research object a b o u t
l i n k i n g crop models and decision models in decision support systems.

15.4

Example of on-going work onthe management
of two-crop successions

W e recently enlarged our w o r k in building decision tools towards aid t o m a n a g i n g t w o crops
succeeding o n a plot. This is a different purpose t h a n t h a t of d e t e r m i n i n g a crop succession.
Here t h e succession is given, and w e t h i n k , like f o r one crop management, t h a t t h e managem e n t of this succession must be d i f f e r e n t according t o t h e d i f f e r e n t constraints t h a t may affect
t h e farmers. Moreover, t h e management of a succession can n o t be reduced t o t h e juxtaposit i o n o f each crop management (Doré & Debaeke, 1996).The m a n a g e m e n t o f t h e f o l l o w i n g
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crop can (and often must) be adapted t o the environmental changes caused bythe previous
crop.And the management of the previous crop could (and often should) be adapted after
assessment of its likely effects onthe following crop. For example in amaize/wheat succession,
irrigation management of the maize will take into account the effects on maize growth and
yield, but it could alsotake into account the subsequent effects on the wheat crop, which
might be strong.The stronger the effect of the previous crop management on the environment left for the following crop,the greater the needfor global management of the crops.
Figure 2gives and example of the variability of the environment left bythe previous crop
(here the nitrogen uptake by unfertilised wheat following a pea crop) largely due to the management of this crop.
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Figure2

Variability innitrogen uptake byunfertilisedwheatcropsafter peacrops(farmers'plots.
NorthernSeine-et-Marnedistrict)

The main programme in our laboratory asfar asthis subject isconcerned isthe design of a
global model fort he management of the set-aside/wheat succession.It ishelpful for answering
questions like « which management of the set-aside/wheat succession minimises nitrate
leaching during the succession? » or « which management of set-asides minimises the risk of
not achieving desired aims for the following wheat crop? » . The diagnosis stage has already
been performed.A hierarchy of the soil processeswhich haveto be modelled hasbeen established: nitrogen andwater fluxes,weed flora changes and seed production,soil-borne diseases,soil structure. Changes in soil processes under set-aside (for example changes in weed
dynamics) which must betaken into account during modelling (Doré & Dulout, 1996) have also
been identified.Special effort in model building will be attributed to biological processes,as
no relevant models are available. Moreover, the integration of different modules in a global
model hasto take into account heterogeneity of the models:some are dynamic with a
daily-basistime step (nitrogen and water), others are dynamic with a management-basis time
step (soil structure,weeds), or static either qualitative or quantitative (soil-borne diseases).
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15.5

Perspectives

Our team in Paris-Grignon aimsto produce genuinely useful references for cropping systems
management. This leadsto two important specifications in modelling cropping systems:
1. we addressthe variability of the farmers' fields, using the three-stage method described
above,
2. we try to link agronomic and cognitive knowledge in our decision tools.
Our aims include developing these issues,byfocusing on different topics,suchas: uncertainty
in farmers' fields modelling; useof artificial intelligence methods (such asconstraint satisfaction problems method) in decision tools; and improvement of validation methods.

15.6

Conclusion

It isobviously necessaryto predict ecological consequences of different cropping systems on a
long-term basis, using rotation models,for improving the sustainability of agriculture. However, in northern France,ecological agriculture isnot the only possibility inthe short/mediumterm future. Our purpose isto be ready for various needs corresponding to different constraints on crop production, rather than to help radical conversion from high yielding agriculture t o ecological agriculture.
Moreover, the adoption of fixed rotation bythe farmers is unlikely, dueto an opportunistic
behaviour when facing rapid changes in economics and regulations. Thisiswhy we focus more
on the flexibility,the ability to take into account uncertainty and the range of validity or our
models,than on their capability to determine the best ecological rotation.

15.7
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IV Model evaluations and plansfor future experiments, data and model sharing,
model development
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16

Suggestions for priority issues and
future cooperation

16.1

Input data andtoolsto accessingthem; model
structure; exchangeability

Summary of discussiongroup 1,Thursday 18April, 1996
Reporter: P.K. Thornton, International Fertilizer Development Center (IFDC), United States
The discussion started with the observation that model exchangeability is largely dependent
on common data structures and input file formats; if submodules or components per seare to
be exchanged,then there must be acommon framework into which shared components can
be slotted.The sharing of component code or modules isone end of the spectrum; more often, sharing will involve the algorithm or other information concerning the processes being
modelled.
It was noted that there are a number of constraints to model exchangeability. First,there are
often no funds available for co-operative efforts. Researchadministrators may be enthusiastic
about co-operation intheory, but are rarely willing to support it. Related to this isthe issue of
intellectual ownership; some administrators would seeco-operation and model sharing as
giving away acomparative advantage. Researchers clearly needto present abetter case concerning collaboration to research administrators, but it was not obvious how this situation can
be improved inthe short run.Second,there would be aconsiderable "start-up" time for the
development of appropriate tools that permit the exchanging of submodels or model components.
Onthe other hand,the benefits of exchanging submodels areclear, intheory: faster implementation of modelsthat are sensitiveto awide range of factors, and the harder-to-quantify
but still important benefits of synergy that arisewhen groups and individuals collaborate and
work together.
On balance,a number of members of the discussion group felt that currently the constraints to
model exchangeability outweigh the benefits. Somethought thistoo negative aconclusion,
but beyond the sharing that continues among individuals anyway, it ishardt o seehow t o foster this further without a lot of time and resources.
The discussionthen turned to the issueof model structure asrelatedto the farm scale.There
was evidence of aconsiderable gap here between the ecologists andthose who would apply
the models atthe farm level,andthose more directly involved in building such models.Asdiscussed on the previous day,there iscurrently a lack of modelsthat are appropriate at the farm
scale.Our present modelstend t o look at comparatively simple systems;the modelsthat have
been developed to deal with these are both simple (for instance, amathematical programming model to study resource useat a regional level - the basic system asstudied,aswell as
the model, may be rather simple) and complex (a highly detailed biophysical simulation model
at the field scale,dealing with a monocrop and onlywater and N limitations, for example).
Thefarm level ismuch more complex, and amounts to more than asimple addition of models
simulation eachfield (asany systems person will point out).
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It isclear that dynamic, process-based models at the farm level that can answer detailed and
wide-ranging questions asto the management of ecological farming systems are many years
away.While complex models of complex systemssuch asafarm are not yet feasible, simpler
models certainly are, although it must always be borne in mind that simplifying a complex
model may lead to the situation where errors inthe model outweigh the "treatment effects"
(i.e.,the things that the userwants to study) inthe real world.
Three summary points were madewith regardto these types of "interim" models:
•
Dynamic models can and should be used only to provide additional information to
farm-scale models.Thisfollows directly from the consideration above,that complex modelsstucktogether are not necessarily afeasible way of modelling complex systems.
•
Farm-scale models maythus be basedon local experience (perhaps inthe guise of
rule-based systems),available information, andthe various constraints that are paramount
in the situation under study (economics, environment, etc.).These interim models are not
necessarily dynamic, although they may be.
The level of complexity of adynamic model islimited bythe availability of information -without information of somesort no process model can be built, but more importantly, in
terms of the input data required to run it.
There isan enormous amount of work to bedone,down both paths of this parallel approach
to farm models; on the one hand,there isacontinuing need for the building of dynamic process-based subcomponents, and on the other, there isalso room for great creativity and innovation in representing and linking together available information in awaythat can provide
information to those who need itto make more informed decisions concerning the operation
of farming systems.

16.2

Validation procedures and objectives

Summary of discussiongroup 2, Thursday 18April, 1996
Reporter: W.A.H. Rossing,Wageningen Agricultural University, Dept. Theoretical Production
Ecology, The Netherlands
Giventhe wealth of information (e.g.CAMASE_NEWS Extra Edition, November 1995) on technical aspects of validation, or rather evaluation,the discussionfocused on philosophical aspects of validation in relation to model purpose.

16.2.1

The nature of validation

Validation of models aims at establishing credibility for amodel with its developer, with colleagues and with the end-user. This involves atest of effectivity (isthe aim of modelling
achieved) in ascientific aswell associal sense.Toenable validation, clear definition of objectives of modelling isrequired. Inaddition,a description of bestavailable knowledge at the
start of the research project isneeded.Inthisway, both the satisfaction of project objectives
and the increase in operational knowledge ismade apparent during model validation.
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16.2.2

.
•

Aspectsto beconsidered during validation

Are the correct processes included in relation t o the objective of modelling? Here,consideration may be given to short-term and long-term processes,andtheir interactions.
HasOcham's Razor been applied successfully? Or, hascomplexity been added only when
necessary?
In relation to sustainability aspects,especially long-term processes related to e.g.soil organic matter require attention.

16.2.3

Levelof accuracy required

The level of accuracy of model output depends on the purpose of the model. Penning de Vries
distinguishes three categories of purposes: research,adviceand education.With respect to
model accuracy he distinguished model truthfulness, the degree to which reality is represented
correctly, and model usefulness,the degree to which model results leadto better decision
making. In research,model accuracy isdictated bythe accuracy of the empirical data on which
the model isbased,and model truthfulness isemphasized.With respectto advice (prediction),
model usefulness ismore important than model truthfulness.A model may becalled useful
when it provides additional or better information than the currently used basisfor decision
making. Finally, in education trends, rather than absolute numbers, areto be accurately produced by a model.
A serious pitfall in application of research results isstriving for truthful models.We advocate a
pragmatic approach inwhich a level of accuracy isaimed for which isneeded to just obtain
technical, scientific and social credibility, thus maximising interaction between analysis and
synthesis of knowledge.
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17

The models by themes

Discussion on the crop rotation models presented (weak and strong points)

17.1

Nutrients and water balances

Reporter: J.U. Smith
Rothamsted Experimental Station, IACRAFRC, United Kingdom

17.1.1

What is needed inrotation modelsforecological
farming?

The requirements for simulating crop rotations using nutrient and water models differ between ecological farmers and ecological planners.
Priority requirements of ecological farmers areestimates of:
•
carbon and nitrogen fluxesthroughout the year,
•
the effects of applying organic manures,
•
the influence of legumes inthe rotation.
Nutrients and water should be modelled aspart of the complete farming system.This means
that the influence of economics, machines, labour etc. should also be included in anycomparison of the viability of different rotations. It also requiresthat the system be considered ata
number of different scales:
FIELD- FARM-CATCHMENT- REGIONAL- NATIONAL
When manure applications and legumes are included inthe rotation, it isparticularly important to consider additional nutrients to nitrogen,suchasphosphorous and potassium. Longterm changes in soil structure should bedescribed through changes infactors such aswater
and organic matter content. Modifications to nutrient and water balances due to pests,diseasesandweed infestations could initially bedescribed using simple reduction coefficients.
Integration of arable simulations with descriptions of animal systemswill be necessary for
simulation of complete rotations. Dynamic simulation of carbon and nitrogen turnover in animal systems may be difficult due to effects suchas "hotspots" of carbon and nitrogen in discrete patcheswhere an animal hasdefecated.
Ecological planners, on the other hand,require models that allow crop rotations to be planned
over long periodsof time andfor large regions of the country. Linear programmeming is likely
to bean especially usefultool for this purpose.When working in conjunction with linear programmesand at such largetemporal and spatial scales,static modelscan become more valuable due to:
•
averaging of field results over the larger spatial and temporal scales,
•
time constraints in optimising possible combinations of rotations.
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Dynamic models are, however, of somevalue to ecological planners. Having selectedthe optimum rotation, it isessentialto checkwhat effect this rotation hasat the smaller scale.In addition, it isnecessaryto develop the details of best management strategy atthe field, or at least
the farm scale.

17.1.2

What issuesare currently being addressed in nutrient
andwater balance models?

Thefollowing issuesare currently being addressed inthe models present:
microbial biomass,
organic manures,
green manures,
soil structure,
biological nitrogen fixation,
animal-arable systems,
set-aside,
other effects (duet o pest, diseases,weeds etc),
long-term planning.

17.1.3

What issuesshould beaddressed?

Rotation modelling requires more than asequential simulation of nutrient and water dynamicsunder different crops.Long-term changes in soilcharacteristics suchasorganic matter and
depth must besimulated with respectto the continuing rotation.These interactions are generally included inthe models present. However, the interaction of many other long-term processes,such asbuild-up of pests,diseasesandweeds on nutrients and water have not been
considered. Initially, it will be more feasibleto simulate these interactions bycombining process-based modelswith simple rulesor reduction coefficients. Inthe longterm,greater understanding of the processes involved might beobtained by developing comprehensive processbased models. Systemsfor linking models will be agreat help inthe development of such
models. However, further basic research into the interactions between different parts of the
system (eg.nutrients and pests;water and diseases) may also be necessary.
Economics should be incorporated. Ecological farming considersthe quality of production in
terms of both the quality of the product andthe quality of the production method. Suchsystems are encouraged byfeedback from consumers and government legislation. Models havea
key role to play in assessingthe whole system costsand benefits. Such information isessential
if ecological farmers areto receive realistic payments for protecting the environment. Forinstance,ecological farming may result in higher leaching of nitrates dueto useof organic manures, but lossesof carbon dioxide to the atmosphere may be reduced.Byincorporating a full
economic assessment,the netcosts or benefits of ecological farming may becalculated.
A sociological assessment may be of value in assessing likely errors inthe calculations. Forinstance,the farmer who cares more about livestock than cropswill provide more accurateinformation for assessing lossesof nitrogen from the animal housesthan from organic manure
applications to the crops.
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The application of existing models at different scales iscomplicated bythe shortage of data,
changes in the processesthat should be incorporated in the models, and computational logistics.The changes necessarywhen a particular model isapplied at adifferent scaleshould be
considered further.
Finally, detailed evaluation of models isessential.Models are usually evaluated, but the
boundary conditions of the evaluations are not stated.The greatest sources of errors in the
model should be identified, and the simulations of those aspects of the system improved asa
priority. It seems likely that these sources of errors will NOT be directly related to the nutrient
or water simulations, but instead be dueto other parts of the system,such aspest, diseases
and weeds.

17.2

Weeds,pestsanddiseases

Reporter: R.E.E. Jongschaap
ResearchInstitute for Agrobiology and Soil Fertility (AB-DLO),Dept. Agrosystems Research,
The Netherlands
Ecological farming strategies for crop and soil health are executed inthe total absence of any
artificially produced or chemical product. Thusthe problem of growth and development of
weeds, pestsand diseases istackled in different waysthan in conventional farming systems.
Additional problems can beexpected bythe lay-out of the farming system,and the choice of
crop rotations.
Crop rotations inecological farming systemstake place in afinite area assembled bythe fields
for crop growth and non-productive (but perhaps green) parts of the farm.This area with its
soils can be seenasacontinuous factor and abasefor the development of all kinds of positive
and negative factors for crop growth.
The environmental conditions outside the farm bounderies may influence the occurrence of
weeds, pest and diseases,astransportation of weed seedsand agents of pests and diseases can
crossfarm bounderies easily.Thesetransport processescaneither be passive (wind, machinery,
manure) or active migration.
The occurence of weeds, pest and diseaseson asingle field isdependent on former crop
growth and infestations from outside the farm,from adjacent fields or non-productive areas
and transportation within the farm by machinery andthe spreading of manure.

17.2.1

Important issues

Considering the mechanisms in rotation cropping for ecological farming systems,the most important issuesaccording to the discussion group are mentioned here.
Source of weeds, pests and diseases
Weeds,pestsand diseasescan beeither related to the crop rotation (intra-and inter-field) or
not (invasion from outsidethe farm system bounderies). Both groups are of great importance
in ecological farming systemsand needto bespecified.Thespreading of weeds, pest and diseaseswithin the farm system bounderies (inter-field) isrelated to crop rotation strategies.
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Mechanisms such asactive migration or inactive migration bywind, machinery or the spreading of manure over the farm can serve aspossible sources of weeds, pestsand diseases.
Dynamics of weeds, pests and diseases inside a single field
Numerous species of weeds, pestsand diseases exist in a particular ecological setting. Determination of important pathogens for certain cropping systems isneeded. Population dynamics of
these actors are of interest asthe total quantity of antagonisms determines the degree of infestation of the crop.A clear description of mechanistic relations between population dynamicsand environmental conditions suchasweather and soil characteristics, but alsothe impact
of management practices on population dynamics isconsidered essential.
Impact of weeds, pests and diseases on crop growth and development
The occurrence of weeds, pests and diseases intime or on crop development scale are of major
importance for the degree of damage inflicted on crop growth and/or development. The impact of weeds, pestsand diseasescan be more or lesssevere in certain periods.
Positive and negative antagonisms in survival areas
Inecological farming systems,special areasare retained for the survival of positive factors for
crop growth. Undoubtedly, negative factors will persevere aswell.The growth and development of both species andtheir interaction isof importance for the inter-field spreading of
both groups.

17.2.2

Issues(im)possibleto addressthrough modelling

Not all of the mentioned issuescan be addressed easilythrough modelling. Inthe next few
paragraphs ashort explanation will be given of potential problem areas.
Source of weeds, pests and diseases
The existence of weeds, pestsand diseases outside the farm sytem bounderies isnot always
known, and the possible invasion of these iseven more difficult to grasp. Inorder to simulate
these effects, aweeds, pests and diseasesgenerator could provide somespecimen,with which
growth and development can be picked up at field level.
The enormous variety of weeds, pestsand diseasesfor various cropping systems makes it difficultto tackle each one of them individually. Characteristic groups can beconsidered and focusedon.
Dynamics of weeds, pests and diseases inside a single field
Population dynamics of weeds, pests and diseases are not expectedto causea lot of problems
for dynamic simulation aslong asclear descriptions of these dynamics exist.Somework isalready done inthe area of seed bank development. The spread of inocculum and aphids, and
the residence time of, e.g.,sclerotia could be handled like-wise.
Impact of weeds, pests and diseases on crop growth and development
Clear insight in the relationship between the occurence and infestation degree of weeds, pests
and diseases,and its impact on crop growth and development islacking.Oncethese relationships are determined they could be incorporated into simulation models.
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17.2.3

Approach

A conceptual model to handle the impact of weeds, pestsand diseases on crop rotation
strategies could beconstructed asfollows:
« definition of cropping system by physical bounderies,
•
simulation of crop growth for 2or 3fields simultaneously,
•
simulation of 2 or 3 characteristic groups of weeds, pestsand/or diseases, and
•
inclusion of non-productive areasfor interactions of positive and negative factors.

17.3

Thecurrent capability of simulating crop rotationsand relatedissues

Reporter: H. Meinke
DPI/CSIRO, Agricultural Production SystemsResearch Unit, Australia
The current capability of simulating crop rotations and related issueswere discussed in a group
session.Thissection attempts to briefly summarisethe discussion.
There was consensus among group members that the current modelling capability can address
some important issuesrelatedto crop rotations,while other, equally important aspects,are
completely lacking.To make dynamic simulation models useful tools at the farm level,they
need t o consider water and nutrient balances, in particular nitrogen (organic and inorganic)
and phosphorous. Further, they needto handle crop growth and crop rotations, management
effects (i.e.tillage), erosion and the fate of chemicals inthe system.Most of these aspectscan
becoveredthrough existing modelling capabilities. However, other factors are often not considered by dynamic simulation models (e.g.pest and disease dynamics asaffected by crop rotation, carry-over effects, biodiversity, soilstructure,weed dynamics and nutrient flows across
different enterprises). Frequently suchfactors are pivotal when farm management decisions
havet o be made.
This raisedthe question whether it isdesirable (i.e.productive) to add such a level of complexity to the existing dynamic simulation models.To answerthis, it isimportant to clearly address
the issueof scale in models and review successful model applications.Two scales needto be
considered:(a) atemporal scalethat rangesfrom single season issuesupt o problems exceeding the life time of individuals and (b) aspatial scalethat ranges from point data / single paddock issuest o global problems.Although it isself-evident that the choice of an appropriate
model for a particular application depends largely on the scaleat which the model isto be
applied,the multitude of scalecombinations canmake model identification difficult. Figure 1
presents afew key examples of the types of agricultural issueswhere asimulation approach
might contribute to better decision making.The boundaries of the three decision categories
(crop/ farm / policy) are aconvenient but arbitrary way of categorising acontinuum. Likewise,
circles drawn around management issuesto indicatetheir sphere of influence will vary
strongly from situation to situation.
However, the diagram helpsto approximately determine the relative positions of some management issues.Itshowsthat the problems addressed bythisworkshop fall mainly into the
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Figure 1

Schematic representation of some key management issuesthat could beaddressed usinga
simulation approach andtheir relative position on atemporal and spatial scale.The
boundaries of the three decision categories (crop/ farm/ policy) are aconvenient but arbitrary way of categorising acontinuum. Likewise,shapeand sizeof circlesdrawn around
management issues indicate their sphere of influence andwill vary strongly from situation
t o situation.
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intermediate category on the spatial scale and cover the low and medium range on the temporal scale. Investigating the diagram further, it becomes apparent that most of the successes
in applying dynamic simulation models are either at the high (policy) or low (crop) end of the
spatial scale.Rather than through dynamic models,farm management issuesare often addressed by usingtools such aslinear programming or simple spreadsheet models.
An explanation for this isattempted in Figure 2which shows schematically the successfulapplication of dynamic models andthe complexity of the agricultural system asafunction of
spatial scale.
At the single point / paddock level,the relative system'scomplexity islow and necessary input
parameters t o drivedynamic simulation models can be derived with reasonable accuracy.As
the spatial scale increases,sodoesthe number of input variables needed t o apply dynamic
models.Additionally, individual parameter variability and uncertainty also increases.Thesystem's complexity, asmeasured bythe number of input parameters needed andtheir associated
uncertainty, reaches a maximum around the single farm scale. Increasingthe spatial scale even
further reduces complexity due to the "averaging effect" -e.g.field-to-field variations in soil
type become lessimportant asthe spatial resolution decreases,aslong asthe key driving variables (mostly weather and climate) are captured well. It isno coincidence that the successful
application of dynamic simulation models isinversely related to the system'scomplexity. After
all, modellers are asensible lot and knowthe limitations of their tools.
It seems unlikely that simply adding detail to existing crop simulation modelswill ever lead to
major successesat the farm level.A more promising approach might to beto usethe simulation capability t o analyse individual farm enterprises.This increasesour understanding of systems components and,when coupled with spreadsheet models, linear programming or rule
based decision aids,might then leadto better and more integrated decision support tools that
might deal with whole farm issuesmore effectively.
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17.4

Conclusions byworking groups

Three working groups discussed aspects of the modelling of crop rotations:features and key
processes already covered inthe different models,crucial aspects of rotation models for decision support systems,and crucial aspects of models for research on crop rotations.
A review of the key features and processes ispresented inTables 1and 2. ForTable 1,it isimportant to note that while crop sequences are simulated in all models,few deal with parallel
crops. In other words: all models can be usedto handle questions about what happens t o the
soilwhen aseriesof crops 'passes', but few can handle farm-level limiting resources (suchas
labour).Asa result, economic aspects are not really dealt with inthese models. Participants
recognised this asashortcoming when model usewas aimed at decision support. ForTable2,
it isveryclear that the history of rotation models islargely in soil and crop science,and little in
crop protection. Infact, ways and extents bywhich pests,diseases andweeds can cause crop
losses receive insufficient attention to deal realistically with crop rotations.

Table 1. Featuresofthesimulation modelspresentedintheworkshop (x:present; !:absentbut really
needed;*: beingdeveloped)
EPIC
APSIM CropSystDAISY DSSAT /Almanac NDICEA ROTASK SUNDIALWAVE
Cropsequence
Parallelcrops
Economics
Optimisation
Statistics(performance
evaluation)
Tracer
Database(evaluation
experiments)

x
x
*
x
x

x

x

x

x
!
(x)

x
x
(x)

x

x

j

j

x
!

x
x
x

*

Modelsthataretobe usedto support decision makingonexperimental orcommercialfarms needto
be:
- robust,comprehensive (mechanistic) andflexible,
-simple and transparent.
Many do notyet meetthesequalifications.One reasonfor needingsimplercrop andsoil models is
thatalso important extensions are neededfor severalapplications.These include:
- applicationof manure,
-feeding plans (for livestockfarming),
-carry-over ofweeds,pests anddiseases betweenparallelcrops,
- procedures tooptimisecropping sequences,
- integration of decision rules.
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Itwas alsofoundthat rotation modelsshould allow runningfor long periods ('100years') to evaluate
development of soilorganic matter. It isimpossibleto rundynamic weed andpest population models
forsuch periods,becausethe properties oftheseorganisms canadjustto newconditions, lessening
the effects of measures tocontrolthem.All participantsfeltthat lackof procedures to estimatethe
consequences of uncertainty ininput parameters was limitingtheapplicability ofthe models.
With respectto modelsastools inthe researchprocessofcrop rotations,attentionwasaskedfor
models inthe process of upscaling information of singlefarmsto 'theaveragefarm ina region'.This
is requiredwhena model isfoundsatisfactory forone (experimental) farm,andattempsaremadeto
generalise its results. Inexplanatory models,much more understanding is requiredonsoilfertility
(soilstructure,depth,biological activityandorganic matter),onweed responsesto nutrients inthe
shortandthe longterm.These models should beabletoaccommodate spatial heterogeneity, as
this isseenasan important modifier ofthe behaviour ofthe model.Benefits of 'precision agriculture'
cannot befullyevaluated without dealingwith heterogeneity inthefarmedfield.

Table 2.Processescovered by different simulation models
Others
Process

APSIM CropSyst DAISY DSSAT EPIC NDICEA ROTASK SUNDIAL WAVEDecible

Nutrients
N
mineral

X

X

X

X

organic
1 pool
>= 2 pools
microbiological
P

(x)

K
Water
cascading
finite difference
subzero temperatures
preferential flow
Soilstructure dynamics

(x)

Pests/weeds
pests
weeds
pesticide break-

(x)

down
Crop simulation
crop growth

x

x
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Appendix II:The CAMASE project
TheCAMASE project
CAMASE:a Concerted Action for the development and testing of quantitative Methods for
research on Agricultural Systems and the Environment. CAMASE isfinancially supported by
the European Community Specific Programme for Research,Technological Development and
Demonstration inthe Field of Agriculture and Agro-industry, including Fisheries (Concerted
Action AIR 3-CT93-1721).

Background of CAMASE
Development and testing of quantitative methods for research on agricultural systems and
the environment requires dynamic simulation models of crops,animals and agricultural systems.
Inthe models, current knowledge and insightsfrom different disciplines (including crop
physiology, agrometeorology, soil science, agronomy, phytopathology) are integrated in a
consistent, quantitative and process-oriented way. These models are used t o test alternative
hypotheses, analyse current production techniques, and predict the effect of changes in environmental conditions, crop management practices and new design of plant-type. Through
associated experimental research,the models continue t o be refined and expanded.
Decision support systems aid in strategic andtactical decision-making atthe farm level.They
allow userst o combine technical knowledge contained in assessment and economic analysis
of farming enterprises.To determine such optimal strategies and tactics by experimentation
would be practically impossible.
Planning land useand rural development requires evaluation of a large number of alternatives for agricultural and non-agricultural land use,with their consequences for the corresponding physical,chemical, biological and socio-economic inputs and outputs. Multiple goal
linear programming issuch an aid for policy decisions.

Aims of CAMASE
Quantitative methods for research on crop and animal production, agricultural systems and
the environment have developed slowly and unevenly in different organisations and different countries over the pastt o decades. Several models that emerged have now reached a
level where they can be applied to some practical problems of agricultural production and
environmental problems. Lack of standardisation and documentation isnow an important
bottle-neck for further application. Currently, many groups in Europe are active in crop
modelling. Sharing information among them must be stimulated.
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Research on methods and models at the level of agricultural production systems (multiple
crops in time, space, arable farming and animal husbandry, involvement of sociological and
economic factors at afarm of regional scale) isstill at an early stage. Effective linkages with
other sciences areto be forged, particularly with economics sciences,and additional techniques are to be employed and/or developed. A concerted action to share more intensively
results of ongoing research will accelerate progress for setting research priorities and exploring options for policy decisions.
CAMASE isaconcerted action of five European groups that are leading inthe area of production systems research.The core groups for CAMASE are:
• the Copenhagen research team (Denmark): leading Drs. Niels Erik Nielsen,Sören Hansen,
Henry E.Jensen (The Royal Veterinary and Agricultural University); strength in modelling
nitrogen losses and crop growth and production.
• the Toulouse research team (France): leading Dr. Philippe Debaeke and Mr. Maurice Cabelguenne (Institut National de la Recherche Agronomique); strength in modelling crop production systems.
• the Cordoba research team (Spain), leading Dr. FranciscoVillalobos (Universidad de Cordoba, Dept. Agronomy) and Dr. Luciano Mateos (CSIC, Institute de Agricultura Sostenible);
strength in modelling irrigation systems.
• the Edinburgh research team (U.K.): leading Prof.Dr. Barry Dent and Dr. Graham Russell
(University of Edinburgh); strength in farm household modelling and expert systems.
• the Wageningen research teams (The Netherlands), coordinated by Dr. Peter Leffelaar
(Wageningen Agricultural University, Dept. of Theoretical Production Ecology), Dr. Aad van
Wijk (DLOWinand Staring Centre for Integrated Land,Soil and Water Research), Prof.Dr.
Frits Penning de Vries and Ing. M.C. Plentinger (DLO Research Institute for Agrobiology and
Soil Fertility); strengths in modelling crop and soil processes, dynamics of pests and weeds,
crop production systems, methodology, training.
The objectives of CAMASE areto advance quantitative research on agricultural systems and
their environment inthe EU-countries, by improving systems research in participating institutesthrough exchange and standardization of concepts, approaches, knowledge, computer
programmes and data. Specific objectives are:
• to produce a newsletter,
• to produce a register of models, and
• to stimulate research on production systems.
CAMASE started in November 1993, and wasfunded for three years. Marja Plentinger and
Frits Penning de Vries coordinate the project.
Further information can be obtained from:
F.W.T. Penning de Vries
DLO Research Institute for Agrobiology and Soil Fertility (AB-DLO)
P.O. Box 14
6700AA Wageningen
The Netherlands
Phone: (+)31.317.475960
Fax:
(+)31.317.423110
E-mail: CAMASE@ab.dlo.nl

